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REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS CF TEE HOUSE CF ASSEMBLY
The Fourteenth Meeting of the First Session of the Third
Mouse of Assenbly held in the Assembly Chamber on Monday
the 26th February, 1979, at the hour of 10.30 o'clock in
the forenoon.
Tv.P';'EwNT:
Mr Speaker
(The Eon A J Vasquez, CBE, MA)

(In the Chair)

GOVERNMENT:
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan, CBE, MVO, QC, JP - Chief
Minister
The Eon A J Cenepa - Minister for Labour and Social
Seelueity
The ::on H J Zammitt - Minister for Housing and Sport
The Hen A P Montegriffo, OBS - Minister for Medical and.
Heelth Services
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani, ED - Minister for Education
The Hon I Abecasis -.Minister for Tourism and Postal
Services
The Hen A W Serfaty, OBE, JP - Minister for Trade and
Eeenomic Development
The Hon M
Feetheestone - Minister for Public Works
D_• P.
for Municipal Services
?he Hon II Hell - Attorney-General
ial
Development
'
Secretary
The Ron J 3 Perez
Z-,PPOSITION:
The
The
The
The

:on
Eon
Hon
Eon

H Xiberras - Leader of the Opposition
P J Isola, ORE
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
•

•

The Hen J Bossano
ATTiNDANCE:

heving been previously circulated, were taken as read and
confreed.
OATH OF ALLEGIANCE OF NEW MEMBERS
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, I am sure I am voicing the feelings of all
members present in welcoming the Honourable Mr Hull to
this House as Attorney-General. He has come a long way
to us - from New Zealand, and I hope he will find, and
we will find, that it was worth the long journey and
that his stay amongst us will be a happy one.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, may I on behalf of Members on this side of
the House, welcome Yr Hull. By some coincidence; which
proves this is'a small world, both the Eonourable Mr
Abecasis and myself, whilst in Jamaica, had the opportunity
of chatting and admiring the forceful style, of e friend
of his in pOlitics, Mr John Falloon, a very dietinguisned
delegate from New Zealand. Mr Hull brings a new accent
to the House, and if I may say so, for Members this will
be a welcomed relief. We welcome him and hope het his
contribution will be as signal as it promises to be.
MR SPEAKER:
As in other occasions I would like to join my words of
welcome to those of the Chief Minister and the Leader of
the Opposition. I am sure - the House will benefit by your
great wealth of knowledge of drafting, which Iheat, is
one of your keener departments of the law and I hope that
I myself will oeable to rely on you, Mr Attorney, on
matters relating to the good running of the House whenover
I need your services. Welcome to Gibraltar and to the
House.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Speaker, I would like to thank you, the Honourable the
Chief Minister and. the Leader of the Opposition for your
greet cordial welcome. I place myself at the seevice of
the House during my time in Gibraltar, and I look forward
very much to being here. Thank you.

P A Garbarino, Esc', MBE, ED - Clerk of the House of
Assenbly

DOCUMENTS LAID.

PRA ER

The Hon the Minister for Housing and Sport laid on the
table the following documents:

Mr -weaker recited the prayer.
CONFIRMATION OP MINUTES
The Minutes of the Meeting held on the 19th December, 1978,

1. The Landlord and Tenant (Communal Services Tenements)
(No 3) Notice, '978.
2. The Landlord and Tenant (Communal Services Tenements)
Notice, 1979.
2.

3. The Landlord and Tenant (Rent Relief) (Terms and
Conditions) (Amendment) Regulation, 1979.
Ordered to lie.
The Hon the Minister for Medical and Health Services laid
on the table the following document:
The Group Practice Medical Scheme (Amendment)
Regulations, 1979.
Ordered to lie.
The Hon the Minister for Trade and Economic Development
laid on the table the following document:
The Port (Amendment) Rules, 1978.
Ordered to lie.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, Sir, it would normally be appropriate, at
this stage, to lay on the Table the draft Estimates of
Revenue and Expenditure for the financial year Co=cncing
on 1st April. Budget Day, however, is on the 17th of
April, and those estimates are not yet ready to be laid.
However, the Clerk of the House, in accordance with
Standing Order No 44(1), will send them to Members of
the House not less than 15 days before such Estimates
are considered. In due course I will move under Standing
Order 7(3) the laying of those estimates before the House
at the appropriate time.
MR SPEAKER:
The Clerk of the House will most certainly deliver those.
estimates of expenditure.15 days before if they are
supplied within the time to enable him to do so. That
is our responsibility provided we are given the means.

The Hon the Attorney-General laid on the table the
following documents:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

1. The Supreme Court Fund Regulations, 1978.

That, Mr Speaker, was implicit in my statement.

2. The Supreme Court Fund Rules, 1979.

ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

Ordered to lie.

MOTIONS

The Hon the Financial and Development Secretary laid on
the table the following documents:

HON A W SERFATY:
Sir, I have the honour to move the following motion:

1. The Import Duty (Personal Relief) (Amendment)
.Regulations, 1978.
2. Supplementary Estimates Consolidated Fund (No 4 of
1978/79).

"Be it resolved that the Hoube of Assembly do approve the
giving by the Governor of the following notice:Title

3. Supplementary Estimates Improvement and Development
Fund (No 4 of 1978/79)4. Statement of Consolidated Fund Re Allocations approved
by the Financial and Development Secretary (No 6 of
1978/79).
5. Statement of Consolidated Fund Re Allocations approved
by the Financial and Development Secretary (No 7 of
1978/79).
6. Statement of Improvement and Development Fund ReAllocations approved by the Financial and Development
Secretary (No-3_of 1978/79).
Ordered to lie.

3.

1. This Notice may be cited as the. Licensing
and Fees (Amendment of Schedule) Notice, 1979,
and shall come into force on the 1st day of
April, 1979.

Az..cndment 2. The Second Schedule to the Licensing and
of SeoY.d Fees Ordinance is amended as follows:Schedule
(1) by the deletion of Ite:r. 9. WHARFAGE
to Cap 90
CHARGES and by the substitution therefore of
the following:°9. WHARFAGE CHARGES
A wharfage charge shall be paid in respect of
encl.- container discharged or in entering the
Port as follows:
.C; 7.50
Containers up to 25 feet In length
Containers exceeding 25 feet in length E15.00
4.
1

Provided that no charge shall be payable on a
container which has left the Port, other than
by sea, on such container re-entering the Port".
(2) by the deletion of sub-paragraph (a) of
paragraph 1 of Item 9A. RENTAL CHARGES and by
the substitution therefore of the following:"(a) Containers discharged in the Port
having arrived by sea:
. (i) Containers up to 25 feet in
length:
the first fifteen days
including the day of dischargefree; for the next six days
£2.50 neT day or part thereof;
for each succeeding day or
part thereof, £5.00.
(ii) Containers exceeding 25 feet
in length:
for the'first fifteen days
including the day of discharge
free; for the next six days,
£5.00 per day or part thereof;
for each succeeding day or
part thereof, £10.00."
(3) by the deletion of paragraph 2 of Item
10. ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE CHARGES and by the
substitntion- therefor of the following:
"2. There shall be paid in respect of
every fare paying passenger on departure
from and upon arrival in Gibraltar by
ship the sum of 30 pence."

) ,

Mr Speaker, there are two changes in this Notice, one is
the wharfage charge and the other is rental charges. The
wharfage charge was introduced because of containerisation aed the consequent more rapid turn-round of ships,
and.because of this, berthing charges suffered a considerable reduction. The idea of a wharfage charge was
to make up for those losses. We then thought\ that the
number of containers handled in a year would be about
.3,000 and we now see that it is more like 2,000, so in
order to avoid a loss, we are proposing that we should
increase the wharfage charge. The wharfage charge of £5
hitherto has been irrespective of the size of the
container. We propose that the amount or £5 should be
increased to £7.50 in the case of containers of up to
25 feet in length, and following the same principle as
we have always done with rental charges, containers over
25 feet should pay £15.
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to rental charges, the only alteration' we are making
here :s that the period of free rental. should be increased
from eight to fifteen drys. This has been hede possible .
by the fact that the Ministry of Oversees Development are
releasing an additioeal strip of land at North Mole so
that the capacity of the Mole to take containers has
increased. It has also become necessary because the
shipping pattern has changed from a turn-round of about ,
8 to 10 days to 20 days, and es the container cwners have
been taking the containers outside the port, this has
rather worried the Traffic Commission and the Public Works
Department because of congestion of traffic and also
because of damage to roads. I think that the, time has now
come,taking into account that we now have the space in the
port, that we should reverse our policy and encourage
container owners to leave them in the port, and one way of
encouraging them is not to charge a rental fee for the
first fifteen days. Sir, I commend the motion to the
Rouse.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the motion
moved-1)y the Hon the Minister for Trade and Economic
Development.
HON P J ISOLA:
I think the Minister forgot to mention the last bit in his
motion about the fare paying passengers.
HON A W SERFATY:
I must apologise. The passenger rates will be increased
and this I have discussed with the Shipping Association
who have agreed to the increase as from 1 April, so they
have known, for some time, the intentions of the Government.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, I suppose this is neither the first nor the
last time that there has been a reversal of policy of the
Government so there is nothing particularly surprising
about the fact that the Minister has at last found the
error of his ways in relation to the period of free time
at the port and has now agreed that containers should be
allowed fifteen days free time. I think it is almost the
first anniversary from the time when we asked that the
free period should be extended so as to be fair to all the
people in the port who are operating the containers and
especially the local firms who have longer turn-rounds
than the more established shipping companies. I think we
must welcome that part of the motion, that for reasons
; obviously not connected with trying to be fair to everybody, but purely for reasons apparently out of consideration of what tne Transport' Commission says or what
the Commissioner of Police says about the damage that
•
these containers must be doing to our highways, something
•
which, of course, I would have thought would have been in
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the minds of the Government anyway when it was first
decided that the containers should be moved out of the
port instead of keeping them in the port. I do not know
whether there is any connection in this reversal of
policy with the fact that there is a new Captain of the
Port who may have different ideas to the previous one,
but anyway, Sir, we must welcome that a combination of
events have at last produced the right policy as far as
containers in the port are concerned.
Mr Speaker, I notice wharfage charges are being put up
once more on containers, the amount looks shall, and I
do not know how this will affect the operation of the
Port. I could have thought there is a lot to be said
for making the port of Gibraltar competitive when one
hears so much about the goose that laid the golden egg
being killed as far as the port is concerned by a series
of acts not necessarily just from the Government but
from everybody concerned in the port. One hears that the
should be quite a big source of wealth to
tort
Gibraltar and an area of future growth is being made un—
competitive or unattractive by a number of measures like
this one and then this question of the fart paying
.passen ger whieh the Government is increasing the amount
from 2o to 3Cp. I do not know how that is.going to
affect travellers, a rise of 10p probably will not, but
I suppose it ray affect the reputation of Gibraltar as
being a place that is worth going to if every little
item is increased. I know the Shipping Association have
agreed, and perhaps, they know more about this than we
do, but we all have to look at the whole operation of the
port in general terms rather than the interests of any
Particular sector using, the port. I think a lot of the
problems that arise in Gibraltar, as far as the port is
concerned, is because considerations affecting the day—
to—day running of the tort seem to have a greater
influenbe than major considerations of policy of keeping
the port as. an attractive point of entry into Gibraltar
and ar: area in which there could be growth but for the
restrictions that seem to be put on its operations from
time to time.
Mr Sneaker, we support this motion mainly because of the
extension of time of free berthing for containers that
is inherent in this motion.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
It gives me the impression that sometimes the Minister
does not realise that putting up the cost of any movement
in the port, such as the cost going up for containers
does increase the-cost to the importer. This means that
neither the shippers,• nor the agents nor the importers
pay for it. In the. end the one who pays is the consumer,
and this.contributes greatly towards the rising cost of
living. Does the Minister know,, that a small container
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being brought to Gibraltar costs £520, plus L40 'for
lighterage and landing, plus another £30 for transport,
plus import duty. In the ehd, the cost of an item,
particularly furniture, doubles by the time it comes
into Gibraltar. Therefore, the Government and
particularly the Minister should bear that in mind. It
is very easy to increase charges but, it is an illusion
to think that this is going to be paid by someone out—
side Gibraltar because it is not, it is going to be paid
here in Gibraltar. I certainly would have thought, that
the Minister, should have looked into the cost of bringing
and handling a container in Gibraltar and not be so quick
in increasing wlar'age charges. I cannot understand where
this information was obtained from, but to have tnought
that we were going to have 3,000 containers and find that •
we were out by. 1,000 means, that someone along the line
produced the wrong information. This immediately, makes
people like myself lose credibility on everything else
'that the Minister says, because, if he is wrong on a
simple thing like this, God knows what the information is
like on other matter of which one has no means of checking.
I am very concerned by this. I will go along with my
colleagues, of course, but my personal view is that we
should vote sgainst the motion.

4

4

4

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, when the Hon Mr Isola was speaking about the
port I think he was, if I may say so, on the riht lines
about the question of the general interest of the port
but then he went on to say that we are only concerned
with matters of detail and small things. We should not
forget that we have hid a big struggle which we have
fortunately won of having port development and having aid
from ODM for a very big project in the port that is likely
to help the port compete with neighbouring places and to
enhance the very good name that the port of Gibraltar has.
It is in this context that one should look at the port and
not in respect only of small charges which, per se, of
necessity, are bound to increase from time to time. It is
all very well to say: "Do not increase this or that, but
give more here, provide more nurses, etc" and then the
expenditure keeps mounting up. We have a major scheme
that v'ill enhance the viability of the port and it is on
that ar.:ct of the matter that 'I would like to reply to
what the Hon Mr Isola said. It has not been an easy
matter, it has been consultant after consultant and a
second thought given by the ODM to see whether the idea
was viable or not, until finally we got the clearance and
that was made abundantly clear this morning by the replies
given by the Hon Mr Serfaty to the question of the amount
of money committed by the 0DM to port development.
HON J BOSSANO:
Yr Speaker, I am going. to vote against the motion to
increase the charges. I can understand the basic logic
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of the point put forward by the Hon and Learned the Chief
Minister that the Government must look for revenue and
that there is a certain inconsistency in asking for
things that require money to pay for them and not
expecting the money to come from somewhere other than
as manna from heaven. I think what one needs is a more
cogent reason for deciding how much money should come .
from where, than, just the fact that the money is needed.
That the money is needed is obvious because there Is an
inexorable move in public expenditure everywhere in the
world and it always moves in one direction and that is
Up. The argument that has been put forward, as I under—
stood the Hon Mr Serfaty, for increasing the charges, is
basically that the volume of containers is less than
expected. That suggests that one is aiming for a certain
amount of revenue from chargeS on containers coming to
Gibraltar and that because'the volume is less than
anticipated,'one is increasing the charge to still arrive
at the target revenue. If that is the case, then I think
that that is essentially the wrong approach, because,
generally speaking, it happens in a great number of fields,
if you increase the charges when you are facing decline .
in volume you generally find youself with even more
decline in volume because you are providing a dis—
incentive. The way to develop the port is to try and
increase the volume that the port handles and not to try
and achieve a certain yield and pitch the charges at
whatever levels are recuired so that if instead of finding
next year that .he has 2,000 containers he. finds that there
is only one container, then the Hon Member might want to .
charge .220,000 on that one container to make sure his
estimate is met.
The second thing is, of'course, that if the reason for
eliminating the charges for the first fifteen days is in.
order to encourage people to Park their containers there,
then surely, the best thing to do is to have no charge at
all because.that would be an even greater encouragement.
So instead of just saying that the first fifteen days
should be free of charge if we want to encourage people
to leave them there, then have no charge at all and they will be encouraged to leave them there all the year round.
Thirdly, the question of increasing the payment made by
passengers. I think in both cases we are talking about
fairly small_ sums of money both in the container charges
and in the passenger charges. In passenger dues the
estimate this year was 230,000 yield. If this is a 50%
increase, then we are talking about a 215,000 anticipated
yield for this year and if we are talking about revenue—
raising measures, in fact what we are talking about is
the first steps in the 1979 Budget, the first L15,000 of
revenue-raising measures in the 1979 Budget-and if that
is what we are doing then I would say let us have a look
at the whole Budget. before we are asked to vote on it.
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HON M X1BERMAS:
Mr Speaker, I gather that we cannot introduce an amend—
ment to this motion as it is tart of Government business
and a financial proposition, but as my Hon Fiends have,
said, there is one particular part of the motion about
which we warned the Government some time a:o and obviously
we welcome the change of policy on this point. I myself
am not quite convinced that events followed the trend that
the Minister said. I think, the fact that a particular
company pitched its tent, as it were, in the area arouncf.
Eastern Beach, moved its containers somewhere in the Old
Slaughterhouse and refused to move it and had them there
without permission as : understand it, must have influen c ed
the Government in arriving at a more reasonable waiting
period in the port. I remember seeing large containers
just along Devil's Tower Road where the Black V,atch
Monument is. They were there for some considerable time
and, apparently, without any permission. We are glad
about this part of the motion and if we had the power to
amend, we might very well delete all the rest and simply
accept this. My Hon Friend Mr Isola has said that he
would support the motion mainly on the basis of this
provision, and my Hon and Gallant Friend has equally
rightly said that he would like to oppose the motion on
the basis of financial considerations. It•is a fact, that
if we are going to raise something like 22,500/5,000
against an expectation of 3,000 containers instead of the
2,000 that actually come in, then the financial difference
itself is so little that it cannot be a good argument.
That provision we disagree with. It is a very short—
sighted policy to increase charges cn containers at this
particular moment when it is the Minister's and :the
Government's policy, which is shared by Hon Members on
this side, to containerise more of the traffic that comes
to Gibraltar. As the Minister very well knows, when you.
increase charges at that particular point of the import—
ation process, it tends to get magnified by the people
who handle the containers and bring in the goods. One
tends to get to the position where, as perhaps with landing
charges, in the case of aeroplanes landing here, at a
Particular point the increase may be a small proncrtion of
the overall cost,'but when the goods come to the chop then
the effect is increased sometimes out of all proportion
with te., charge that is being levied at a particular point.
I would like to ask the Minister for Consumer Protection,
whether he has been consulted on this measure, because
increases at the port at this particular point do tend to
have an effect out of all proportion when the retail stage
is reached. The other point is, why haven't we had 3,000
containers as expected? Is it a case of delays in delivery?
Has is been.a question of strikes? What are the reasons
for this? The Minister has simply based his argument on
a financial consideration but he has not really told us
how much more money we are going to get from this. If we
were to compare it with'the amount of publicity we give
the 'port, I.think it is something like L2,000 that arc
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spent in publicity for the port. ZTor has he said what
the eolicy is. Is to is money aolna to be used for port
iapraveeent7 And, if so, arainst the background of an
ODM grant of £1.2m it does seem rather a small amount
to upset the apple cart for somethin like £2,500/3,500.
The other thina which I think is a valid consideration
is the argument of the Hon Mr Bossano. One should look •
at these things in the round at Eudget time as it is a
revenue-raiaine measure which should be backed by'a
comprehensive statement of policy. As the Government
knows, the House has been arguing for development of
the port over a good number of years. Every time we
have had measures of this kind, an increase in fuel
charges, bunkering charges, etc., we have asked what
is the overall effect on the littractiveness of the port?
I do not think we should allow the Minister to slip this
one past the House. They will, of course, because they
have a majority but I do not think we need support him
when he does that. On the question of passenger traffic,
I would like to ask the Minister whether the payment of
the amount by passengers is done by individuals or is it
done by the shipping company as a whole. If it is done
by the shipping company and the consent of the shipping
'company has teen obtained, then there might be a better
case. • I myself do not like it. I do not think that the
amount is going to be that much greater and I do not
think th
at with that amount one can do a great deal in
the port to make it more attractive to visitors. I
think the argument of the Hon Er. Eossano is a good one
on that: All in all, what my colleagues and I are going'
to do is to support that part of the proposition which
we agree with and to show disagreement with that part of
the proposition we disagree with and the only way we can
do that is by stating our point and abstaining on the
motion.
HON A W SERFATY:
I would like to answer one of.the last points that the
Hon' Leader of the Opposition made and that is that the
passenger tax is included in the price of the passage by .the shipping companies and as I said before the shipping
companies have expressed their agreement to this increase.
I hope that that satisfies the Leader of the Opposition.
As to the point made by the Hon Mr Bossano, it is true
that I said that we are receiving about 2,200 containers.
This is not due to any strike but that is the number of
containers that we can see are coming to Gibraltar over
a long period. I an sure the Hon !.r Bossano will understand too, that charges which are not expressed on a percentage basis like import duty, are bourt to suffer
'
because of inflation. This is not a budgetary measure.
These charges have been brought as a package to the House
because we were eager to lengthen the free period of
rental charge and at the same time we are taking these
other measures.
11.

HON J BOSSANO:
Is the Hon Member suggesting that we are now running at
between 50% and 300% inflation which are the percentages
that he is applying to containers of under 25 and over
25 feet?
HON A %V SERFATY:
No, it is a 50% increase on the wharfage charge, from £5
to £7.50 over a period of two years. This we will not
touch for some tint. co come, so it is more or less keeping
up with the value of money. I know, as a businessman,
that the cost of bringing a container and cargo from the
United Kingdom has increased considerably in the last few
years. This small increase of £2.50 on the wharfage
charge for a container is really chickenfeed, with all
due respect to the Opposition.
HON M XIBERRAS:
If the Hon Member will give way. Has the.Minister had
the tar: experience with landing charges and things of
that nature, where the increase has been small•but the'
landihg charges have had a very big effect?
HON A W SERFATY:
That is another subject altogether but landing charges,
as we all know, have considerably increase in the last
year or so, but this is not what we are dascuasing now.
What 'we are d'Lsoussing now, are the increases of rental
and wharfage charges on containers. The Honourable Yr
Bossano made a point about the lengthening of the period.
Well, the lengthening of the period to fifteen days is
because normally there will not be much rent to charge..
There is no question of leaving a container and certainly
we are not going to make ourselves a party to encourage
anybody to leave a container a whole year in the Port.
The fifteen days is because it more or less coincides
with the period of turn round of the ship coming from the
same company to collect the containers. I think it was
the Honourable and Learned kr Isola who said that it had
taken us a year to bring thir to the House. Well, it has
taken us a year to get the Ministry of Defence to agree
and make available, to the GovernMent of Gibraltar, this
new area for containers in the Port.
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
'the following kembers'voted in favour:
The Hon I Abecasis
The Hon A J Canepa
The Hon M K Featherstone
The Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
the Hon A P Montegriffo
%'^. Hon A W Serfaty
12.
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MR SPEAKER:

Dr R G Valarino
H J Za--itt
D Hull
A Collings

Before I put the question to the House, does any
Honourable Member wish to speak on the general principles
and merits of the Bill?

The following Hon ember voted against:

HON M XIBERRAS:

The Hon J Bossano
The following Hon Members abstained:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The fallowing Hon Members Were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani
The Hon S B Perez

MR SPEAKER:

The notion was accordingly varried.

I don't think so. The virements, surely have been already
voted for and therefore they are not at issue in any
mariner or form.

BILLS
FIRS AND SECOND READINGS
TEE SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION, 1978/79 ORDINANCE,

1979

EON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

F

Mr Speaker, Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill.
for an. Ordinance to apply further sums of money to the'
service of the year .ending 31st March, 1979, be read a .
first time.
Mr Sneaker then put the question whiCh was resolved in
the affirmative and the Bill was read a first time.
EON FINANCIAL AND DVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move that the Bill be now read a
second time. As the House by now is fully aware, the
purpose of this Bill is to appropriate, in accordance
with the provisions of the Constitution a further sum
of 2.914,199 out of the Consolidated Fund and in accordance with the provisions of the Public Finance (Control
and Audit) Ordinance to appropriate a further sum of
2157,949 out of the Improvement and Develorment Fund.
The Purposes for which these additional sums are being
sought are set out in the details supplied with the
Schedules and these will be taken, as is our custom, in
the course of the Committee stage on the -Bill. I beg
to move., Mr Speaker,
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Mr Speaker, I have a few points to make. The fact that
2914,000 have been asked of the House does not mean, or
does it mean, that this is a net increase required to
meet expenditure, or does it mean, in fact, that there
might be .savings under the various Heads which do not
increase the net' expenditure voted by the House at the
last Budget. The second point is the question of
discussing re-allocation, the virements, and this, Yr
Speaker, perhaps I might direct at you in a more direct
way. Is it possible to discuss, within the terms of the
motion, and in Committee,.the virements which the Financial
and Development Secretary has given notice of to the House?

HON H XIBERRAS:
On the question of the re-allocations, Mr Speaker, may I
ask for your. guidance on this, whether it would ae
necessary to bring a specific motion, let us say in this.
case two months after the event, to discuss a matter of,
perhaps, a quite large re-allocation of Government Funds.
Is that, in fact, the case?
MR SPEAKER:
That would be the case. As a matter of fact the financial
procedures followed by the Government is open to question
by the House by motion. The procedure that we are following now is voting extra sums of money. Any monies that
ho"e already been voted in previous appropriation.:: are
therefora authorised and are not a subject matter of the
motion :.;fore the House or the second reading of the Bill
itself.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, I am not trying to introduce virements through
the back door but, presumably, this is the additional
provision that the Government requires to pay for its Bills
till the end of the year, but this is the balance that is
required after using monies that have been voted for a
particular purpose for another nrunose. The only item
that I would have thought, and I would welcome from the
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the House is to apProve the second reading of a Pill
which seeks additional funds. It has nothing whatsoever to co with virement or re-allocation. The rower
to re-allocate is given me by law and it is the power
to re-allocate funds which have already been voted,
provided that the re-allocation is made for a purpose
which is Within the general ambit of the heac to which
this House originally appropriated them. What we are
now talking about is something quite different. It is
simply that Government is seeking the authority of this
House by a Supplementary Appropriation Ordinance to
increase the sums whic'a this House has at previous
meetings already appropriated.

Financial and Development Secretary an explanation why
it hasn't. been brought, I would have'thought would have
required supplementary provision, is one large item in
the virements and that is a sum of 247,800 that has been
wired from the painting and maintenance of Crown
Properties
MR SPEAKER:
Which item are you referring tc?
HON P J ISOLA:
This is one Head 21, page 2 of the virementa. A sum of
L47,800 that seems to have been wired away for painting
and maintaining Crown Properties to meet what must be,
I Presume, an unusual incidence of sickness in the
Public Works Department.

HON M XIBERRAS:

Are you looking at the statement on allocations? I think
you are looking at the wrong papers.

I think, Mr Speaker, that the Financial and Development
Secretary has not helped Honourable Members on this side
of the House because he stated something that we do in
fact know already. What we want to know is whether in
fact the exercise of the powers that we know he has to
re-allocate in fact gives the House a fair. opportunity
or disnuesing.

HON P J ISOLA:-

MR SPEAKER:

At the statement of re-allocations.

That is not the point that Mr Isola is making, under any •
circumstances. Mr Isola Was saying that being such a big
virement should it not have come under this Appn)T)riation
Bill.- The answer that has been given by the Financial
and Development Secretary is that irrespective of the
quantum of the virement provided it is spent within the
particular Head for which it was voted, he has got the
power to re-allocate. Is that correct?

-MR SPEAKER:

MR SPEAKER:
But this is not the one that is before the House.
HON P J ISOLA:
I know, M r Speaker, what I was asking the Financial and
Development Secretary is, in seeking provision from the
House for. L914,000, I would like him when replying, not
now, to perhaps explain tc the House how it
that he
doesn't consider it necessary to include in the Appropriation Bill provision for this suit of L47,800 which has
apparently been wired away from painting Crown Properties
and maintaining them to maintaining people who are on sick
leave. I think it would help the House because it is
cuite a large sum and I would have thought that there is.
a big difference between maintaining and painting Crown
Properties and giving sick pay.
MR

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yes, basicOly, Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER:
That is the answer to Mr Isola's question that there is
no need to appropriate. again because it has been
appropriated once already.
HON P J ISOLA:

SPEA=R:

Perhaps we might seek at this stage the assistance of the
Financial and Development Secretary.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
4

Mr Speaker, the Members of the Opposition are beginning
to succeed in confusing me totally. The motion before
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Mr Speaker, I am aware of this and I thank the Financial
and Development Secretary for interposing hit exnlanation.
I am not seeking to discuss the virements. I know they
are there and that it is really for the information of
the House and if we are dissatisfied with them I suppose
we could raise them. But I would think that, for example,
in the Public Accounts Committee I think it could be
questioned as to whether money that was voted by the
- House for maintaJnirg and painting Crown Properties could
be used for the purposes of paying sick leave, for example.
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It seems to me that whereas I can appreciate other
virements that occur, and I am only mentioning this
one, it seems to me that an item that is so large and
really nothing to do with maintaining and painting
Crown Properties.
HON CHIEF aINISTER:
And wages.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, I know there is wages in that factor but we
are talking of sick wages. In other words, monies have
not been used for maintaining and painting properties,
it has been used for paying people on sick leave with'
it.
MR SPEAIC.R:
Order, order. The answer has been very specifically
given. The answer is, yes. .
gON P J ISOLA:.
It does seem to me, Mr Speaker, that items like this
should perhaps be sought for again in an Appropriation
Bill even - though this ninht result in a surplus under
the vote in cuestion. If, for example, the. Government
has not been able to maintain and paint Crown Properties
because it doesn't have the paint or hasn't had the
workers or the workers haven't worked with the paint and
tainted the properties, I don't think that money should',
be wired away from that in this way to pay people who •
haVe not worked and who have been sick. I thought the
Point should be made. I think it is of importance and
I am making it, Mr Speaker, because in another capacity
I think it is something that could in my mind be
legitimately questioned, as to whether expenditure that
had been voted had been properly spent.
MR SP7kY7R:
Are there any other contributors?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELCPMENT SECRETARY:
I would like to deal first of all with the first point
made by the Leader of the Opposition. He said: "Is this
money that the Government is now seeking, the 2.914,000,
a net amount or a gross amount?" It is a gross amount.
It is based as set out in the schedule on applications
received from Controlling Officers for additional funds
for the Purposes which are therein described. To that
extent, therefore, itfis money which they consider that
they will have to spend on those services before the 31
17..

of March which, if they do not have the authority of
this Mouse, they will of course, be incur._ nn an excess
vote. They therefore have sought from. the Government,
and the Government in turn is seeking from this House
an additional appropriation amounting in total to the
figure of n514,199. The Honourable and Learned Yr t'eter .
Isola, I think, is misdirecting himself on two counts.
First of all, he is overlooking the fact that the item
which he mentioned which is painting of Crown Properties
was an item approved in the Estimates and so too, was
the other item to which money was vired. In other words, •
the power of virement is given in the Public Finance
(Control and Audit) Ordinance to the Financial and
Development Secreary, was exercised to re-apportion the
amount originally .anted under the one subhead to another
subhead within the same Head. Of course, it will be
perfectly proper if at the appropriate time the Public
Accounts Committee wishes to call that power into
question and whether, after hearing from the Financial
and Development Secretary at the time and taking such
other evidence obviously as it may wish to, it considers
it so important that the powers which this House has
given to the Financial and Development Secretary by law
should be in any way circumscribed, then, of course, the .
Public Accounts Committee in reporting its findings and
recommendations to this House, is perfectly at liberty
to so recommend. 'nether or not the Government of the
day, whenever that may be, will see fit to accept such
a recommendation is an entirely different matter,-but
there is no connection between what we are now debating
and re-allocations. If, and I think we have had this
out before, if any Member of the House wishes to have
information as to the whys and wherefores of a particular
virement between one subhead and another subhead,*then
they have the opportunity to table a question. What I
cannot answer and I cannot be expected to do is to come
to this House and have particular virements mentioned
and be expected to explain the background and the whys
and the wherefores. Mr .Speaker, I beg to move.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in
the affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
HON 2INANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
If all Members agree, Mr Speaker, and we reach that page
this evening, then I would like to move the Committee
Stage and Third Reading of the Bill.
This was agreed to.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
`Aar Speaker, Sir, I have the honour to move the suspension
of Standing Orders Nos 29 and 30 in respect of the
Barclays Bank International Limited Loan Agreement .
•
Ordinance, 1979.
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YR SPEAKER:

•YR
Before I propose the question I will explain to the
House that Standing Orders Nos 29 and 30 deal with the
Publishing of the Bill in the Gazette and the printing
of the Bill, none of which have been complied with.
YR M XIB1RRAS:
!r Speaker, Perhaps the reasons for the suspension of .
Standing Orders should in fact be stated at this pdint
rather than in consideration of the Bill after the House
has agreed to suspend Standing Orders. I do not know
whether I am completely up the creek on this or not.
YR SPEAEER:

I am su.e,rised that it is not printed in the usual green
paper. •
HON H XIBERRAS:
There might be a very good reason for it, Mr 'Speaker, but
as with traffic signs, green and white do have a
significance in the House and it marks the different
stages in the approval of a :?roposition by the House and
therefore there might be' very good reasons for doing it
but I think the matter should be raised in the House and
perhaps explained rather than be a aubject for congratulations.

Unless we suspend Standing Orders we are not in a position
to discuss the Bill.

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in
the affirmative and Standing Orders Nos 29 and 30 were
accordingly suspended.

HON H' XIBERRAS:

TEE BARCLAYS BANK INTERNATIONAL LTD LOAN AGREEMENT
ORDINANCE, 1979.

In moving the suspension of Standing Orders the Member
who in fact does so miEnt indicate.why he wishes to
.move the sespe'nsion of Standing Orders.
HON FTNaNCTAT 1'17)DE;.E1.07.:•YE:72 SECRETARY: .
Mr Sneaker, if I may be allowed. This was an omission
on my part and I apologise. The negotiations for this
particular loan were only concluied last weekanditwasthere-. :
fore impossible to set out the terms that had been
negotiated in Bill fern. We have attempted, however, and
I thin::: succeeded in bringine the Hill to the House in
printed form. It was a question that there was no time
after the negotiations were completed to give Hon Members
the usual amount of notice and to have the Bill circulated
in the usual way.
HON H XIBERRAS:
I thank the Honourable Member for that Mr Speaker, I
thin-, in fact, the House often does this. Some
Honourable Member asks for leave of the House to suspend
Standing Orders and then makes his case for moving that
suseension after the House has agreed to do so, and in
fact I welcome this statement by the Financial and
Development Secretary as to the reasons why the Government
feels it is necessary to move the suspension of Standing
Orders. It is a ratter of some moment, obviously, not
just because of the amount involved, but because of the
policy involved, and I would support the suspension of
Standing Orders. As to the format in which the Bill
has come to the House, the Financial and Development
Secretary congratulates himself in having brought it to
the House in printed form. It is an unusual thing and I
don't.remember.having seen this done before.
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HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Yr Speaker, Sir, I have the honour to move that the Bill
for an Ordinance to raise the sum of £2,500,000 from
Barclays Bank International Ltd be read a first time.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in
the affirmative and the Bill was read a first tire.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
•Mr Speaker, Sir, I. leg to move that the Dill be now read
a second time. Before I begin, I clearly am expected at
least by the Honourable Leader of the Opposition, to
'
apologise to this House for unwittingly trampling on
delicate sensibilities in relation to certain coloured
paper. I can assure the House that I had not the
slightest intention in any'way of disturbing those
sensibilities. My sole objective, in consultation with
the Attorney-General's Chambers, was to save some money
so that instead of having a printing on green first and
then on white, I decided we would save a little money
by having a single run of printing. But. if sensibilities
have been in any way offended, quite naturally, Mr
Speaker, I apologise. Yr Speaker, I think it is quite
obvious that in moving the second reading of'the Bill I
must be precise in what I say. I would therefore hope
that the Chair does not insist too stringently on Standing
Order 46(3) and will allow me to make very repeated
references to my copious notes. Mr Speaker, in the course
' of my'statement to the House last April on the Estimates I
outlined the Governmen.'s borrowing requirements in
relation to the 1978/81 Development Programme. I said
then that excluding the investment which would be needed
to finance the development of electric power generation
20.
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and the construction of additional desalination plant,
_roar mire as it stood then, called for a mobilisation
the ~
of a minimum of 24.5m of local funds over a three-year
Period.. Of this sum it was thought that £2m could be
raised. through Annual Budgetary contribUtion and local
funding and that the balance of £2.5m would come from
the mobilisation of domestic savings through the
implementation of House Purchase Home Ownership Schehes.
Since then, and I an sure this will come as no surprise
to the House, the borrowing requirement has had to be
revised uswards. On the basis of current cost estimates,
it is likely to be about £6.2m over the programme period.,
that is, until the 31 March, 1981. That sum is exclusi'
of any investment required for additional electricity
generating capacity or new desalination plant. The
figure is not firm, it would make my job a great deal
easier if it could be regarded as firm. But estimation
in this field is subject unfortunately to many variables
them, unfortunately, unforeseen variables.
and many
There.are, for example, cost overruns, estimates have to
be revised and almost invariably when we are talking of
capital projects that means an upward revision of the
cost. Additional works are from time to time added to
the Programme which the Government wishes to carry out
as a matter Of urgency. Finally, of course, on the other
side of the coin, there is no point in obscuring it,
there is slippage. However, the single. most significant
factor which has pushed up the Government's borrowing
requirement is the 1,01 local fund contribution to the
cost of the major 0:M funded projects. For the first
two years of the Programme, that is until the 31 arch
next yearm-d again on the basis of current estimate of cost,
the Government is likely to need some C3.7m, the greater
Part of this amount beine required in the course of 1979/
1980 financial year. It was decided to attempt to fund
Up to 22.5m of this requirement with new money from outside Gibraltar, that is, by raising it externally in the
:London 1.arket. To this end exploratory talks were held.
in August last year with the Bank of England, the Foreign
and, Commonwealth Office, with a number' of Merchant Banks
and financial institutions as well as with certain memlmrfirms
of the London Stock Exchange. The response was favourable
and led in November to the Government making formal
annroaches to six banks for a ._or_ term loan facility.
Eaeh of the banksannroached responded with a definite
offer and after the most careful evaluation of the
various cuotations received, the Government decided to
give Barclays Bank International Ltd an inclusive
mandate to negotiate terms and conditions for a credit
facility of i;2.5m. In the course of the subsequent
neaotiations, which as I have already said were only
lly coneluded last week, the Government was able to
eeeure a number of small but significant improvements
on the Bank's original quotation and the eventual outcome is now reflected in the terms and conditions of
the agreement which appear as the schedule to the Bill.
21.
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The principal terms of the loan facility which has been
agreed are as follows: The loan is for 25 years and will
be Used specifically for development purposes. It will
be repaid in 24 half-yearly instalments of £100,050
commencing two years from the date of the agreement, with
a final instalment of a like amount on the 15th anniversary
of that date. There is a two-year moratorium on capital
repayments. The loan will be made available in two
trenches of Cl.5m and £lm respectively. The first trench
will become available from the date on which the aereement
is signed and may be drawn dawn at any time subject to
five days business ne.,ice up to the 30 of September this
year in amounts of 0250,000 or multiple thereof. The'
second tranch will be available from and including the
first of October this year and can be drawn down in a
similar manner at any time up to 31 Vareh, 1980, As is
the normal practice with any credit facility of this kind,
a commitment fee will be payable on the undrawn and uncalled balance of the loan so long as that balance remains
available for drawing. The fee will be one half' - per cent
and will be applied to each part of the loan separately.
Tr other words, the commitment fee will not be payable in
respect ,f the second tranch of Clm until let October 1979 .
when tliat trench becomes available for drawing. By
arranging the loan in this eanner in two parts, the
Government has thus been able to secure
small saving on
the contingent expenses of raising the loan over te first
six months. The rate of interest payable on the loan is
expressed as a fixed margin of one and one eidfrth. ner cent
over •the appropriate London Interbank rate. At this
point Honourable lembers might look at cut-paragraph 5
of paragraph 4 of the schedule to the Bill; this is the
provision which sets the effective rate of interest on the
loan at any one time ba giving the Government th;:: rieht
to back its own judgement, so to speak, where interest
rates generally are likely to fall or to rise or co remain
steady over the ensuing six months, and to choose when to
roll over the loan. The initial choice has to be made at
the time of the first drawing. Thereafter, the loan can
be rolled over at monthly, three-monthly, or six-monthly
intervals at the Government's option. This mechanism will
enable the Government to keep the effective rate of interest
on the loan broadly in step with movements of market rates
and will ensure that at the time when money con be borrowed
at around 5 or 6;: as was the case about aa year ago, the
Government does not continue paying at the high rates which
are current at this moment. There are three ether' conditions of the loan agreement which should be mentioned.
The first appears as paragraph 9 of the Schedule and sets
out the circumstances in which the bank shall be entitled
to re-finance the loan. In the event that in doing so the
bank's cost of obtaining the money is increased, this
paragraph entitles the Bank to increase the margin of 1:i%
by such amount as will recover the additional cost. This
provision whicn is often referred to as the reserve asset
clause is a staniari condition of all loans made in
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United Kingdom domestic currency to overseas borrowers.
'It is necessary because from time to time the United
Kin,:dom monetary authorities 7ylace restrictions on the
Lan.:on market as to the amount of do vatic sterling
which may be lent abroad. Should that happen, the
•
lending bank might not be able to raise the money on
the London market and might- have to go to other sources
which in cur case will almost certainly be Euro Sterling
earket. In that case it would almost equally certainly
cost rather more than raising the money in the London
market and therefore this clause gives the bank the right
to recover the additional cost If in fact there is any at
the time involved. Since, however, the loan is for only
£2.5n which is a trivial amount in terms of market lending,
these events that I have described are most unlikely.
Nevertheless, the loan is for a period of 15 years and 15
years is quite a long time.-'who can possibly say what
may happen on the money markets in 15 years. The second
condition which should be etentioned appears in paragraph
10 and this has a bearing on the subject of Question 63
which the Chief Minister answered today. Were the
Government at any time in the future to decide that
eibraltar banks should maintain in Gibraltar a certain
eroportion of.their licuid assets, then in the case of
Barclays Bank International Ltd, the amount of the loan
which the Government had at that time drawn but had not
repayed, would be set against such proportion of the
bank's liquid assete as it might be required to maintain
in Gibraltar. That seems to the Government to be only a
very fair condition to insist on the bank's part. However,
there is 2120 nrovision in the agreement that the bank may,
with the Government's prior consent, assign its obligations
under the agreement. In the event that Barclays Bank were
to apply to the Government and to be given consent to
assign its obligatiun, under those circumstances, therefore, this safeguard, if you like, this offset against its
liouidity* would no loner apply. Finally, Paragraph 13 of
the schedule.. Since the loan is being raised in London in
domestiC sterling, it is only both natural and obvious
that the terms 2nd conditions on which it is to be raised
should be subject to the law of England. Why, it may be
asked, is it necessary to enact specific legislation for
this money? Mr Speaker, there are three reasons: First,
the Government has no constitutional mower to borrow money,
it can only borrow money in accordance with the provisions
of a general or specific Loan Ordinance and the powers
whieh it has already taken - there are two - there is the
General Loan and Stock Ordinance, Cap 66 of the Laws and
the Local Loan (No 6) Ordinance which is Number 22 of 1978,
do not extend to the kind of borrowing which the Government
is now contemplating. Secondly, the agreement with Barclays
Bank International requires the Government to satisfy the
Bank that it'has full power, authority and legal right to '
incur the debt. Thirdly, even if the other reasons does
not exist it is desirable that a borrowing of this kind
should be specifically legislated by the House. Mr Speaker,
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in securing this loan the Gibraltar Goverilment has broken
new ground, .it is the first time it has gone to the market
and we can be well satisfied with the outcome. We eere
given no guarantee by lier ejesty's Government, we were
adjudged creditworthy on our own showing, we were offerel
credit facilities by no fewer than six banks and vie have
been able to secure long-term money at as fine a margin
of interest as anything which we could hope to obtain at
this preseht time. But I want to add this: As I explained
at the beginning, the loan that we have now negotiated will
go only part of the way towards funding the Government's
total borrowing requirements under the current .-evelopment
Plan. The 1980/8'. re!ouirement has still to be funded and
finance has still'to be found for the nlanned development
of our electricity -and water resources. So lone as
Gibraltar's credit worthiness is not undermined by a
failure to cut its coat according to its cloth, I believe
the money can be found to finance these development. But
Gibraltar's credit worthindss will be undermined if the
City tries to live beyond its means and credit worthiness
once it has been lost or seriously damaged is extremely
difficult to restore. Mr Speaker, I commend the Bill to
the House and I beg to move.
MR SPEAKER:
Before I put the question to the House does any Honourable
Member wish to smeak on the general principles and merits
of the Bill?
HON P J ISOLA:

4

Mr Speaker, the terms en which the money is being, borrowed
appears to be rather better terms than are given by Barclays
Bank International Ltd to borrowers in the Gibraltar market
but I am not surprised that they are prepared to treat the
Government a little more favourably than they treat the
local market'and I think that the deal that the Government
has got on the loan, as a loan, is definitely a good one
because it has a 15 year repayment period and, obviously,
paying £100,000 every six months should not put en.undue
strain on the finances of the Government as long as their
bilie for certain things like sick pay and so forth do not
go up too much, Mr Speaker. From the point of view of the
Government I think that people would expect- a bank that has
such a heavy commitment in Gibraltar as Lerclays Bank
International Ltd to produce the best terms for a loan of
all the other people who thought Gibraltar credit-worthy.
I think this is natural and I think it is recognition by
the bank that it owes some duty to the people in Gibraltar
and to the Aublic in Gibraltar and I would say that these
terms are favourable, there is no question about it. On
that point of view I think one would welcome the terms of
the loan. I don't like very much, Mr Speaker, the House
of Assembly passing a law which says that an agreement in
that.law is to be made subject to, the law of England and
not the law of Gibraltar. I don't know whether this
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raises a point of constitutional importance that the
legislature elves away its right to amend an Ordinance
unless ft hepeens to be in accordance with the laws of
England, but anyway i don't think one should worry too
much about that because it is the laws of England we
are talking about but I hope that the Government if
ever it has to negotiate any other loan, and it seems
to be that that is a distinct possibility in the future,
that it will not necessarily accept that an agreement is
to be made subject to the laws of another country Unless
it happens to be the laws of England. In general terms
the Financial and Development Secretary referred to his
address to the. House last year about the borrowing requirements of the Government in view of its contribution
to the Develonment Plan and so forth and then he told us
about the need to increase that figure of £4.5m to £6m.
The only question I would ask is that I hope the GovernIlent has taken into account in deciding to go for the
loan now as opposed to six months time, the very severe
slippage there has teen in the Development Programme
which is cute obvious from the answers given by the
Minister for Econemic Development earlier today, the
very serious slippage there has been in the Development
Pro;,reee and whether the Government has taken into
account whethear it is in fact going .to use this loan
immediately because I notice there is a comoitment fee
to be paid, atmittedly it is very small, it is E',12,500,
it is not that much in, terms of Government' expenditure
but still it is something and I am just wondering whether
the Government has taken into account the fact that on •
the reading that one: has of the borrowing requirements
and what it was going to be borrowed for, whether the
Government i going .to draw down on this loan at all
within the times specified in the agreement, because if
it isn't is it wise or advisable to. enter into this
agreement at a time when the lending rates are so high
w don't everywhere and likely to stay hioh ? One thing e
wantis that the Government should not have the money
when the time comes for it to spend it; but I would ask
tthe Government to consider seriously whether they are in
a. nosition to use this money - it does seem to me that
they are not from what I have heard, I hope I am wrong,
but it does seem to me that they ,are not and therefore
should they te borrowing this money at -chi. particular
Point of time? When the Bud:.--et comes we will be able to
go into the cueetion of the performance but it is, I hope,
a point that they have taken in mind and I hone we can
have some satisfaction on that. Yr Speaker, I think I
have saidaalready what I wanted to say. I think, generally,
the terms of the loan appear to be very favourable to
Goveonment, assuming interest rates don't go up too high.
The only thing I wonder is the timing of the loan, is it
the right time? Apart from that I think one Should record
alenreeiation to our leading bank of Gibraltar that it has
offered the Government terms which are more favourable
than it would have offered any other borrower. The last
point I would like to make, Mr Speaker, is that I hope
25.
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the Government is able to assure the House that it will
do every,n_ng that is necessary, as the Financial and
Development Secretary has said already, to keep its
credit worthiness in the market for the future because
obviously this will not be the first or the last loan •
that the Government has to seek in the money market.
HON AT2ORNEY-GENEI1U:
Mr Speaker, if I can just refer to one point raised by
the Honourable Member's question just to clarify the
position. There is no question that this agreement
scheduled in the Bill before the House in any way limits
the competence of this House to amend the laces in the
future. What the agreement does is decide that that
particular agreement, sc long as it remains in force,
will be subject to the law of England. I think Perhaps
my Honourable Friend is perhaps in a better positicn to
answer this than I am but I understand such a clause
applying the law of one Particular country to be quite
a normal provision as an agreement of this nature.
HON C2IEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, before the debate concludes I. would like to
take this opportunity of paying tribute to the Financial.
and Development Secretary and those who have helped him
the
,
because this is the end of a very long process which
Government has carried out to ensure that we got (a) the
credit that was required and(b) that we got the very best
terms possible. I think it is .fair to' say that the six
institutions who were prepared to help the Goveenment
excluded Barclayn Bank. We left Barclays Bank to the end
but we' did, as I heve been doing for a long, time and since
my original statement here that it was the policy of
Government thinking of ways whereby big institutions who .
are carrying on business in Gibraltar should invest in
Gibraltar, has not fallen on deaf ears as regards Barclays
Bank. I believe not only the local manegement but all
Directors, Managing Directors and other Executives of the
Bank who have been here have been told in no uncertain
terms that Barclays Bank,.as Mr Isola has said, is
committed to Gibraltar•and Barclays Bank is also m.iking,
we hope, good profits in Gibraltar and that it had to
have first of all faith in the place in which it had
three branches and doing so well and, secondly, it had to
treat Gibraltar, not the Government, because by treating
the Government well it is treating Gibraltar well - it
haO.to treat Gibraltar well. I think this was appreciated
from the very beginning and I hope that our exhortations
to them, at least mine, and my suggestion of possible
legislation to make something that can be done voluntarily
`compulsory, not that it had any direct bearing on this
the effect of appreciating that
particular loan, have
.Gibraltar deserves special treatment and we have been
fortunate in obtaining what i am glad to see that even
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Members opposite have considered to be a very favourable
loan. I would like to pay tribute to the steadfastness
and the constancy and the care with which the Financial
and Development Secretary and his-team have been working
on this for a very long tine, very cautiously, with con—
sultation with the Council of Ministers at every possible
stage and which have brought the negotiations to a
successful conclusion.

that when the Financial and Development Secretary moved
the suspension of Standing Orders, he gave good reason
for the introduction of this Bill, he gave good reason
why the House should agree to the suspension of Standing
Orders. That was, I imagine, that the House should be
able to start its consideration, in debate, of the Bill.
I wonder whether he is also going to ask to suspend for
leave to deal with the Committee Stage and Third Reading
at this particular time.

HOC MAJCR R J ?ELIZA:
HON CHIEF M1LISTER:
Yr Speaker, I think this is quite a good innovation for
Gibraltar. I think it should help very considerably, not
just this present generation, I think, but future genera—
tions if it is possible to continue to barrow money from
outside at rates which I think are very advantageous
because if cne realises that money is losing value
constantly; I think that in many respects Gibraltar will
be getting something for nothing es years go by. I agree
entirely with the :on Financial and "Development Secretary
that if this is going to continue our credibility must
show all the time and a lot will depend on the way in
which the Government of Gibraltar can adainister the
*lace so that at least cur finances .are shown to be sound.
One matter I think that I certainly would have liked to
hear and I do hoee that we shall tear about at the time
or the El:eget, is how is the Z1.5m that the Government
are. borrowing up to September the e yeraillgoing to be
seent? To me, quite honestly, this raises quite a number
of cuestions bearing in mine the losses in development
aid that we have had o.'er the months and years and which
earlier today we 5iot the imerecsicn -that the amount ear—
marked would not be spent in the allotted time this year.
It takes me wonder whether now that we are.going to raise
this loan which I think can be very beneficial to Gibralatar
whether this money is, in fact, likely to be snent by the
time stated in the Ordinance. The Financial Secretary
has said nothina aboat how that money is going to be co—
ordinated with .the rest of the money forthcoming from
other sources. • We have not heard that and so we are to
some extent voting for money which we are not very sure
is a'oine to be spent and as it has a penalty if the money
is not used, I think the Mouse should know about it so
that to that extent we are not giving the Government a
blank cheoue. I don't know whether the Financial and
Develooment Secretary will be able to say something about
it later on today but if this is not Possible I do hope
that by the time the Eudaet comes and no doubt we shall
•
have another opportunity of looking into this matter, we
1 1 be- in a. musician to be able to discuss this with
some fieures aVailable.
HON Y
Mr Speaker, at the risk of raising again a procedural
Point, a point of procedure of importance it seems to me
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If the Hon Member :,ill give way. I have already indicated
to the Financial and Levelopment Secretary that it would
not be fair to ask Honoure:hle Members to go through
Committee Stage tonight. I think that in the case of
this Bill, Members opposite should be given the opportunity
overnight to consider it and to take advice if they want
to.
HOT;

XIBERRAS:

Mr Speakae, I think that is certainly a fair proposition.
and I think we would appreciate that. "I don't know
whether it is necessary to deal with this stralahy. away
in the first half of this Meeting or not. If the Chief
Minister says that it is so, I would like ac hear veasons•
why this is so. Is it a matter of clinching the acreeme
at the earliest opportunity or whet other reason is there
for dealing with this outside the context of the Eedget2
I -think the Financial and Davelopment Secretary has
certainly not minced his words about the importance he
attaches to the Bill before the House, he said that it
breaks new ground and ne has said that this is perhans•
the first loan of others that will be following and the
place of this loan in the scheme of thinas within the
Budget and in the Improvement and Development end is
important as has been revealed by the various debates
we have had year after year on the desirability of loan
finance and what proportion this should form of the
general allocation for the Improvement and Development
Fund. I do not think that the subject is done justice to
in a debate of this nature without consideration of the
projects and the stage of development reached in each of
these. Apropos of that, Mr Speaker, Clause 2 of the Bill
says that the £2.5m are to be applied for the nurposc of
financing Development nrojects as defined in the Public
Finance Controlling Order Ordinance, 1977, which is feia
enough, it is for capital works. But within capital works
there might arise considerations as to where best and
most equitably it might be applied and a firmer statement'
of Government's intentions in this respect would have in4fluenced no doubt Members on this side of the House. May
I use as an example the desirability of financing a de—
.salination plant w:nica is goira to serve several genera—
tions as opposed to ocher expenditure within the Improvement and Development Fund which might more properly be
23.
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financed from elsewhere. What I am saying is that there
are projects within the Imerovement and 1,evelonment Fund
which are more worthy of being treated by loan finance
and the cost of it being spread over a longer period and
over successive generatinns. One point that may arise,
liar Sneaker, in the future, is the question of Varyl Eegg,
to give an example. The Government may ask the House on
the basis of the vote today to use part of this loan to
finance remedial measures for Varyl Beeg Estate which
will not be the some Proposition as financing. a desalination plant or an Electricity Undertaking and so forth.
Even though it might not be a fair point to make that the
detailed expenditure should be set out in the Bill, I
think it certainly is a fair point to make that the
intentions of the Government as to how it intends to
apply, to what use they intend to nut this loan, is a
fair proposition and perhaps the Financial and i;evelopment
Secretary in rounding off, might snecify more clearly.
I am aware, in fact, that general statements about the
desirability of raising money of this kind for desalination and the old Municipal undertakings have been made in
previous oebateS. But if we are dealing with a specific
proposition of £2.5m over a specific time, then I think
that Governments intention as to the use of this money
should be very specific which is really, Mr Speaker,
anoeher way of outtine the point that has been made by
ma Honourable Friends already that if, for instance,
there were to be reat delays in the starting: of the
desalination Plant or of the work c.e. the Electricity
Undertakiras, then we ric:ht be using these funds for
something other than that, for instance, I quote again,
Speaker, I think, too, that Earclays
Varyl Begg.
flank, not that I ama :a
_ _eat expert on this, but it seems
to me from what has been said from a reading of the Bill
that it is a mood deal that the Government of Gibraltar
has eot but everything depends on the performance of the
Government of Gibralter end I think that the comments of
the'Finencial 'and Development Secretary as regards
expenditure and as regards performance, I would imagine,
are to be taken in both senses, that present performance
is not so bad as to deter people from offering us money
on loan but, equally, I am sure he would agree that if
there were to be better performance by way of capital
develonment then the sic,nine of such agreements would be •
mad e ill that much easier. I would like to sad my
appreciation of Barclays Bank, of the Financial and
Development Secretary and anybody who has had a hand
in this but I would ask the Government to be more Specific
as to the'use to which the loan is to be put. Finally,
mn !''!peaker, nerherns descending froM the sublime to the
ulcus, on the cuestion of the white paper on which
pninted,'I entirely agree with the Financial
the
and Development Secretary that we should rake every effort
to save money but I think that the Financial and Developcent Secretary has spent enough time in lea. stature to
appreciate that changes of this kind, even in-name of
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'economies, are always questiened by Oppositions.
' this
is• to be an innov a tion then, perhaps, Members of the •
Opposition should be warned that this is going to be a
continuing policy and then we could consider the
proposition in general terms.
i,1R SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors, I Will call on the
mover to reply.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPYRN? SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, I would'like to deal first with the two point
which the Honourable and Learned Yr Peter Isola raised.
They are the two most relevant points. He said: "Do we
need the money?" The answer to that question is thet over
the' next 12 months I believe we do. I think, perhaps, he
has forgotten that it was agreed with the Ministry of
Overseas Development last year in conjunction with the
general. understanding which was. reached with them, that
, of the costs
the Gibraltar Government would Contribute 10'
of all major projects. But that 10• contribution would
not be paid until 1979, In other words, what we have got,
just.to quote one area, is that expenditure on major
projects financed by Development Aid Funds in 1975/79, the
10., contribution in respect of those projects, will fall
due to be made in 1979/80. I say therefore I believe we
do need the money. I believe that in the course of the
next 12 months, this money will not only be needed but a
considerable proportion of this money. together With whatever else we may have will be spent. The second question.
he asked was: "What abeat the timing of the borrowing?"'
Well, I can see the way his mind is workirea. We are at
the present moment in a period of extremely high interest
rates, there is no doubt about that. It certainly was not
like that when we starteo and it is anybody's guess whether .
it will be like that when we finish. The first thing I
would say to the Hon and Learned Mr Isola is that although,
on any thine •
we shall be incurring a commitment fee of
we do not draw, we are free within the first seven months
until the 30th September, to choose the moment when we
acLally want the money before we draw it down. It say
well be t'nt it will be some months before we make a
drawing, J. don't know, this depends on cash flow but it
may well be that at the time we make the first drawing
then the interest rates will come down. But certainly it
is that over the period of the loan as a whole, an this
is something we have to look et, over a Period of the
loan as a whole there is no shadow of doubt at all that
Vhether they will ever
interes rates will fluctuate.
I do not know
steady up at a historic level of L t or
'and I doubt very much whether there is anybody else in
the world who knows. But the point is that they are
going to fluctuate and undoubtedly there are going to
be periods when they are high and there are also going
to be periods when they are relatively low .by comparison
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the _ost month or so. ''rat tai e eeretment does is
to mere it eos_lble foe the aove:neent at least to follow
the die ene'the seine. It j.3 not going to be Paying, as
I said, the current rate which is eh:J.4'e 1.5L for the whole
15 years and that if in six month's time the market has
changed end we art; down to be or 7;:, then in six month's
time the going rate of interest on this loan will be .in.
the region of 6,;: or 7% because we shall be able to go
down with the market. The Eon Mr Xiberras introduced a
ct,:tpletely new theme because what he was really saying
tnat he wants to know to which project the Government
is goine to put this nerticular pound, that particular
pound and some other perticular pound. He wants It all
snelt out, he wants to enow exactly whether this pound
from Barclays is going to the .aryl Begg, he suggested,
for the .Distiller, he suggested. Mr Speaker, it could
be done, theoretically that is possible, but it is not
the practice and ne ver hee been the practice that the
quantum .cf
funee which the Government raises or
requires or transfers from the recurrent Budget of the
capitol are allocated project by project. It has never
been the practice to say, for example, that budgetary
allocations in the nest should only be applied to housing
or should only go to the Hospital but that the money that
we have raises by utilising our own funds such as the
Note Security Fund or the Post Office Savings Bank
Reserve Fand that they should only go to that project.
If the Government were ever to decide that it should
spell out exactly to which nroject each little piece
of its capital fund should be devoted, so be it, but at
the present moment it does not and as f„ as I an concernec .
it would coeelicete _eaters ieeensely ene it eould be of
little reel velue - because one looks at the'Developeent
Fund as en entity erne one says that co much of the Fund
is geent from the British Government. We know what we
are going to send that on because the British Government
wants to"know, that is one of the things that they insist
upon but for.the rest, all the other nrojects together
with the contribution towards the aided projects, we have
to.find money and so far as the generelnicture is concerned
"it does not metter whether we borrow that money from the
Social Insurence Fend, frees the Note Security Fund or from2eeeleye Ben? or whomsoever. Nor does it really matter
whether some of that money which is applied, to Hospital
Imnrovemsnt, let us say, comes from the contribution which
we have granted the Improvement and Development Fund from
the recurrent budget. I cannot .answer the Hon Mr Xiberras
and say whether this will eo to this project or that
project, Th.:,t I can tell hm is that it will not go on
have
the distillers or the desalination plant because as
saee on at least one occasion if not twice in this House,
that 4-t is the intention of the Government to finance
those Quite senerately: The reason is because it will be
possible to obtain much cheaper money for the capital
equipment which goes into them and it will not be this
money. Mr .Speaker, there is one final coint I want to
make and that is to correct. something else that the Hon
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eibrxas said. He said that if we performed well in a
ceeite] ense 'peopleeoulo fell over themselves to lend
understoos him to mean, that if our
us. That is whet
perforeenee was good in a capitel sense our creditworthiness would be increased. I regret to say that is
not necessarily the case at all. What counts is the
underlying strength of the administration, the fact that
it is strong in reserves and that it is also good at
managing its money, not merely throwing brick upon=
Despite what the Honourable and Learned Me:focrs on the
other side keep seying, perforeence is not necessarily a
measure of good administration.

4

Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bill was read a second time.
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Mr Speaker, Sir, I beg'to give notice that the Committee
Stage and Third Reading of this Bill will be taken
tomorrow.

CTTITTEE STAGE
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:.
1
Sir, I have the honour to move thet e.hie House should
:: of
resolve itself into Committee to consider the Coup:
First Instance (Amendment) Bill, 1978, and the
Supplementary Appropriation (1978-79) Bill, 1979, cleuse
by clause.

Clause 1 THE COURT OF FIRST INSTANCE (AMENDMENT). BILL, 1978
HON

ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Sir, I made an amendment to this clause of a technical'
nature to change the appropriate year in th..! title of this
Bill to 1979.
Apr Speaker put the ouestion in the terms of the Hon the
Attorney-General's amendment which was resolved in the
affirmative end'Clause 1, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, before the Attorney-General proceeds with the
Bill and the amendments, I would like to stry a few words on
a matter which was raised by the Honoereble Mr 'Isola and
that is the question cf clause 6 and the :possible en- .
lareement of the riuhts of greater hardship in Courts end
4 so on. We have taken up this matter and we.are leaving it
as it is now and the s.:bst2nce of the matter itself will
be considered in connection with the proposed amendment to
the Landlord and Tenant (Miscellaneous Provisions).
Ordinance. I have taken the opportunity of sueeesting that
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since the County Courts in Eneland go up to £1,500 and
since I understand that Court fees in the High Court
are likely to be ueped, it will be good Practice to
extend the jurisdiction of the Court of First Instance
to 21,000. I hope the Honourable and Learned Member
agrees with that.

HON ATTORNEY-GENTRAL:
This a g ain is consequential, it is consequential in the
sense that if there is to be a rrinciple to the general
jurisdiction of 411,000 then it would follow that it
should be applied throughout com:arable clauses in tee
Bill. It is not legally consequential in the sense of
necessarily following as a matter of loeic.

Clause 2
MR SPEAXI7R:
Perhaps the Honourable the Attorney-General will move
the amendment.

Mr Speaker put the question in the terms of the Hon the
Attorney-General's amendment which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 5, as amended, was :,greed to and
stood part of t1e Sill.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

Clause

Mr Seeaker, this clause relietes to the general jurisdiction of the Court of First instance and the amendment
which the Honourable the Chief Minister has just .indicated
is to increase from £750 to ae1,G00 the jurisdiction of the
Court. If I may anticipate without going into them in
detail the subsequent clauses, apart from the deletion of
clause 6 and the deletion of clause 9, these are all
consequential on the amendment being proposed to the
present clause.

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:

6

Sir, I move that clause O'be deleted. The Honourable the
Chief Minister has explained the reasons why it is not
proposed to proceed with this amendment to the parent
Ordinance.
Mr Speaker put the Question in the terms of the. Hon the.
Attorney-General's amendment which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 6 was accordingly deleted.

Yr 'Speaker put the questien in the terms-,cf the Attorney-.
Generel's amendment which was resolved in the affirmative
and Clause 2, as amended was agreed to and stood part of
the Bill.

Clause 7 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill,..
Clause 3

Clause 3

HON ATTORNEY-GNERAI:

HON ATTORNEY' -GENERL:

On clause 8 I move accordingly that it be amended by the
deletion of the symbol and figures "L750" and by the
substitution therefore of the symbol and figures "Z1,000".
This again is a logical consequence of the earlier amend-ment. This clause relates to the transfer of proceedings
from the Supreme Court into the Court of First Instance.

This is a consequential amendment following on the amendment to Clause 2 and it also increases to £1,000 the
reference which as at presently proposed is £750.
•
Yr Speaker pat the question in the terms of the Hon the
Attorney-General's emendment which was resolved in the
affereative and Clause 3, as amended was agreed to and
stood Part of the Bill.

Yr Speaker then out the question in the terms of the Hon
the Attorney-General's amendment which was resolved in
ti. affirmative and Clause 8, as amended, was agreed to
and steo..1 part of the Bill.

Clause 4
Clause

9

HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
HON ATTORNEY-GNEP.P.L:
Sir, this arain is coneecuential from the earlier amendrent to increase from _4.1750 to £1,000.
Mr Seeaer out the. Question in the terms of-the Hon the
Attoeney-General's amendment which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 4, as amended, was agreed to and
stood part of the Bill.
Clause

5
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Sir, I move that clause 9 be deleted. This is a consequence
of the second substantial change proposed, in other worms,
not to proceed under clause 6 in the case cf jurisdiction
in relation with the recovery of land.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 9 was accordingly deleted. •
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Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in
the affirmative.

Clause 10
HON ATTORNEY-G=k1.:

The Lone Title was egreed to and stood part of the Sill.

hr Seeaker, I•move that clause 10 be amended by the

deletion of the symbol.and figures "Z750" and by the
substitution therefore of the symbol and figures "Z1,000".
Mr Speaker nut the question in the terms of the Hon the
Attorney General's amendment which was resolved in the
affirmative and Clause 10, as amended, was' agreed to and
stood part of the Sill.
Chasse 11

THt SUPPLEMENTARY APPROPRIATION (1978-79) ?lin, 1979.
Clause 1 was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

4

Schedule
Consolidated Fund Schedule of Sunnlementary Estimates ro 4
of 1915/79.
Item 1 - Head 1 Audit was agreed to.

HON ATTORNTY-GENERkL:

Item 2 - Head

Sir, I move that Clause 11 be amended by deleting the
symbol and figures "Z750" and by substituting therefore
the amount of "Z1,000".
Mr Sneaker then nut the ouestion in the terms of the Hon
the Attorney-General's amendment which was resolved in the
effirmetive and Clause 11, as amended, was agreed to and
stood Dart of the Bill.

5 Electricity Undertaking.

Yr Speaker, on Subhead 5 - Fuel and Fuel Sundries, there
is an increase of £25,000. Could the Minister say
specifically in respect of what this increase is?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
4

HON M XIBERRAS:
I

could speak to this particular clause.

Is it as a result of the last increase in world prices or
is it a locally inspired increase?
BON DR R G VALARINO:

YoSt. certeinly„

This is in respect of the overall increase in the price of
oil. It has been increasing for some time and will
probably go on increasing throughout the year.

HON AT2OPE:SY-SEI-ERAL:
In ecnseuence of the deletion of clause 6 and clause
there will be a strictly consequential numbering and
perhaps this could be done at this point.

9

IR 5P1AKER:

HON N XIBERRAS:
Does it reflect exactly the percentage by which oil went
up nr is there any other extra charge'?
HON DR R VALARINO:

PeeheDs we might do the consequential renumbering at the
end oehereist We will be calling the wrong clause. We
theeefere call clause 12 as it stands.

This is the increase up to the present time.

Clauses 12 to 16 were agreed to std stood part of the Bill.

HON Y XIBERRAS:

HCN ATT03ZEY-0ENERAL:
Yr Sneaker, I hate t he honour to move that in consequence
of the deletion of 'Clauses 6 and 92 Clauses 7 and 8 and
Clauees 10 to .16 be rcinumbered accordingly.

Does it reflect exactly the increase in world -_prices or
has there been any extra amount added specifically for
. Gibraltar?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPYENT SECRETARY:
Perhaps I might help. I cannot answer that cuestion but
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HON M'XIBERRAS: '

Increased cost of fuel especiallj the light

CleuSe 12

sr Sneker, if

4
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what I can say is that orizinelly the Controlling Officer
expected that s-250,000 on the cost of fuel and fuel
sundries would be sufficient for the yeer. What this
is now saying is thet in view of the price increases
which have cone on and we have had one and another one
to cone, by the way, in feet, 3 more to. come, he now
anticipates spending £875,000. That is what this
supplementary is saying. I 'cannot begin to answer,
naturally, whether or not there is this element or
that element but that is whet this supplementary is
asking., for.

that has got an added increase to the price at soiree
from which I make the deduction right or wrong:
that this is the normal increase when the. increase at
source goes up. We have been put on notice about the
other one which would not be just on the value of the
oil itself but the way in which it will arrive in
Gibraltar.
HON E XIPERRAS:

Mr Speaker,'what I think we are all very, entitled to
know is whether in these £25,000 there is any element
which is due only to Gibraltar and not because there
has been an overall increase in the nrice of fuel all
over the world. I think we are entitled to know that.

Ur Speaker, Members on this side of the House are
grateful to the Chi,- Minister for that indication
.
of what the answer might be and I am surprised that
the Financial and Development Secretary does not know
that this is in fact the case. Any vote of an expenditure of this trine cannot be accented by Honourable
Members on this side of the House purely on strength
of four words "Increase of cost of fuel." We want to
know' why, I repeat that to the Financial and Development Secretary, we want to know why and if we do not
find out here we will find out in the Public Accounts
0anmittee•if necessary. We want to be absolutely
sure tht the Financial and Development Secretary is
not allowed in the House to wet away with the answer
"I do not know" on every -single occasion. I 'am sorry
I hove- to speak. in the House on these terms, Mn Speaker,.
but we have had 2 number of examples where the Financial and Development Secretary has been asked questions and
he has replied that he does not know. I remember one
time when he used to say: "I shall make an effort to
find out." That was accepted by Honourable Members.
What we cannot accept from the Financial and Development Secretary is that on several occasions during
the course of this meeting and in previous meetings of
late, that he should say "I' do not know". :':ell, somebody must know or Members on this side of the House at
present will have to consider voting against if the
Government cannot provide a logical explanation.

hOL, sze:NA-1,,
,,I,n AND DEVELOP.:J.ENT '
SECRETARY:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

I thought I said I did notknow. I do not know, Honourable'
and Gallant Major, I do not know.

This supplementary appropriation comes of course because
it is the Government who is buying but Members will have
noticed that petrol has gone up and this increase has
been allowed as a result of increase at source.

EON M XIBERRA$:
Yr Chairman, my interest -in this, in fact, is whether
it is the policy of the suppliers of. fuel oil to the
Government when there is an increase worldwide, to
anply that increase to the price of fuel consumed in
Gibraltar of whether they add anything for Gibraltar?
HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA:
Well could the Financial Secretary answer that? I hope
he doesn't get annoyed because we ask what I think. is a
perfectly legitimate question.

Order. The inclination or otherwise of any particular
person to get annoyed should not be relevant.
HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA:

HON MAJOR R J ?ELIZA:
Well, could he make it a point, Yr Speaker, to find nut
and let us know in due course.
HON CHIEF 1=ISTER:
Mr Sneaker, I may be —able to helnindirectly. We have
been tut on notice that in future there will be a higher
cost then there is now for the reason that parcels of oils
will cone in smaller shins because Malta is no longer
going, to be provided witS oil by the suppliers now or, to
some extent Cyprus, and therefore the smaller parcels will
cost more-thlere if they cane in bigger ships. Therefore
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HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, on subhead 7 — Purchase of engine spare's
an extra .C40,000. I take it that this is completely in
line with statements made by Ministers in the course of
previous meetings and that there is no deviation.
HON DR R G VALARINO:
None at all.
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HON H XIBERRAS:

MA SPEAKFR:

Thank you.

You are bein;, asked a -simple question. Is this the first
time that the Government is paying in cash to ISG3 for
electricity borroed?

HON P J ISOLA:
Can I have an explanation on subhead 87 (New) "Cost of
Power sunplied by ISGS to meet demand which could not
be satisfied by internal resources. Partly offset by
revenue and savings in fuel costs". Mr Sneaker, we •
are being asked to vote L65,000 and am I right in saying
that in the past the borrowing of electricity has been
mutual and that the Government has never had to actually
Pay cash for the electricity th:t it borrows or takes
from the Inter Services nnerating Station. Can the
Minister tell us whether this is going to be now and in
the future a continuing item of expenditure and is the
claim which has been made by the Inter Services
Generating Station in fact higher than £65,000 and the
Government only pays something on account now and lastly,
1:2 Sneaker, if there is this Inter Services Generating
Station connection, why do we have our electricity cut
off? Is the Minister aware that only a week last Sunday
a certain section of Gibraltar suffered a power cut
lasting an hour? Is this because we do not want to pay
the services for their power and we therefore have it
cut, or is this the general. sort of breakdown there
seems to be in his Lenartment?

HON DR R G VALARINO:
Sir, this has come up before and the Honourable Member
knows well enough that this is the first time.
EON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, if I remember rightly when we had this motion
we were told that the Inter Services Generating Station
was claiming that this was under consideration and the
Government . . .
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
It is still under consideration.
HON P J ISCLA:
Then why are we being asked to - vote £65,000?
4

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON LR R G VALARINO:
Mr Chairman, thi- borrowing between the 1503 and ourselves
continues •to be recinroval. The sum of £5,000 is a
tentative estimated provision for the cost of power
supplied by ISGS. This is the first time we have made
tentative nrovision and whether this continues or not
will depend on the availability of the engines at Kings
Bastion.
HON P J ISOLA:
.Yr Sneaker, is the reason that we are now paying due to
the fact that we are using- more than we can hopefully
repay, in other words, that the Services are not likely
- tc make.drawings and therefore they are wanting some
Payment now to nut the account in balance. Is that the
position? Can the Minister say whether the Gibraltar
Government has actually ever Paid any hard cash for
power?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
Yr Chairman, we borrowed more for a period of time and
this is why this figure is here, but this is . . .

39.
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Mr Speaker, this is all the backloz, of the diffcultiee
we had when we had two or three of the big engines put
of commission. The amount of electricity tht was passed
on to us at that time was extraordinary and if you take
away that and things go well, we can go on helping each
other without ha;in4: to have any question of renayr- ent.
There is on outstanding claiM, there is no settlement
yet, there is a discussion as to the basis on whichpayment should be made and it is in order to have provision
to be able to negotiate on a basis which will. be acceptable to the Government that this is being done. It will
not be a recurrent item if- our engines continue to perform well and we have no big shut downs. If things go
normally as they are now, we help each other and we nay
back in kind. This refers to a particular heavy period
where the generation had to be made for us, it wasn't
:required by them, it was not surplus- to their requirements and it had to be generated for us because without
that generation we would not have had the power supply
to give to the people. We are thankful for the help
that they have given us but this is a once and for all
in the process of being
transaction which is
negotiated. We do not want to make a profit out of the
help that has been given to us nor do we want anybody
else to make a profit out of the help that we have been
given.

L0.
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HON n XIBIRRAS:

HON CHIEF Y=STER:

We welcome that explanation of the vote but 165,000, however 1 .c
- Speaker, is a considerable amount. Is the Chief
Minister saying that the people who help us out have
considered that the balance has been inclined in such a
way that they are not likely to need as mach in the
future or that we will. not be able to supply them as
much in the future as formally we did?

The Supreme Court will have to co into nonur;er boca:lac
they have to carry out rsjor rel•cirs there Thiel-. .::111
put the court out of action temporsrily. The big room
in the Anglican Home and other surroundings have been
let to the Government and this ie the cost of rent and
the other services required to be done. The idea of
course is that when the other Home is changed, the
Anglican and the Jewish Home will be one unit which
the Governors may be able to get more money for in
order to be able to become more viable and depend less
from Government 1-1- until there is another place for
the Jewish Home it .s no use letting that one by itself.

HON CHIEF VI:1.13CER:
No, I did no say that, what I said was that this covers
a period .of crisis on which generation had to be created
for us and which we cannot hope, in the normal course of
the reciprocity, to nay in kind. It is a once and for
all transaction because of a particular long crisis on
which generation had to be made for us and they feel •
that as well. now be able to pay in kind or we would take •
a very long time to do so and as they spent the money in
it to us„ that it should be settled by a downright payment without in any. way affecting the normal
reciprocity. What is being argued is the rate at which .
the units have to to be paid. We get money for those
units ourselves and they have had to pay fuel for those
units themselves and personnel and so on, so it is a
matter nowwhich is in the hands of the respective
Electrical Enzineers and there has been no political
decision . 2s to what. rate or whether it isfair or not.
If we find that it is not fair then we shall perhaps
take the matter higher. I do not think that will be
necessary.
•
HON IA XIPERP.AS:
Thank you, Hr Speaker. So £65,000 is really an apnrox- .
imate figure?
HON CHIEF MInISTER:
It is a figure for negotiation.
Item 2 Head
Item

5 Electricity Undertaking was agreed to.

3 Head 7 the Governor was agreed to.

Item L. Head 8 House of Assembly was agreed to.

Item 5 Head 11 Judicial (1) Court of Appeal (2) Supreme
Court was agreed to.
Item 6 Head 14 Law Officers, was agreed to.
Item

7 Head 15 Medical and Public Health.

HON H XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, on Medical and Public Health. We always ask
this question because there are always large amounts
which the Minister - asks of the House. As regards the
provisional settlement with GPMS Pharmacists in respect
of increases in the after hours service fees, would the
Minister care to comment on the increase?
HON A P MONTEGRIFFO:
As I explained at the last meeting of the House when I
came to supplementary funds for this particular vote,
did srecifically state that this did not include the
settlement we were negotiating with. the chemists. This
amounted to .015,000 and the cost arises as a result of
the advice given by the costing Department of the Ministry
of Health. It went up by 4-b as from December 5th, 1977.
This was nct accepted by the chemists and they haveaccepted the costing provisionally subject to the costing
deportment having a further look.at the figures that they
would to oroducing. We have asked them to Produce
balance sneets which they did not produce originally.
The service fees follows parity with the United 1<ingdom
and they are getting exactly the same as they get for
opening-in the United Kingdom.

Item 5 Head 11 Judicial (1) Court of Appeal (2)dupreme
Court.

Item

EON M XIBERPAS:

Item 8 Head

Mr Speaker, Item 10 (New) Public Utility Costs and rent
of temporary Court, ex-Anglican Home. Is there any
implication that the Anglican Home is going to be put
to new usage after that?

HON P J ISOLA:

410

7 Head 15 Medical and Public Health was agreed to.
16 Police.

Purchase of wireless equipment. I cannot understand why
if the equipment was ordered in 1977/78 and received
42.

during the current year, wny provision was not made in
the estimates to pay for it. It we's ordered in 1977/78
so therefore eeovisien shoeid surely have been made in
the 1978/79 estimates for this amount. My only question
is, was orovision inade fcr this amount in 1978/79 and
the money ueed for somethingelse? Is it not, Yr Speaker,
elementary that if you order something one year and you
do not receive it, when it comes to the next year you
make provision for it.
HON FINANCIAL AND DIEnrELOPMEI`ZT SECRETARY:
Yr Chairman, this represents, of course, the extra
already voted this year. The £4,500 has been voted this
year and this represents the extra.
HON P J ISOLA:
2L.
.. Speaker, at says in the remarks column that the funds
voted this year are fully committed. I assume it is for
something else.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
The sum of .".:4,500 was voted for equipment end the eouipment..
which was ordered boat year arrived this year ant they have
already committed the full amount this year.
!R S-PEAXER:

the supplementary funds and he doesn't himself in the
remar:.ncl6m give a breakdoea , he just elaborates en the
reasons and I can do that for the Honourable other if he
so wishes. In the first place two officers resigned at
the end of 1978 and additionally the Principal Officer
retired and that hes meant therefore that there has been
some shortage of staff as a result cf this shortage of
staff and an accumulation of leave, this has also increased
the aeount in substitution allowance .'.twin the staff. For
instance, if the Senior Prison Officer is acting for the_
Principal Officer and a Prison Officer is acting for the
Senior Officer they are paid substitution alltwance. We
have also taken responsibility for conveying remand
prisoners to court. This is an added commitment because
it used to be performed previously by the Police and now .
it is undertaken by the Prison staff which means that some
prison officers have to be called in on such cccazions, they
have to be called in specifically for this purpose. Also we
have had this extra work that the prisoners have been doing
outside the prison and this has meant staff shortages and we
have needed to employ extra staff on overtime to be able to
supervise this. As I say he doesn't give 'any breakdown but
what ta. Superintendent comments is that the current funds
will not meet the expenditure involved and that he is
requesting this amount which he considers will suffice to
meet the added expenditure to the end of the year. I am .
not sure that he himself can give a breakdown as to hoae
the £13,000 are alloceted,•this is what he estimates will
cover all his commitments.

I think the Honourable Member is asking for an assurance
that the words "fully committed" in the remarks column..
mean — fully co- eitted for the Perticular.item and that'
the differenee refers to the extra cost. Is that correct
Mr Isola?

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON P J ISOLA:

I would be grateful if a breakdown could be provided at a
later date.

Yes, Mr Spea.cer.
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He is trying to provide, until the end of the financial year.
HON G T RESTANO:

HON A J CANEPA:
Item 8 Head 16 Police, was agreed to.
Item

9

Head 19 Prison.

HON G T RE32AN0:
Could I have a breakdown of subhead (1) Personal Emoluments —
213,C00, a breakdown of the overtime, sick leave, and
conveying• and escorting of prisoners?

I do not think it can, Mr Speaker. Whet he can do at a later
date once we know the total sum of money which has been spent
during the year is to say how much has gone on what but we
are unable to say how the £13,000 arc going to.be allocated
in anticipation. It will be as things arise. We will have
to await events, we cannot anticipate how the allocation
will be.
HON G T RESTANO:

HON A J CANE-DA:
No, I cannot give a breakdown as to what proportion of the
£13,00C has :one on sick leave, overtime and whet have you.
That I have done is to elaborate on. the reasons. I say that
I cannot because I have here with me a copy of the memorandum
which the Controlling Officer, the Superintendent, has •
written toethe Financial and Levelopment Secretary requesting

43.

But did not the Minister say that one 'of the reasons was that
' there had been some staff shortages recently and that they
had to pay substitution allowances.

4)4.
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HON A J CArEPA:

HON A CANEPA:

I said this was one of the reasons. There has been substitution allowance to be raid when an officer has been
acting for a superior but that also means that some people
who would otherwise be on leave had to be called in to
undertake overtime. This was as a direct consequence of
the retirement of the Principal Officer.

It doesn't work that way, what might happen is that if the
Police establishment stands at 180, if they want to undertake this they might require another two or another three,
I don't know.

HON G T RESTANO:

Mr Chairman, the position then is that we have a small
-ri^ulty
establishment at the Prison which is usually in d4'
because of its numbers, and the Prison takes on extra
responsibility and the Police which has, I understand, a
full complement of men, well-paid, discharge that responsibility.

But hasn't that already happened?
HON A J CANEPA:
It is still going on because the resignations at the end of
December have still not been made good. Only recently, last
week, have appointments finally been made and perhaps this
morning they have taken over or it could be next week
depending on when the other employing departments are able
to relieve the people that are recruited so it is still an
on-going thing. Some expenditure is being incurred at the
moment and it may continue for another few weeks until the
new staff are recruited. When the new staff are recruited
tnen an allocation has to be made in respect of basic salary
and so on to the new members of the staff.

HON M XIBERRAS:

HON A J CANEPA:
It is not fair to say that because this increasing oor-itment which the Superintendent of Prison, let me add, agreed
with the Commissioner of Police that he would take over when
he Las the extra staff, was the subject of staff inspection
during the summer of 1977. Account was taken'
in the
of this commitment and the full establishment of the Prison
does reflect and does take'account of the fact that this is
s commitment which they have taken on.

HON A J CANB:PA:

HON M XIBERRAS:
•
I appreciate that, Mr Speaker. My point is that we do have.
also a full complement of Policemen and that that is a
bigger number, as it happens, than people at the Prison
and as the Minister knows and I know, the staff in the
Prison which is small, is subject to big fluctuations.

I am sorxy, I didn't quite fully get that.

HCN A J CALEPA:

HON G T RESTANO:

Yes, and no doubt I am sure that with co-operation from the
Commissioner of Police, and there is no reason to suggest
that we dd not get co-operation, the point that I want to
make clear io that if our problems arising from having to
convey prisoners to the court, were to be insurmountable
because we have a great incidence of sick leave or resignation or what have you, I have no doubt that in those
circumstances the Police would take over the duties.

HON G T RESTANO:
Does the Minister have any idea whether it costs a lot for
the responsibility of conveying the prisoners to the courts.
Is this a.large sum?

Whether the responsibility of conveying the prisoners to
court is an expensive business?
HON A J CANEPA:
I am not sure. It just depends on how many people go before
the Supreme Court and are not given bail. If they are not
given bail they are on remand and a remand prisoner may have
to make more than one appearance in the Supreme Court or in
the Magistrate's Court and they have to be taken down backwards and forwards by the prison staff. Previously it used
to be a commitment of the Police Force.
HON G T RESTANO:
So, therefore, would there be 2 saving in the Police vote?

45.

Item 9 Head 19 Prison was agreed to.
Item 10 Head 23 Secretariat.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
The note under sub-head 1 - Personal Emoluments says: "To
provide for 11 new posts in Secretariat as recommended in
Report." Can someone on the other
.the Staff Inspec'
side, Mr Speaker, give us a breakdown of these 11 new posts? •

46.
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YR SPEAKER:

EON M XIEF:RRAS:

This has been given to the House in the statement made by
the Chief Minister.

I would appreciate that, Mr Speaker. We Used to have Staff
Lists and even diagrams of various department,namely who •
was responsible for what within the department; Mr S7eaker,•
is this 251,000 a distribution of that amount of money
between 11 people or is it an upgrading of certain officers
in certain posts and if it is not is it a creation of new
posts and is the cost.of the old ones still excluded from
that £51,000?.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I have given a very detailed statement of the re-allocation
of duties in the Secretariat, the strengthening of some part
of it, 2nd the creation of the post of Establishment Officer
and we voted a token on that and of course the posts now
have all gone through the Public Service Commission and
people are getting into posts, some of them are, others are
just being selected and vetting into them and of course
money for their pay will'be required blat this was the subject
of a' detailed statement I gave to the House just before the ,
summer recess.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
I presume it is'all included there because there are a
number of posts that have been upgraded, quite a number .
of them.
HON M XIBERRASt

HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
I cannot recollect exactly where these new posts were going.
to be filled.

In the case of the upgrading of a particular post has the
old post been abolished?
HON CHT:F MINISTER:

HCN CHIEF MINISTER: •
It was the restructuring of the whole Secretariat. I spend .
some time there but I cannot tell you where all the bodies
are but I know that many routine decisions are now taken at
a lower level in order to release, the higher executives to '
be able-to have more time to devote to the hard work that
falls on that department. For example, the AdministrativeSecretary has been released from his post as Establishment
Officer. There is now an Establishment-Division separate
from the Industrial Relations Officer's department. There
is a Head of the General Division, and I can tell you that
things get through much quicker and there are much more
documented. Before, any Head of a Department would sent a
paper for inclusion in Council of Minister and it was seen
by the Administrative Secretary in draft form and it was
seen by me and it went into the machine for the Council of.
Ministers and then all the information Was required. Now, •
the matter is processed and the whole background to the
subject is gone into and papers to Council of Ministers take
m a ch more information which would otherwise require the
presence of senior officers to answer. The machine was
really crackinc: with the very heavy work arising from the
blacking in 1974 and subsequently the parity negotiations
and of course the Administrative Secretary was involved with
the Torking Parties and other matters which has taken a
considerable amount of time in this work and there has been
at least considerable delegation. His office was said to be .
sometimes the stumbling block of things but now papers go
through departments without having to get stuck in one
office. I will bring, if necessary, a Schedule at another •
time for Honourable Members to know how the machine works
and make it available to Members.

47.

No, if there are new posts yod do not abolish the old post,
what you do is you put somebody else below and .somebody else
above.
HON M XIBERRAS:
In fact what you are doing is not upgrading but creating
new posts.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Restructuring and upgrading. Some posts are new and some
posts have been upgraded. That is the point.
HON M XIBERRAS:
There are two points here, Mr Speaker, one is the-question
of responsibility, the other, the question of numbers recruited into the service. The number of posts.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
That is right.
HON M XIEERRAS:
As the Honourable the Chief Minister knows we showed an
'interest in this at an earlier stage.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
It was only lass week that the Public Service Cor—ission made
the lest recommenaation in respect of Executive Officers and
they are row being distributed. There were something like 44
Executive Officers to be appointed.

48.
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HON M XIBERRAS:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOP;.: NT SECRETARY:

Mr Speaker, sub-head 13 - Printing and Stationery. On
stationery, £23,C00,• increased cost of stationery and
printing of the Gibraltar Gazette and supplements. Is
this the best :rice that can be got?

If what I think this means, and I would check this if it
is wrong, is that we have a Rank Xerox process in the
Government itself which we use now extensively for the reproduction of particularly, the Estimates, for example.

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

MR SPEAKER:

It isn't only for printing the Gibraltar gazette and
•
supplements, it is for increased costs of stationery which
is one'of the areas, like drugs, which seers to go up
virtually with every order. An additional £11,000, for
example, is required for the purchase of machine adding
rolls, carbon paper, typing paper, duplicating paper,
foolscap, general stationery. Another £5,500 will be
needed because much greater use is being made of the Rank
Xerox process. Increased costs and distribution of publications• available locally, for example, to the newspapers and this sort of thing, and then Gazette Supplements,
£9,000. This is for increased nrinting and re-printing
costs, the costs have gone up, but in addition to that
there is an increased number of supplements and of the
number cf pages in the Gazette. I think that some .of the
Tender Notices seem to be rather long and get printed in
the Gazette and that, perhaps, is one of the contributory
factors.

Of course the Clerk, quite rightly, has commented to me
that the Hansards are all Rank Xeroxed.

HON P J ISOLA:
This is, I suppose, a'classical case of a private employer
giving parity and charging the Government for it. Would
that be the case here?
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
Not in this case because we have our own process. It will
be for the materials for the photocopying process that we
have in the office, I think, and I will correct that if it
happens to be wrong.

Item 10 Head 23 Secretariat, was agreed to.
Item 11 Head 26 Treasury, was agreed to.
Item 12 Head 29 1976 Pay Review.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Could we have an explanation on this item.
HON FINkP.JIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
The following departments 'have applied for additional funds
to meet payments under the agreement or the various agreements which reflect the settlement of the 1976 Pay Review
The House voted £7.47m as a block sum and special provision
was made in the Appropriation Ordinance for this to be
distributed, as needed, throughout all heads. That has
almost been exhausted. My information is that over E40,000
of it has already been distributed throughout the various
heads of expenditure but there are eight departments with
applications for additional funds to meet the cost of various
allowances, pay, etc., to their staff directly arising from
the settlement and hence the Government has to come to the
House for the additional C613,0000
HON M XIBEPRAS:
Could the Financial and Development Secretary give a breakdown of these departments bearing in mind the nature of the
sum being asked for?

HON M XIBERRAS:
Is Rank Xerox used extensively now in Government?

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:
HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

MR SPEAKER:

Customs, £1068; Education, £80,000; Electricity, £113,500;
Fire services, £8,719; Housing, £24,662; Medical, £271,140;
Secretariat, £80,774; Treasury, £33,377; and of that
£32,627 is for the GBC.

Are you asking whether the firm is being used or the process?

HON M XIBERRAS:

In photocopying, quite extensively.

HON H XIBERRAS:
Somebody mentioned Rank Xerox and I wondered whether it was
a new nroceas or a new way of doing things and whether this
was being used- extensively by Government.

149.

Gone are the days, Mr Speaker, when we used to have very
.long debates in this House about the expenditure of Ctja and
we used to go baekwarcs and forwards, now, Mr Speaker, we
spend on one department £271,000 more and if we had not
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asked for the breakdown of it we wouldn't even have known.
Mr Sneeker,,coeld I ask about the Medical Department,
£271,140, it seems to be the biggest. .That is that
expenditure due to?

HON A P MONTEGRIFFO:

HON FINANCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT SECRETARY:

HON H XIBERRAS:

Pay Review.

Why is it additional, this is the point?

HON M XIBERRAS:

HON A P MONTEGRIFFO:

I appreciate that, Mr Speaker, but the Pay Review can
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Of course it was foreseen and we asked for' the money as all
the other departments have asked for the money.

cover a multitude of sins.

Additional to what? When we put down an amount of £7m or
whatever it was,
was in a way a token figure, an estimate.

HON A P MONTEGRIFFO:

HON A J CANEPA:

Mr Speaker, this is the wonderful parity which they brainwashed the people into accepting, and this is what we are
paying - parity. These are the salaries they are getting
now and this is the difference between the salary they were
getting before and now and we are also paying overtime and
the other allowances at an increased rate following parity.

What has happened is that in working out the amount of
arrears and retrospection, the first thing that was done
obviously which was the most straightforward, was on the
basic salary. That would have been paid last sureer but
then you have got the departments ehere there are all sorts
of complicated allowances being paid, there are premium
rates of overtime in the Medical Department even within the
40-hour week because nurses and sisters work on a Saturday
and a Sunday within the 40-hour week nevertheless they are
paid premium rates, and that is the more difficult aspect
to calculate and that would be less until a later stage and
that is now what we are Probably coming to the House for,
the £271,000 probably reflects the arrears in respect of
the second part of the exercise.

HON M XIBERRAS:
Perhaps, Mr Speaker, the Honourable Members would give an
account of this £271,000 because just to-say parity is not
sufficient for Honourable Members on this side. For
instance, if it is agreement on overtime we would like to
know.
HON A P MCNTEGRIFFO:

HON M XIBERRAS:

Mr Speaker, what I am trying to say is that this includes
the overtime that has gone up not in terms of hours but in
terms of the rate because the wages and salaries have gone
up. Let the Public Accounts Committee ask my Controlling
Officer where these £271,000 have gone to, if they wish.
It is iirong for me to bring a whole list of members of the
staff, what they are getting, what they are not getting, I
think this is nonsense, with respect.

I am grateful to the Honourable Member for that, that is the
explanation that we were asking for, was it in respect of
agreements concluded before in connection with parity or had
new agreements been concluded. In respect of the Medical
Department is there any new agreement which has been justified under parity, but which was not agreed to originally?

HON H XIBERRAS:

What I have explained all emanates from the first, if you
like, trc major parity agreement signed six or seven months
ago, ax.. it is significant that all the departments or
nearly all the departments which the Honourable the Financial
and Development Secretary mentioned ore, by and large, departments where there is a fairly high level, of conditioned overtime,. of essential overtime, and where there are all sorts of
allowances being paid. The Electricity Undertaking, Customs,
Fire Service, where they work 56 hours but are conditioned to
48. They are all of that type but they all emanate from the
original agreement and it would be difficult, I think, to say
what there is there which might be as a result of any agreements dealing with minor matters which might have been sorted
out
the last few weeks or few months.

Mr Speaker, I appreciate that but I think the House has
already been in trouble over this sort of blanket kind of
provision.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
No, it is by not bringing it here that it can be in trouble.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Well, Mr,Speaker, once it is brought here it is not going
to be just rubber stamped. £271,000 in respect of the
application of parity since the 1976 Pay Review. Was this
not foreseen at the time of the review or does it have to
be paid before the end of the year. What is it for?

51.

HON A J CANEPA:

52.

HON P J ISOLA:

HON M K FEATHFRSTONE:

I would like to ask just one short question on this item
from the Minister for Public Works and that is whether there
is any sum included in that supplementary provision that we
are seeking to vote for nov, that can be termed social overtime, in accordance with his definition in the budget. speech
last year. In other words, has it stopped or does it continue?

We are in &uvance of schedule and we are :4.iying more things
than we estimated we would have to pay. It is ODM money.
HON P J ISOLA:
If it is not going to be spent during this financial year
what is the point of seeking the approval of the House?

HON K FEATHERSTONE:
HON M K FEATHERSTCEE:
' I think the Honourable' Financial Secretary gave a whole breakdown and the Public 'Works was not included in it.
MR SPEAKER:

We are going to spend it, the materials are here, the bricks
are here and all'sorts of things are here.
Item 1 Head 102. Schools, was agreed to.

That is a short answer to your short question.
Item 2 Head 105 Miscellaneous Projects.
HON P J ISOLA:
HON G T RESTANO:
I didn't listen to the Financial and Development Secretary
very closely, I usually do but my mind was wondering. I
think it might be out of order for me to ask the Minister
this question so I will keep it to the budget.

Could I have some details of Sub-Head 13 regarding the
compensation payable to the Stevedoring and Cargo Handling
Company?

MR SPEAKER:

HON A W SERFATY:

Which question?

This compensation is payable to the Stevedoring Company
because Government has given them notice to quit their
present premises which are going to be converted into the
offices of the Port Department.

HON P J ISOLA:
Whether there is any element, really, that we are not voting
for, Mr Speaker.

HON G T RESTANO:

YR SPEAKER:

Mr Speaker, was not alternative accommodation offered at one
time to the company which they refused?

There cannot be because no amounts have been sought by the
Public Works Department.

HON A W SERFATY:

HON P J ISOLA:

No, the alternative accommodation, Mr Speaker, was for the
workers living there, not for the messing facilities.

I know and that is why I am out of order. I will ask in the
budget.

HON M XIBERRAS:

Item 12 Head 29 1976 Pay Review, was agreed to.

Is this ,he reprovisioning their offices at the crossroads?

Schedule of Supplementary Estimates Consolidated Fund No.
of 1978-79, was agreed to.
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HON A W SERFATY:
For messing facilities.

Irnroverent and Develonment Fund Schedule of Supplementary
En.iirate.:. No. 4 of 1978/79.

HON M XIBERRAS:

Item 1 Head 102 Schools.

Which are those?

HON P J IOLA:

HON A W SERFATY:

The marginal note says: "Required to meet cost of materials
ordered". Is it envisaged that it will be paid before the
end of the financial year?

Lavatories, showers, etc, which they have, there and have to
be provided elsewhere.

53.

54.

HON M XIEEPRAS:

HON A W SERFATY:

I see, and' that costs £11,000?

They have now been reprovided.

EON A W SERFATY:

Item 2 Head 105 Miscellaneous Projects, was agreed to.

It is more but that is the compensation we are paying.

Item

HON M XIBERRAS:

Item 4 Head 109 Marina. Development, was agreed to.

Who, in fact, negotiated this sum with the-Company?

Item

HON A W SERFATY:

HON P J ISOLA:

The Governtent.
HON M XIBERRAS:

I am not quite clear. Are these the extra switchboards that
we were told were already in but are not in, what is it
exactly?

But who in the Government? I am sure it wasn't the Minister.

HON DP R G VALARINO:

HON A W SERFATY:

Mr Chairman, .if you read the explanatory comment, the first
one is the amount required to complete the project, the
second one is the amount required to meet the cost of the
lowest tender.for strengthening the floor so that the switchboard can be installed and . the'last one is the fees payable
to the consultants who came here to advise us.

In a way, yes, the messing facilities have been discussed by
myself at meetings and the Attorney-General was also brought
into it.
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Head 108 Port Development, was agreed to.

Head 113 Telephone Service.

HON M XIBEPRAS:
HON P J ISOLA:

Mr Speaker, I just wondered because there is a lavatory there
which I seem to remember. I don't know whether Honourable
Members are aware of this, I have worked in that area and I
know. Would the Honourable Members know, in fact, what they
are giving £11,000 for? There is a wooden hut, I think it is
on wheels, I don't know. '

I take it this is to do with the semi automatic international
service which will be in effect in April, in other words, when
the satellite is operational in April. Will we have all this
done by then and the extra lines operational and everything
with the backup in the telephone exchange to meet the increased
number of people dialling? Is that the position?

HON A "; SERFATY:
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

We are not talking of a wooden hut, we are talking of a
brick building which is now going to be converted into the
Port Office. It is a substantial building.

People dialling in England.
HON P J ISOLA:

HON M XIBERRAS:
Yes. or from Gibraltar out.
And where is it?
HON CHIN: MINISTER:
HON A W SEPPATY:
Well Gibraltar should be semi automatic.

At the end of the road at North Mole on the right. I
couldn't say who built that building.

HON P J ISOLA:

HON P J ISOLA:
Sir, Sub-Head 14 - NTHWorkshops/Gsrage - £70,300. Am 1
right in saying that this now has to be paid for by local
funds because of the 'change of opinion by the Government as
to where it was to go? What about the demolition of the Old
Refuse Destructor and the Home for Social Misfits?
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Yes, but the extra switchboards will mean that people will get
answers more 'quickly from the telephone exchange, is that the
idea?
HON DR R G VALARINO:
That is right., the extra switchboards are .not included in this.
If you look at one of the statements of reallocation you will
find it in that one.
•
.
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HON P J ISOLA:

HGN JR R G VALAHIMO:

On the question of the consultants is it the consultants on
this thing or is this the international for the automatic?

The machinery for connecting the lines to the new exchange.
M XIBER:;AS:

ECN CHIEF MINISTER:
That has been ordered?
The consultants were appointed at short notice by us without
reference to CDM in order nct to lose time so that we would
have all the necessary materials and pros and cons.before
the Working Parties in.erder to be able to make sure that we
were on the right lines for the satellite. We wanted an
immediate feasibility study on the matter and going through
OLM would have taken a lopg time and it was politically
convenient to have.the thing done quickly.

HON DR R G VALARIHO:
Yes.
Item 5 Head 113, Telephone Service, was agreed to.
•
Schedule of Supplementary Estimates Improvement and Development
Fund No. 4 of 1978/79, was agreed.to.

HON M XIBERRAS:
The Schedule was.agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
,Mr Speaker, this means in fact that the decision on the
equipment itself or rather the decision to pay this for the
strengthening of the floor will mean that there will be no
delay attributable to the Government for the introduction%
of the satellite, or has there been a delay?.

Clauses 2 to 5 were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The Long Title was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
THIRD READING

HON DR R G VAIARINO:
.• HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
There hasn't been any delay at all. In fact, if you look
at the statement of .re-allocations (No 3 of 1978/79), you .
will find there in warrant 6, 123 Telephone Service, the
£20,000 required to meet the cost of a six-position switchboard and ancillary equipment, which is this one.
HON M XIBERRAS.
Unfortunately, Mr Speaker, we cannot discuss these virements
at this.time but that would appear to me to be the more
important for the House to discuss, in fact, the provision
of the machine rather than the strengthening of the floor.
Mr Speaker, perhaps I might be allowed because there has
been discussion about this in the House, a decision has
been taken to order, I take it, and that is why the
.strengthening of the floor is necessary. Has the type
of machinery to be ordered been decided upon?

Mr Speaker, I have the honour to report that the Court of
First Instance (Amendment) Bill, 1978 and the Supplementary
Appropriation (1978/79) Bill, 1979, have been considered in
Committee and agreed to, the first with amendments as shown
and the second without amendments and I now move that they
be read a third time and passed.
Mr Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the Bills were read a third time and passed..
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, in welcoming the Attorney-General I omitted on
behalf of all Members to record our congratulation& to the
Clerk of the House for the honour he has received in the
New Years Honours.

HON DR R G VALARINO1

MR SPEAKER:

We are strengthening the floor of the telephone exchange
to instal the six-position switchboard and ancillary
equipment in addition to the one we already have at the
moment which is in the process of being completed.

And on this happy note we will recess till tomorrow morning
at 10.30.
The House recessed at 9.50 pm.
TUESDAY THE 27TH FEBRUARY._ 1979

HON M XIBERRAS:
I see, but the Minister mentioned a virement. Machinery had
in fact been ordered and I am asking him about what type :s4'
machinery they want.

The House resumed at 1 .45 am.
58.
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PRIVATE MEMBERS' MCTIC7S
J BOSZAI;O:
Yr Speaker, I beg to move that; "This House welcomes
Government's decision nbt to Proceed with revised tenancy
agreements for new tenants at Varyl Begg Estate on terms
which would have effectively deprived these tenants of
their normal tenancy rights and considers that tenancy
agreements of this type should not be introduced at any.
future date." Mr Speaker, this motion replaces one Which
I gave notice on the 6th of February where at the time it
looked as if Government intended to go ahead and insist
that tenants who hau sianed a normal tenancy agreement
should replace the normal tenancy agreement by the revised'
one and tenants who had not yet been allocated a house or
who had not yet signed a tenancy agreement mere being given
the revised one to sign. When the tenants were first asked
to sign this new agreement they were obviously concerned by
the very fundamental changes that there were between the
normal one and the one that they were being asked to sign,
and following a meeting at one of the blocks I contacted
the Minister for Housing and explained to him.that there was
no way at all that the people concerned would be prepared to
sign this agreement bedause they saw the situation as virtually
cutting their own throats, giving up all rights of any des—
cription and not only assuming a liability.for anything that
happened to them but assuming.liability for anything that
might happen to anybody visiting their tome. The Minister
said that he would be discussing the matter with his
colleagues and the decision was taken not to proceed with
this aareement. I don't know quite why the original decision
ass taken to revise. the agreements or even why the decision
was taken to introduce that type of agreement because it is
quite clearf •Mr Speaker, that if the tenants concerned had
not been asked to sign a normal agreement by mistake, they
would in all probability have signed the revised agreement
without knowing that it was a revised agreement because they
had just been given a house and the natural thing would have
been to sign the aareement fullstopa In any case they would
certainly not have been in a very strong position to reject
the aarcement without having a house already. I think,
therefore, that the motion has as its main objective the
seeking of a coraitment from the Government that an agree—
ment of this type will not be introduced in the future
because in fact it is wrong, if one analyses it carefully,
to get people to sign an agreement that is in many respects
placing an impossible burden on the tenant and to do so at a
critical paint in time when the tenant who has been on the
waiting list for many years has got to choose between signing
an agreement that effectively he will not be able to fulfil
and being left without a new house. I think, Air Speaker, that
if one analyses the liabilities that the tenants were expectedto'assume, and I think the most serious one of the lot was the
liability against any accidents happening to somebody visiting
one's home, which no tenant in any government house would be
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it t position to meet because if he were in a position to
meet thma.7es of that type, quite frankly, he should be able
to affora to live in a home of his own without having to go
on the housing waiting list, would put the tenant himself
and anybody else in a position without having recourse for
compensation for damages. ' In addition to that it seems
wrong that in an estate where there are 650 flats, 500 odd
of those flats should have protection, should have certain
rights that they can claim from their landlord, should be
able to ask for compensation if their property is damaged
through structural defects and the other 100 odd jUst
because they happen to have has to wait longer to get a
house, they have.been without a house for longer, because
we know that the'people who have had their houses were
those who should have had them in September, 1976, so after
having had to wait two and a half years to move into a new
•
home, longer than necessary, it is wrong to expect them to
move in on infepior conditions to all the people who have
moved in before them. I don't want to make this, Mr Speaker,
a motion that is critical of the Government for what is has
_done, that was what the other motion intended to do when I
saw the situation as one where the Government was deter—
mined to proceed with what they had intended, the motion
welcomes the Government's decision not to proceed with the
tenancy agreements and I think the Government has got an
obligation to do two things, give an explanation to the
House why on earth it decided in the first place to try and
introduce that type of agreement and secondly, reassure
people here and outside that it will not be attempted again.

4

4

Mr Speaker then proposed the question in the terms of the
Hon J Bossano's motion.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
4
Mr Speaker, Sir, tha Government, of course, welcomes the
fact that the Honourable Mr Bossano welcomes the decision
of Government in not implementing the intended tenancy
agreement and I think, quite rightly, that unless Government
was in a position to be able to explain why this was intended
to be introduced it obviously could leave a very slur taste.
The facts about Varyl Bega, Mr Speaker, are well known to
members of this House.and I think, indeed, to the general
public and in particular to those tenants of Varyl Pegg, let
alone those who have been pressing the Housing department
Over the last 2;;- years on the existence of vacant dwellings
at Varyl Begg without knowing what Government intended to do.
In order to maintain brevity in this particular motion I
think; Mr Speaker, that no one better than I could explain
that the pressure that the department has had over the past
22 years from those tenants who knew that they had qualified for
the sixth phase of Varyl Begg and Block 18, that they were
.pressing Government because, in all fairness, there was
nothing worse and nothing better in the construction or
•
defects of construction or design 'in Block 18 and Phase 6 or

there was•no difference at all to the other remaining
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5 phases.

Mr Speaker, needless for me to .say this matter has
been a matter of slow progress because of the technicalities
involved in the Varyl Begg dispute.
MR SPEAKER:
We are not going to go into the Varyl Begg dispute.
HON H J ZAYMITT:
I am only trying to explain, Mr Speaker, as I said at the
commencement, why Government introduced this. It was not
purely a Government whim to bring up a new tenancy agreement
for these 140 tenants, it was under no illusion at the time
that this was going to -Ce a simple matter, that it was going
to have certain 'complications as later we saw. Mr Speaker,
the fact that when we had advice that we could allocate the
remaining fiats at Varyl Begg that had been closed for 2i
years with the exception of the top floor, we were advised
that this could be so, we could allocate the remaining
amount of Varyl Begg flats but that Government should have
some form of indemnity because we were advised that we
should not go into the same predicament that we were having,
and may I say that p6ople were suffering, in Varyl Begg.
Haying said this, Sir, it was then aereed that we should ask'
the tenants moving into Phase 6 to sign the new tenancy
agreement and that it should be dome on the understanding
that this was of a teeperary nature, it was not creating
two tenancies within Varyl Begg Estate,jt was just to
exonerate Government pending litigation or whatever, to be
able to dismiss Government from possible claims particularly
arising from the conditions we know in Varyl Begg. However,
Yr Speaker, due .to an administrative oversight it was
realised half way through the allocation that tenants had
not been as'eed or invited to sign the new tenancy agreement
but had been given the normal tenancy agreement. It was
therefore quite obvious that it made things even worse
because people were now being asked to relinquish the normal
tenancy agreement and enter into a new agreement which could
be interpreted as signing your own death warrant, so it was
suite difficult to hove introduced that. However, I think
the Honourable Mr Bossano did mention that possibly this
could have been achieved if people who had been waiting for
2i years plus, because the pressure we have received in
housing was "Givc• me the house irrespective of conditions
even if it does leak or what have you," the possibility
existed that tenants would have signed this new tenancy
agreement and there possibly wouldn't have bean the hue and
cry that was created as a result of not having asked them
to sign at the time of offering, but where things did go.
wrong was that we asked them to sign after they had signed
the normal tenancy agreement. Mr Speaker,.it was intended,
and I must make this:very clear on Government's behalf
purely as a temporary measure. Once we would have had the
Varyl. Begg dispute or problem sorted out, obviously tho%e
tenants would have reverted to the normal tenancy agreement
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w'sich Government enters in respect of every single normal
teearre
It would have bean of a tceporery nature end we
had to aecide on this particular issue on rdvicc received
to try and indemnify against possible claims. I chink
Government agrees that the wording was of particular concern
but there we are. Mr Speaker, what we cannot accept on this
side of the House are the last words of the motion, ie "and
considers that tenancy agreements of this type should not be
intrcduced at any future date." Mr Speaker, that is quite
difficult for the Government to accept because circumstances,
hopefully, should never. erise but they could arise that we
could find ourselves in similar circumstances whereby, God
forbid, we were .again to-have houses in such appalling
conditions and there could be pressure for the occupation of
those houses irrespective of their conditions. If that were
the case, there are two options not to allocate but If •
pressure is such that we had to allocate and I think. all
members are aware that it is pretty well indefensible in the
present housing situation of Gibraltar to have.a figure of
140 or even less houses vacant, Government might well have
to reconsider introducing if not this type of tenancy agreement some other choice of words not sc repugnant to tenants
but which would safeguard Government's interests if the need
arose. Mr Speaker, we agree entirely with what the Hon Mr
Bossano has said with the. exception of the last sentence and
Government, I feel, cannot commit itself under any circumstances that this would not happen again. We hope it does
not have to happen again but if the need arose then I am
afraid that we would have to introduce some form of safe'guard for the Government.
HON H XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, as the Honourable Mover and, indeed', the Minister
for Housing mus. ee aware, the Democratic Party of British
Gibraltar issued a press release shortly after it come to our
notice that the contract in question was being sent to tenants
or tenants were being asked to sign this contract and the
terms of it were quite categorical and I need not repeat them
in the House. Following the withdrawal of the contract by
Government, the Party issued a short statement on GBQ
welcoming the withdrawal but the terms of the notion are indeed
not alien to our sentiments, that is quite clear. The contract. we said, was extreme in nature and we thought, in all
the circumstances, an unfair burden on the tenants. It was
putting them under a great deal of duress bearing in mind
that people had been waiting for houses for a very long time.
I don't think the Government is in a position to introduce,
certainly not in the immediate future, a contract of this
kind and as far as my colleagues and myself are concerned, we
would not like to see a contract of this kind re-introduced.
to introduce it
Whether the Government can commit itself
or not is a different question, we support the motion because
those are our sentiments as expressed in the communique which
we issued.. I underand the position of the Government on

the rather loose wording at the end "this type of contract."
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A contract is an individual document and a change in a
particular clause can make all the difference to a contract.
The sentiment, therefore,' is not alien to us, the actual
wording does allow Government, if I may put it that 'nay, a
loophole through which to escape from supporting this motion,
1 understand the position of the Minister for Housing. Mr
Speaker, despite the fact that most of the motion is
concerned with events past and the Government's withdrawal
of the contract, I welcome the motion because it points to
the question of Varyl Begg and the responsibility. It is
not. fair to pass on the responsibility of the Government,
or Governments, in the affair of Varyl Begg on to the
tenants and this fundamentally appeared to be the purpose
of the contract. It is not fair that if Governments have
not acted in the past for many years now, at this late stage
individual citizens should be made to shoulder the responsibility.and a heavy responsibility it was as well, Mr
Speaker. The contracts spoke about injury or death and so
forth and did not define for what time the responsibility
'was to be carried by individual tenants. Bearing in mind
what the sera of Government's impotence in remedying the
faults at Varyl Begg, it was all the more punitive a con— tract.and the tenants could not possibly be landed with that
So, Mr Speaker, we will support the motion
responsibility
and we perfectly understand what the Minister has said but
we would like to see from the Government bench a clear
indication that they do accept that this .particular contract •
was an extreme contract and even though they are unable to
•
support the motion because of the wording of the last
sentence,. they should make it clear that they will certainly
not in the case of Varyl Begg try to adopt the same expedient
pain, that is, pass on the responsibility for whatever is
wrong with Varyl Berg, or individual flats in Varyl Begg, on •
to individual tenantsa We would like to have a categorical
assurance from the Government on that because otherwise, Mr
Speaker, the withdrawal of the Government could only be
interpreted as a reaction to pressure. We know that this •
Government often acts in this particular way and we would
like to be able to leave the House with the assurance that
with.all the pressures that are on them in respect of Varyl
Berg, they are not going to be tempted to take the same way
out. Yr Speaker, I do not know whether the contract would
have.stood the test.of Court and so forth, I do not know
whether it would be considered a fair contract, I am no '
lawyer,. the matter has not come to the courts, fortunately,
and no harm has been done. Mr Speaker, there is also one
final point in question and that is the matter of discriminating as between tenants. Apparently, at one particular
stare some tenants were offered this contract and other tenants
were not offered or not required to sign the contract and this
led to discrimination in treatment as between tenants within •
the same allocation. That was pointed out in our Press Release, I do not know whether that was a fair proposition, I
would suspect .that this is not the case, my information may be Wrong, but I have had cases of people coming up to me and .
saying; "So and so has been offered a house at Varyl Begg with.
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the old contract" and that in itself, if it did take place,
raise:: other issues, if it did not take place I am very glad
but I would like to see 'assurances to the effect that this
will not be done again.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:

4

I am glad that the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition
realises that Government cannot support this motion because
the Government cannot bind itself in anticipation of any
situation which might arise and in which, in the public
interest, the Governisant may see fit, whether you have,
communiques, whether you have letters, whether you have
representations from the opposite side, the Government in
its wisdom may think that it has to carry on. Let me say
that the sequence of events in this matter are entirely un—
related to either the intervention of the Honourable Mr
Bossano or the Press Release of the Honourable Leader's
Party, though perhaps we might be here on a different kind
of motion if things had turned out the way we wanted it,.
let there be no misunderstanding. The point was that in
ahticiaption of the allocation of the flats, we were:
adviseJ 'here were certain dangers and we asked the Legal
Department for a contract which would indemnify the Government in taking the risk that they were taking after two
years when the flats were empty, on the advice of the
consultants, and as the communique said due. to an administrative error arising mainly out of the fact that the Housing
Manager was away on leave and he did not take notice of the
fact that he had been instructed that new tenants would have
to have this contract, they were so anxious to give out the
houses that had been held up for so long, and they gave out
contracts in the usual manner because it had 'not-come to the
knowledge of the Housing Manager that those were the instructions which he had to follow. So let there be no misunderstanding about it, there was no deliberate discrimination. There was no deliberate discrimination either in
respact of flats or in respect of individuals. It was just
that when they started to be given it had not reached the
knowledge of the Housing Manager that a new form of contract.
was expected of tenants. The other point I have to raise is
that it had been explicitly agreed that the new tenancy
agreement would be explained to people and they aere not and
by the nature of things the normal tenancy agreement is a
two page simple contract with a list of things.you never do,
about not having pets and so on and that the other one was a
much more elaborate one prepared by the Legal Lepartment and,
of course, being prepared by the Legal Department they made
sure that nobody could go back to the Legal Departaent'and
say "You have left this liability out." Therefore it was
rather a draconian contract, I am prepared to admit this.
This was the advice that we were given in the circumstances
and on this we acted. Once it was discovered that a number •
of people had already been given a flat with.the old contract
.and then they were given, I believe, a week's notice to
change the contrae.'., that, really, was a most unrealistic
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approach to the matter because nobody in possession was
going freely to sign that contract. If, in fact, for the
need of having a heuse and once the matter was explained
people, with their eyes open, wanted to go into those
conditions that was a matter for them, they might have
taken legal advice, they might have said; "I agree to
paragraph so and so but I don't agree to other ones," that
would have been a matter on which representations would
have been received on individual contracts. We know there
was anxiety to take the flats, we did not want to take
advantage of that,what we did want was to safeguard the
interests of the Government on the advice given by the
contractors. What we could not allow, communique or no
communique, we could not allow a set of circumstances
where reeple in exactly the same circumstances because of
an administrative error some were in a better position
than others and that was a matter for Government which was
rectified as soon as it was noticed and we said everybody .
must be on the same contract and the indemnity which we
were seeking we must forget and carry it ourselves. Let
us hope that there will not be any need to come to this
House to ask for money for compensation to anybody who
has a claim arising out of that which would not arise if
he had signed the contract. That is why we cannot agree
with the latter part of the terms of the motion but,
certainly, we will undertake as it happened and as things
would have happened properly it would have been brought to
the notice of all tenants the same as when you go and visit
a magazine or something else you arc expected to sign an
indemnity,that you go at your own risk or when you visit a
warship or.something like that it may well be that in some
cases the Government be it in housing,be it in °another case,
the Government may be compelled. There is such an under—
taking, I believe, asked for when visiting part of the
waterworks where there are certain risks, even though it
is-quite normal to go there. True, there are different
considerations in respect of flats, everybody who is given
a fiat should 'expect to be in the same conditions as every—
body else, I agree. We were anxious to give the flats. and
we Were anxious not to incur further responsibility having •
regard to the experience that we have had in previous cases.
attention has been drawn to the' fact that in social cases
and ln cases where we have very bad accommodation to offer
but it is better than nothing for the people in certain
circumstances who are not entitled to accommodation but are
homeless or there is a social problem which has to be solved,
the Government does ask them for an indemnity in respect of
that and that, I think, is why in fact we cannot ourselves
be bound by that. I.hone the explanation will be understood
even if it is not agreed to. There was an administrative
error at some stage which made the thing perhaps better
because otherwise everybody would have signed and then there
might have been trouble after. I agree with that point but•L
on the other hand things being as they are perhaps with the
explanation given by the Honourable Member, he might be..
inclined to think that the matter has been sufficiently •
aired and withdraw his motion.
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MR SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors to the motion I will call
on the Hon Mr Bossano to reply.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, the explanation, to my mind, does not invalidate
the commitmrent that is being sought from the Government about
not introducing this type of tenancy agreement again in the
future. I think that the wording does not, in fact, tie the
Government down to and thing other than not repeating what
they attempted to do in this occasion and as regards an
indemnity which the Government says the tenancy agreement
attempted to achieve, in fact, it is one thing to sign a
normal tenancy agreement with a tenant and say to the
tenant: "Look, we know that the house is damp and we know
the dampness may damage your clothes and therefore since
we are not prepared to give you a house and have to pay
for your clothes for the rest of your life, if you sign
an indemnity saying you won't claim for any damaged clothes
we are prepared to offer you a house on that conditicn with
all your normal tenancy .rights except that if other tenants can claim for daMeged clothes yOu cannot," and you add that
condition before the tenant signs the normal tenancy agree—
'ment. But of course this was not a normal tenancy agree—.
ment and this wasn't just an indemnity, this was something
where the tenant assumes all liability for everything
including the block collapsing on top of his head and that
goes far beyond anything that can be expected of enyone in
any circumstances. The motion welcomes the decision of the
Government not to proceed with the agreement and I must
qualify my welcome, Mr Speaker, because I see' now that the
Government is doing the right thing for the wrong reasons.
I thought that they had decided not to proceed because they
had had second thoughts about the morality and the wisdom of
that type of agreement and having had a second look at it
they hab decided, not because of any commUniouesand not
because I came out to see the Honourable Minister, not for
pressure, but because it is right to review decisions and
it is right to admit mistakes and if it was a mistake to
introduce that type of agreement and one reviews the
decision, then it is not a question of saying; "I want to
notch up the credit for myself," but in fact if the credit
is due to anyone the credit is apparently due to the person
who made the administrative error.' I think if any - communique
has gpt to come out putting credit, the credit should go
where it is due, but that is the wrong reason to ry mind, Mr
Speaker, for not proceeding with the agreement. I think that
the Legal Department may have produced an agreement which was
100% watertight from a legal point of view. The Government,
I. think, composed as it is of politicians, must in any
circumstances weigh up what is wearable, what people will
tolerate, and that type of agreement is not really wearable
.because whatever technicalities may be involved in a string
of hypothetical conditions which. might never materialise, it .
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really (1.e.s send the shivers dawn the spine of anybody who
is reedin.:
, it because it talks about: including the 'death of
anybody visiting your house. I think this is essentially
what my motion seeks to impress upon Government, that an
agreement of this type is not something that really can be
expected to be intro.''aaar, without causing an upheaval even
in fact,I believe, even if the error had not been made and
even if people had 'sianed it in order to get the'house once
they were with that house and that key in their hand and
they were inside, they would still have tried to get the
agreement reversed, Mr Speaker, in my judgement. Of course,
the Government would not have been in the position then to
reconsider the thing because of an administrative error,
they would then have had to consider it on the.merits of
the case and what I am asking the Government to do with the
motion is precisely to look at the merits of the whole thing
and _..they need at any future date to protect themselves in
so:Le measure, then to do it in some other way than through a
tenancy agreement because in fact at the time when I had the
meeting. with the Honourable Mr Zammitt which was a couple of
days after the agreement was produced, he explained what he •
has explained to me today and I said to him; "All I am asking
you on behalf of the tenants is in fact to susnend any action
on this matter.to see if there is a way in which, by agreement between the Government and the tenant, a different form
can be found which gives Government the protection that it
needs," ane I think that is the right
to proceed about
it. The other aspect of this matter which I think is unrelated really to what the motion is all about is the
question of the liability of the Government in having rented
these flats. I am totally confused about this situation
because the houses were kept empty for a very long time
because the Government was getting legal advice that to rent '
the flats would make it more difficult for them . .
• •
MR SPEAKER:
You must be careful that you are just exercising your rights
of reply and-'you are tringing in a new matter which the
Government will not be entitled to speak on.
HON J ROSSANO:
Mr Speaker, the point that I am taking up is the point that
has been rude that the Government gave out the flats in the
last phase because of the pressure of the tenants.
YR SPEAKER:
Well, that is a matter you could have brought up when you
were moving the motion.
HON J BCSSANO:
I have not brought it up, Mr Speaker, it was the Minister for
Housing who said that the tenants were pressing so much to be
given a house, that he knowsit personally because the pressure
•has been put on him, that the Government decided that they had
to go ahead and allocate rather than keep the houses empty any
. longer...
67. . ••
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MR SPEAKER:
Perhaps if you give way the Minister could explain.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
It was certainly pressure from the general public in the.
allocation of flats and it was only until after the advice
of Andrews, Kent and Stone who advised .us that we could now
continue to allocate the flats at Varyl Begg Estate with
the exception of the t-)p;floor and I think I made that quite
clear, Mr Speaker.

• 4

HON J BOSSANO:
That is the point that I am .taking up, Mr Speaker. Inflict,
I understood the situation to be that the advice that the
Government had had Was that the flats could not be allocated
without Government incurring a liability for those flats
which they would not be able to obtain compensation from the
contractors on originally. Then they got advice after a
considerable time that in fact they could allocate them and
not inaa: a liability, at least this is how I understood the
statement that was made at the time announcing.the decision
to go ahead and allocate. Now it seems that they are
incurring. a liability because they want an indemnity from
the prospective tenants so 7.hat is the situation now, in
what way is it different from what it was immediately after
the blocks were constructed? That is an aspect which is not
really what the motion is about but which has been reflected
in what the Minister said about being able to allocate now
whereas they were not able to allocate before and yet nevertheless needing an indemnity when, presumably, tho original
reason for not allocating was the fact that there was a
liability and consequently the need for an indemnity.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Honourable Member will give way. It isn't that way
that things have happened. It is in connection with our
claim against the consultants and/or contractors that we
were advised and we could now allocate:these flats not on
the basis of the claim against the Government which we knew
might be made, in fact, could be made from other sources too,
but it was in connection with our withholding the granting
of those flats lest our legal position against the contractors
and the consultants might be prejudiced. It was against that
possibility that we were advised that we could allocate these
flats except the top floors.
HON J BOSSANO:
' So In effect the tenancy agreement has nothing to do with the
dispute between the contractor and the Government?
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HON CHIEF MIrISTER:

MR SPEAKER:

It has.everethine to do With it but the sequence of events
as to why they were alloca ted later rather than earlier was
because We were advised after the last consultancy that
despite the difficulties and despite the issues that could
be raised, we could, without prejudice to the case of the
Government against either of them, we could proceed to
allocate those flats. We have not allocated them lest we
would prejudice our case against the contractors and the
coesultants. As a result of the latest advice we got from
the latest consultants who went into the matter, we were
advised that it would not prejudice our case, whatever case
we might have against the consultants or the contractors,
if we allocated those flats except the ones at the top floor.

'Ghat the M.inister is saying is that they were not quite sure
whether any damage suffered by any of the tenants as a
result of the conditions of the flats would be covered by
the claim against the contractors or the architects.

EON J BOSEANO:
Mr Speaker, I would then assume logically that if the
Goverr.nent could allocate these flats without having its
case prejudiced, then any coepensation the Government could
claim would include all liabilities and therefore it would
not nece an indemraty. That is what I would assume. One
can obviously go on arguing these things, till the cows
come home and we are :.ot oping to get any nearer but it is
quite obvious to me that the explanations that htve been
given at different points in tiee do dotefit entirely each
other and there seems to me to be a gap between the
explanation as regards the pcsition of the Government today
and the position of the Government initially which I can
understand that it is a different one, and the fact that
the Government still today needs to protect itself against
liabilities when its case has not been prejudiced.

HON J BOSSANO:
Well, to that extent of course then, MP Speaker, the tenancy
agreement is not something: the Government needs in its dis—
pute with the contractors. It only arises if. the Government .
were to include
ets dispute with the contractors, acme
pensation for any claims it has received from tenants and
that part of the thing was lost, only to that extent. Mr
Speaker, I cannot in fact withdraw the motion for the
reasons I have explained, I welcome the Government's
decision but I think it should have been a decision arrived
et on another basis and I don't accept that by giving a
commitment that this type of tenancy aEreement will not be
introduced, the Government is binding itself to do anything
that would inhibit its ability to achieve a measure of
protection in some other way and Ithink the way that it can
be done is the way that it is done with other tenants in
other circumstances like the Honourable Member mentioned .
where social cases may be put in adequate premises that may
be deep and they are told that the premises are damp and they
accept that they are going into a damp place because it is
better to have a roof over their heads than nothing at all,
but they still sign a normal tenancy agreement and certainly
nothing like the one that was attempted in :'aryl Legg. I
think that was a misconceived idea and it should not be
repeated and that is tne essence of what the motion seeks
to obtain, Mr Speaker.

EON CHIEF MINISTER:
-We , have'n't gOt 100% security that our case would be
established and therefore it would stand as a second one.
HON J BCSEANO:
Yes, I can see that now. In fact; it is an added protection
that the Government.is seeking here just in case the con—
tractor produces some liability on the part of Government
to protect itself against that portion of the liability.
HON CHIEF MMSTER:
Well, certainly in this case it is not a question of
liability of repairing the flats but the liability for
damages for people occupying the flats which is a different
thing.
HON J BOSEANO:
One assumes, Mr Speaker, that in its case-against the con—
tractors the Goverment, I think has been said, would
include all sorts of things including loss of rent.

Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

J Bossano
Major H J Peliza
G T Restano
K Xiberras

The foewing Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The.
The

Hon I Abecesis
Hon A J Canepa
Hon Major F J Dellipiani
Hon K K Featherstone
Hon Sir Joshua Hassan
Hon A P Kontegriffo
Hon J B Perez
Hon A W Serfaty
Hon Dr R G Valarino
Hon H J Zammitt
Hon D Hull .
Hon A Collings.
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The following Hon Member was absent from the Chamber:
The Hon P J Isola
The motion was accordingly defeated.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move the following motion: "This House
is concerned at the continuing failure of Government to
correct the defects in the Tower Blocks and considers that
an independent survey of the whole structure should be
conducted and the results made public." Mr Speaker, the
state of the Tower Blocks was raised by me in a motion in
November, 1977, when there was quite heated debate and I
was more or less accused of have fabricated the whole
problemeof the Tower Blocks. In order to ensure that I am
able to speak with a certain amount of autherity. on the
subject on this Occasion I have taken the trouble to visit
each individual flat which took me about nine hours, Mr
Speaker, and I have seen the defects myself and those
defects have not been caused by the heavy rains of this
winter, Mr Speaker, because in a number of cases all the
floor tiles - have been lifted, there are whole walls covered
in mould which eoesn't grow in a week, there are very many
flats with water coming in around the window frames, there
are very many flats with the same walls cracked in the same
position in the same flat, one flat nlacee above the above.
I am no surveyor but I have taken the trouble, Mr Speaker,
to go to all the flats of all the people who said they had
a compleint to make and to make a note of the defects, I am
sure that the Minister .cen get one of his technical experts
to do a much more efficient job of surveying all those flets
than I can. but. I think it is important that it should be
somebody from outside Government service so that the minds of
the tenants can be put at rest if, in fact, the Government
does Let a report that says that there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the blocks. There is no doubt, Mr Speaker,
that the blocks are in a terrible state, they are in fact on
their way of becoming slums. The general state of disrepair
of thcee blocks is something which compares unfavourably, I
think, with some of the older housing estates. There is undoubtedly a need to be able to increase the amount of
maintenance work joeing done on Government buildings and this
is something, of course, that the Department, in conjunction
with representatives of the labour force, is looking at at
the moeent but I think that notwithstanding that and the fact
that it may be possible to improve the quantity of maintenanee already being done by organising work in a different way,
there is no doubt in my mind that very little or practically
nothing has,been- eone in over a year since the motion was
brought to the House. The previous - motion was treated simply
as scaremongering as indeed very often many things that are •
said are treated and not looked at on its merits as a
reflection of a genuine situation that existed there, that
the tenants were genuinely worried about the situation. It
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isn't just the walls inside the fluts Chet arc cracked, it
is fazo the •sully in ,the ccrr!siora th.t are cracked. It
may be that cracked walls all over a block do not imply
structural damage but I would put it to the Houce, Mr
Speaker, that most of the tenants would think that it
inplies that there is something wrong with the structure.
It may well be that waking up in the morning and stepping
into a pool of water aoes not imply that there is fundamentally anything wrong with the blocks but I would put it
to the House that most tenants would think that there was
and the situation is one which has been going on for a very
long time and there are very many tenants, Mr Speaker, who
have got long ccerespondence with the Housing Department
and with the Public Works Department pointing out the things
that are wrong. In the number of flats that I visited the
electricity had been affected by the water penetration and
we are not just talking about dampness, we are talking
about walking into flats and the Minister can go there for.
himself like I did and spend two days going round flats and
see water coming out of chandeliers in rooms. It ray well
be that there is no danger of people being electrocuted
because, in fact, I remember that the last time that the.
matter was debated in the House the whole thing was being
treated as an attempt by a local newspaper to blow up the
whole thing, well, on this occasion, of course, the same
accusation cannot be made end when the newspaaer does come
out which it will very shortly, Yr Speaker, then, no doubt,
the accusation will be mode against it as I am sure that the
newspaper will want to make up for all the time that it has
been out of circulation. Now that the Hcnoureble and Learned
the Chief Minister has been able to rest from the newspaners
in question he should have recovered himself to withstand
- Sneaker,
any new onslaught that they produce. Therefore. 31'
the matter is one wnere it isn't just a question of things
being blown out of context, it is one where the tenants
have been very'patient and very lonEsufferieg because the
matter was debated in the House and it got to a stage where
I was beginning to have doubts in my own mind about the
accuracy of some of the information that has been put in my
way. This is why on this occasion I have been to see the
flats myself and it is true that the water cones in through
the points and if that is not dangerous then if it was
happening in my house, Mr Speaker, and I would put it to
Memhers here, if it was happening in their house, they would
be wearied about a situation like that. There seers to be a
particular pattern to the way that the water cares into these
flats which would indicate to somebody with a limited knowledge about structure that there is a fault along which the
water is travelling because the flooding of the flats Occurs
on flats that are placed one above the other on the same
windows and coming in from the same walls. In a number of
flats pebple are paying for a 3-bedroom or a 4-bedroom house
'and using the living room and this again is wrong, that
people should be expected year after year to.pay .for rooms •
that they cannot use. They have got their furniture dis- .
Mantled and stuck in the living room-because most modern
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furniture is cede of this compressed wood that tends to act
like blotting paper, and if they left it in the rooms where
there is dempness the whole thing would be useless, they
would have to throw it out.. These are matters which in my
mind Government has got normal tenancy agreements in these
places and if in ..fact. the Government was concerned about
possible liability arising out of the new phase in Varyl
Beee, then I. would say'that if all the tenants in the Tower
Blocks .started toting up the damages of having to have lived
in those premises for the way they have in the last few years,
then the liability would be enormous. They haven't done it
but apart from that an even more serious considertaion :s
that if the problem is there and it is getting worse and that
is . the information that I have had from practically all the
tenants that I have beereto'see, that the problem has not
been improved,-that it wasn't remedied in 1977, and that
every winter is worse than the previous winter which suggests
deteriorating situation there and it
to me that we have. a- detericrating
sucgests to- me, Yr Speaker, .that if the Government doesn't
do something to put the thing fundamentally right today, then
it Misht be either imeossible to put if fundamentally right d• •
in a few years time and if it is not impossible it is
certainly going to beten tires more expensive and if they
had done something a few years ago it would have been less
•
expensive then it would be today. I think it is in
Goverrnient's: own interest in getting value for money, to
tackle the rroblem even if it means spending more money now
to put'the thirs- a :right rather then to do a patch-up job,
rather than simply to put on a coat of paint as. soon as
spring - Comes and.then the paint will peel off in the heat
of the summer so that it is nicely peeled away by winter
so that they can have another flooded winter ir. those homes.
It is no;gopi repeating the'same medicine year after year if
the same medicine is patently failing tc produce results and
the. problem-of the floods are getting steadily worse and
there are more peon le affected every year and I have been
66 a minter of flats and I can see for myself, Mr Speaker,
•
that there is a p. reeression, is aleost like an evolutionary
cyCle, you can see the flats today there that are going to
A be like the worse ones in two or three years time because
the dampness has started in the same places in the same bedrooms. You can sen the ones that have started like that a
few years ago that today have got all the walls covered, have
got to put blar*ets• under the window sills, have got water
pourin,t into skirting boards, have got cracked walls and
lifted floor tiles and a situation like that shculdn't be
allowed to persist year after year, Yr Speaker, so I think
it is very .iite-Jortant that the Government treats this motion
with the seriousness that it merits and that it takes
immediate and dynamic action to get to the root of the matter
an' pus It right before it finds itself with an unmanageable
•
croblem on its• hands.

HON V K FEAT=STONE:

Mr Speaker then propbsed the question in the terms of the. •
Hon J Bossakc,'s motion.

Mr Speaker, when the last motion was before the flouse there
.,ad
were certain allegations made 'which I think I. scotch'
rethir
tne time. These allegations cure, was there
wrong with the foundationS of the Tower flocks,ana were we
going to lop off five floors because they were a daner to
the RAF. I did say at the same time the% we were going to
continue our investigation-a into the steelstructure .of the
Tower Blocks as we do with all buildings that have a steel
structure. I state,athat us far as the information We had •
at the time there was no danger with the structure whatsoever but this of course did not mean that we .would not
continue our efforts to look at it. I am fully symeathetic
with the situation in the Tower Blocks, I know there is . •
considerable dampness, that this dampnees is increasing and
my Department is more than a little concerned how we can
remedy these faults. As I said at the last debate, -part 6f
the fault was that in the initial construction for acne
reason or other the.amounta of rendering was. reduced from
t- in and this was put on:in one operation 'and has. 7iven
rise L. a measure of crazing which allows dampness to.
penet.-e the walls. We have also found another type of
fault and that is that it apnars that the ceuDet when it
was put round the beams was not, so I understand, suffieLenfly.
vibrated so that it .stuck all the way alone• the steal, beams •
but it set in such a way that there were cavities laft'and .
these cavities through the weakness in the renderiegs,eet.
filled with water and the water runs along the cavities and
you may, get a certain place where the water• is entering yet
where it comes out may be: in quite a different place eitoso that one house may be very stronay ffeted,.
gether
the next house may not be affected at all. The'thirdihouse
will again be affected because the water is travelling along
the cavities and coming out wherever it can. LaSt year we
were going to put into operation not a cure, a pallitive,
I accept that, but something that would last for about 3 to
4 years and that was to paint the whole of the.-walls with .
flintkote as had been done before and as had worked quite
satisfactorily for the normal life of flintkote which is
approximately 3 to 4 years but we started early lest- year
found a certainamodnt
looking at the steel structure and
of rust. We opened up the structure in a number of -alacee
from the outside walls, in fact s I myself went up on the
outside on the cradle to the eighth floor, I was never so
terrified in my life. I had no indemmity, no. he saw that
some parts of the steel were shoeing signs of rust and d
would explain to the House that there are two types of
rusting in Gibraltar, 'one is normal rusting of water which
can be brushed off and there is no harm whatsoever;•the
.other is what is called chloride rusting which is very
dangerous indeed because it is Progressive, as fast cs the.
steel rusts it flakes off and the next part is attacked
again. We took samples of this rust from both the Tower
Blocks and from ...ferent places and sent them to 7.ngland
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for investieation and the. result came back that this was
simple rusting, that there was no danger to the steel •
whatsoever and our. fears that it might be the chloride
rustingwere,therefore allayed.: But this took a considerable ..pericd , ofithe year and by that time we were
unable ..to paint` thea with flintkote. .What is our approach
for the fUture? .1 am not sure if the Honourable Mr Bossano
had inside infortation in the Public Works Department but
it is our aim this year. to ask technical aid from the
United KinTdOm to have somebody. come out and look at these
TowerBlocks because we are of the oeinion that the absolute
cure for this mater. penetration will be possibly hacking
all the rendering and re-rendering at the i", doing a system
called ."grouting" by whiph concrete is forced'into the
cavities' so that these cavities, are filled up. This is a'
difficult and expensive. job and we feel that this would be
•
the possible solution.. There are other inherent difficultdes_
which, perhaPs,.were not understood at the time when the
design, or plans were made and that is that in this area,
with the configuration of the TOwer Blocks, the rain does
not always come down vertically, it does not only come side-. •
ways, sometimes it actually comes upwards and we are
wondering whether the!window frames were made as waterproof
as they :should have been made to stand that type of configuration of water attack. All this will be put to the •
expert who we hope to bring out to look into it and as soon •
as' we have his report we will, of course, set into operation
on one block eat first to see alter a year if the results are.
satisfactory and then the second block. 'In the meantime,
however,'we are going to flintkote them and this should last,
as. I say, for three years. It is not as the Hon Mr Doseano
comments .that you put the paint'on in the spring and by the
autumn it is no good any more, we have had experience of
flintkote in many places and it is satisfactory for a period
up- to about three years. This would ameliorate the situation
until we! can put into operation. the bigger repair job. that
will have to.be.done. As I said this is a complicated job,
it will need skilled technicians to do it, I believe this
grouting of cement to fill up.tha hollows is a very skilled
job indeed and it May mean that we will have to bring a
special firm from the United Kingdom to do it. The cost may
be anything from Zit to. Zit per Tower Block but we are very
alive to the situation, we sympathise as much as we can with .
the persons who 'are affebted but it is of such magnitude that
when we get an approach from somebody that his house is
getting wet, can we do something about it, cur answer must
per force b^ cot ash
"happy as we would like to make it that
to remedy thV position is not simply going there and
plastering their walls, etc. Regarding the cracks in the
corridor; I have been there and I have seen, especially at
the top floors a number of cracks. My structural engineers .
tall me. that these are quite safe, that the'building in high
wind does move some eight inches cut of the vertical and this'
has. put a strain on the. walls which may have caused the
cracks but they have patched the cracks up in many instances
and there has teen no more opening of the cracks so it .
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appears that this movement, onceltt has taken place and once
the building has settled, is something which is no longer of
any need to worry. I see no objection when We have the report
from the gentleman whom we hope to bring out, I see no objection to it being made available to Members of the Opposition,
the Hon Mr Bossano will be allowed to have a copy. Vhether
it should be made public or not I am not fully certain at the
moment - it will be a very technical report and some times
technical reports when given to.the general public can be misinterpreted and can give rise to apprehension when no such
apprehension should be there.
HON J BOSSANO:
If the Hon Member will give way. In fact, the wording .of the
motion gives the Government a certain amount of leeway as to
what they interpret the results. The results can, be that the
expert has said that fundamentally the block requires the
things that he has mentioned or that fundamentally there is
nothing wrong with the foundation. They do not have to
publish the whole report.

4

HON M K Th .THERSTONE:
Eased on that I think that we could accept that the result
would be made public. Of course, we would be the first if •
there were, and I still feel that from the engineers' reports
that I have had. there is nothing to fear with the Tower
Blocks,. but if there were to be anything untoward the Public
Works Department and the Government as a whole would be the
first who would be willing to make tnis public because
obviously we could not condone that people should live in
conditions that were dangerous. As I say, the report, when
we have it, I will make available to Members of this House
and I think there will be no difficulty in making the results
or the main findings of the report public. In the meantime,
as I said, we will go ahead with the flintkoting process and
this should, at least, tide us over the next two winters and
I hope that the unhappy situation of this rather severe
winter will not be repeated. We therefore support the motion.

I
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. HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, I am glad to hear that the Government is supporting
the motion because I think that what.has been revealed toddy by
the Hon Mover of the Motion and the Minister, in reply, is
rather alarming. We are, of course, relieved to hear that
there is no danger to the people actually in the area and this,
of course, is something that should be probab]y stressed to
the public and especially to the tenants of the Tower Blocks,
that there is no immediate danger of any kind to them in their.
houses. But, Mr Speaker, it is rather surprising, quite frankly,
'that all these defects that exist and have obviously existed for
some time were not spotted by the Department at the time of the
'
,rought by the Hon Member in which,
last motion that r
sgree, the allegations made in a certain newspaper were pe:thapS.
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very, very exaggerated at the time, at least so it seemed
from the reoly of the Minister at the time, but nevertheless'there was obviously some truth not on the question of ,
risk to life but. there was some truth in the problems with
the buildings•which were not brought to light by the Government at the time not because the Government was trying to
hide anything but because those the advised the Government
did not possibly carry out a survey at the time. But it is
worrying, Yr Speaker, from the point of view of Gibraltar,
from the point of view of elected Members, it is worrying
to find that this is the third major case where it appears
.the Department for wnich the Minister is responsible has not
been supervising the construction of crown property even
though it may have been built by independent contractors,
has not beert doing its jOb of supervision and manaaement •
correctly. This has occurred, Yr Speaker, with Pen-oly House,
it has occurred now with the Tower Blocks and it has ocrarred
with the Varyl Begg Estate. And when one considers the vast
amounts of money that are voted to the Public Works Denartment year in and year out, cne considers that it is their
responsibility •to.maintain crown properties, it is their
responsibility to . supervise the construction of crown
properties, one cannot but be concerned and .alarmed at the
consequences to the public of Gibraltar, to the public purse •
at the- consequence of this lack of supervision and manage-..
ment on the part of that Department. One. cannot always put
the blaae a Mr. Speaker, on the labour :orce, lack of
productivity, etc., One must also be concerned about the
lack of productivity of management and to me this seems a
clear case of lack of management and the Department has only
gone into it thoroughly apparently when it has been forced
to do,cc but this is, Mr Speaker, a recurring responsibility
of the Lenartaent. One is corrned of what is happening in
other properties that are being built in Gibraltar in respect
of which the Department has responsibilities. Are we to wait
for three or four years till there is a complaint and then we
find that there was half an inch of rendering instead of
three cuarters of an inch, we find that the thing was not
properly built? Are we going to have the same problem with
other crown pronerties, Mr Speaker?. It is an alarming
situation when you have such increases in.Professional staff
in the Departtent and we find so -little production from that •
professional staff and this, Mr Speaker, is clearly an indictment of management, It is an indictment of those whose
responsibllity.it is to the Government and to the peoPle. of
Gibraltar to do their job and this indicates that it has not
been done in the Tower Blocks, it may nat have been done in
the case of Penney House and it may not have been done,
depending en the results of the litigation when it comes,
it may not have been dons. in the case of the ':aryl Begg
Estate.. This is, I think, an alarming situation from the
point of view of public funds and public exaenditure. It
is quite obvious from what the Minister has said, that to.
correct these particular faults is now going to cost an
eno:nmous amount of money. I know technical assistance is
being sought from Her Majesty's GovernMent now to send an
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expert out but that is going to come from the grant given
to Gibraltar, that is goina,te be money that is going to be
used for Gibraltar and that will be port of Her Majesty's'
Government's aid to Gibraltar. Then, of course, the
Government will have to go to Her Majesty's GoVernment for
the money to put it right which is quite Obviously:going to
be a large amount of money. I support the motion and I
support particularly, Mr Speaker, that-part of the aotion
that asks for the results to be made public. I think it is
important that people administering public funds and being
responsible for the management of the economy, should be
accountable to the public and - the public shooad know what.
- has gone wrong with money that. has been spente on their behalf. Mr Speer, I am glad to hear from the Minister that
the Government agrees with the motion and I 'hope that the
Government will make the results of the inquiry public and
that the inquiry will be done by an independent terser: and
that there will be no cover-up as regards responsibility
for what has gone wrong.
HON A P YONTEGRIFFO:
I would not like to draw my sword to argde the accusation against management launched by the Hon Mr Isola. I can only
say, Sir, that from other* experientea in other blocks where
has come under the OLM at least I 'know from the 'aryl
Bugg experience that it was brought to the notice of both
consultants and the contractors that the, may •thimgss were
going were not to the liking of the local experts, only to,
be told that - we were not the clients and that the - clients
were the ODM. at that stage and on went the.correspondence
and little action was taken. I hope that all this will
come out if and when we do take the matter up of,Vbryl Begg.
I also know that when the Tower Blocks were built we did
find originally by our own experts that' there was something
wrong with the Tower Blocks originally and .something was
done in an attempt to put it right. - 7.'hether they guess,
and I say the word "guessu-in-inverted commas, correct]y or
not, fora while it seemedfto work. But as- -the: Hon Yr Bossano
stated here this morning the situation has grbivally deteriorated and it is likely to deteriorate if no action is
taken. .I.-think it is also not quite fair 'to say that
nothing has been done and that we took the words of.warning
by the Hon Mover, of the Motion 'about a year aro with a
certain amount of complacency. I think the Hon Minister for
Public 7;orks has explained all the different tests and other
things that Were done by experts from •the Department which •
has given rise to the bringing of this particular person
under technical aid. We accept the spirit of the motion
as my Hon Friend on my left has stated but I think the Hon
•
Yr Bossano will appreciate that it is in a way a vote of
censure on the Government which, of course, he can proceed
with it if it likes and cannot have our support. Therefore,
if we can have an agreement which shows the United concern
of the House about the particular problem I think we .can all
successfully vote in favour and the amendment I art suggesting,
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Mr Speaker, is that the :oticn be amended by the deletion
of the worSa "at the continuing failure of Government to
correctthe defetts in the Tozer Blocks" and the substitution
the following words: "that the defects in the
Tower Blocks have not yet been corrected" so that the
motion would read "This House is concerned that the defects
in the Tower Blocks have not yet been corrected and
considers that an independent survey of the whole structure
should be conducted and the results be made public".
Mr•Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the Hon
A P Mbntegriffo's amendment.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I will vote in favour cf the amendment. The
object of the motion is not to censure Government but to
get the Horse to realise that there is a serious situation
in the Towe'S.' Blocks which is affecting the wellbeing of the
tenants there and to get some steps taken to put it right.
Therefore, I have no difficulty in accepting the motion and
I can see obviously that my form of words is open to more
than one interpretatien it can be failure because one tries
and does not succeed and it can be failure because one does
nothing which is something that needs censuring, of course. •
The Hon Member, the Minister for Public Y:orks, has said that.
a number of steps were taken after my last motion although
that wori not reflected in the.House, if I may say so, at the.
tiSe, that the thing was being taken seriously. But
obviously if some things were done subsecuent to the motion
and they have failed to produce any results, then what this
motion Seeks to establish is that we are concerned that the
situation as not isnroved and from whatI have seen is
deteriorating,and that that camera will.want translating into exnert advice that will tell us what we need to do to
make sure that we can put a stop to the situation.
Ur Speaker then put the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the amendment.was accordingly passed.
HON M XIEERRAS:
Speaker, I will make a brief contribution. My Hon Friend
has already spoken about that part of the motion which we
most favour, namely, that thei-e should be an independent
inquiry and that the results might be msde public and I hope,
Mr Soeaker, thtt the Government, having taken this in the
case of thetkower Blocks, will also be prepared to take it
in the case of Varyl Begg.
MR SPEAr::::q:
I will call on the mover to reply to the motion as it stands
now.
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HON J BOBOANC:
The only thing I would like to say, Mr Speaker, is that
obviously once we pass the motion the important thing is
to try and get this off the ground as soon as possible.
Mr Speaker then put the question in the terms of the Hon
J Bossano's motion, as amended, which wal. resolved in the
affirmative and the motion was accordingly . passed.

4

HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, I beg to move that: "This House, whilst recognising that the initiative announced by the Chief Minister
in November, 1977, in launching the Strasbourg Process was
motivated by a desire to inform the Spanish Government
directly of the views of the Cibreltarians that sovereignty
is not negotiable, considers that in the light cf subsequent
events the Strasbourg Process should be suspended for as
long as the Spanish representatives maintain that the
u'timate objective of the process is the eventual incorporation :f Gibraltar into Spain and not simply the removal of .
blockade". Mr Speaker, the Strasbourg Process
the
appears to mean a lot of different things to 'a lot of
people, and I am quite deliberately choosing to accept the
version of the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister as to
what it is all about. The announcement that was made in
November, 1977, coincidentally the same time that the
previous motion on the Tower Blocks was put, and it would
be too much to hope for, I suppose, that having seen the
light on the Tower Blockn the Hon and Learned the Chief
Minister is about to see the light on the Strasbourg
Process. At the time, in a motion moved by me. which said
that there should be no discussions between Britain and
Spain on the question of sovereignty, the Hon and Learned
the Chief Minister made the announcement of this proposal
of his to Dr Owen shich intrigued Dr Owen, we were told,
and which had, as I understood it, a dual objective: to
inform the Spaniards about how we felt and the way we felt
was that GibraltaA sovereignty had nothing to do with
Spain essentially because we did not accept that it should
be even a matter for discussion in Brain and, secondly, to
discover whether the wind of change supposedly sweeping
through Spain was having any effeet on the Spanish view of
Gibraltar. On that basis, Mr Speaker, I accepted that the
Chief Minister should go to Strasbourg, tell the Spaniards
how we feel and come back and tell us how they felt. I
cannot accept that having done that in Strasbourg anything
else can be achieved or is being achieved consistent with
those two objectives, ie, that we are either exalaining
•
.anything now to the Spaniards that was not explained in
Strasbourg that they do not know or we are learning' something from them that we did not learn in Strasbourg. Ir.
fact, it is quite clear that the Spanish side of the
Strasbourg Proc,,ss has seen it from the beginning in.a
totally different light from the light in which'it has
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been explained in this House. My opposition'to the
Strasbourg Process is based from after the first meeting in
Strasbourg although I must sey that the way that I found out
—' that there were gong to be these talks that had been
pronozed came as something of a surprise because I learned
in the House that hen. the Han and Learned the Chief
Minister had raised it in Lonuon the Leader of the Opposition
had been made aware of it in London and it became clear in
the debate that the only person to whom it was news was to
me. At that time it was not because I was against -the.
Strasbourg Process because it had not yet started. However,
I do not have'difficulty in making my mind up on the spot
and after listening to the Chief Miinister saying that what
he was going to tell the Spaniards was that he supported my
motion and at that time it was a fairly rare thing it happens
more frequently nowadays that he supports my motions, at that
' time it was sufficiently rare to warrant going. to Strasbourg
to tell. the Spaniards. The immediate aftermath of Strasbourg
was the visit of Sr. Rune-nes to Gibraltar and in my view What
the International Secretary of the Spanish Socialist Party.
has said in Gibraltar in his recent visit is essentially no
different from what Sr. Ruperez said. I recall distinctly
Sr Rueerez saying on otr television screens that although it
. was wrong of Franco to put restrictions it was clearly
effective because we were now agreeing to talk which we had.
not been willing to do for as long as there were no restric—
tions, that is, that the restrictions had forced us on to the
table and I heard that myself on.SBC television by Sr Runerez
so that Sr Yap__ z should say that when the. restoration of the
teleennne took place it was made clear in'Stnasbourg that they
place because we had started to talk and that- the
were
progress of the talks would determine how the removal or the
non—removal of the restrictions progressed, he was not saying
anything that I had not heard essentially from the approach '
of Sr Ruperez, the only thing is that he was saying it much
more bluntly and that in fact if the reration of the
telephones was directly linked to the question of the talks
taking place that, in my view, shodld have been made public
here and the neonle should not have been led to believe that
this was just a shot cut of the blue which nobody expected in •
Gibraltar and that just one morning the Spaniards decided to
put the telephones back and nobcdy knew how long they were
back for or why they were back or anything else, which was
certainly the general impression in Gibraltar and the
impression I had, until Sn Yanez told me otherwise. we net
only told me otherwise, he went back and he told Area what
he had told me, Yr Speaker, so in fact our neighbours in La
Linea are abId to get much more detailed explanations about
the Spanish view of the Strasbourg Process than the citizens .
in Gibraltar are able to get about the Gibraltarian view of
the Strasbourg Process. I think, quite apart from anything
else, quite apart from the entitlement of every citizen to be •
fully informed abbut this matter, and when I have asked to be
infarmed, Mr Sneaker, I have asked to be informed only in de—
fault of the people as a whole being informed. If I canny*
get other Members to agree to a full and detailed public
statement for the whole of Gibraltar then I am prepared to
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conso: myself with a far ley desirable situation that I
should. se informed
Even if I disagree with the Process
I am still entitled to know what is beinL: said and done in
my name. Perhaps, Mr Speaker, in that respect.I will
into some detail about the meeting th-,t I had with the
Yr Xiberras and Mr Joe. Pitaluga aister the Paris meeting
because, as I said before in the House in previous meti.ons,
I found out nothing confidentially from the Hon Yr Xiberras
about the meeting in'Strf-sbourg because whet I found out
was public knowledge and therefore, as far as I am concer ned,
all that harpeld inStrasbours I can say quite. ocenly was
that the Spaniards repeated their view and the eibraltarians
repeated their view and that is it. That is all I know that
happened and I was fully informed of the meeting in:Stras—
bourg, and that is being fully informed,'right, so there.is
nothing more to Strasbourg as far as I am concerned because,
ifI was told that in confidence and that is Public .know—
ledge then presumably the public is fully informed of what
took place'in Strasbourg, or as fully informed as I have
been in confidence. It would have bean better if there was.
a memorandum prepared, for example, for that meeting, that
that memorandum should' have been made' public but I have not
seen such a memorandum and I do not know whether it was.
But, of course, as regards the Paris meetinc. when I had
stated before the Paris meeting that the amount of informa—
tion that I had 'a:ad about Strasbourg wad so small thet it
seemed to be almost non existent, on the Paris meeting the •
Hon Leader of the Opposition did give me a detailed cncount
in the presence of Mr Joe Pitaluga and he did it after I had
gone on television complaining about his not informing me
and he gave me the. account on condition.that I accented that
it was confidential. Again, it seems absolutely clear to me
that the secrec surrounding the talks are a decision taken
by, presumably, ths Leader of the Opposition and the Chief
Minister that as little information as possible should come
out about these talks because I have written tc Dr Owen
saying that notwithstanding his public statement in Paris
that nothing was being done behind the people's• back', he was
not informing the people in Gibraltar and that therefore as
far as- the people were concerned it was all behind their
backs and he said it is not up to him to. informnthe' people
of Gibraltar, the people of Gibraltar were present by virtue
of the fact that the Chief Minister and the Leader of the
Opposition were there, so he puts the whole responsibility
- for keeping people here informed on- the renreSentatives cf
the people at these talks which is where the responsibility
should be. I-would prefer tha' the responsibility should
lie there and not elsewhere because then I can bring a
motion to this House and do something about it and there is
little I can do about getting Dr Owen to make a public.
statement. In fact, because we are there we are coms.itted
in a way we would never be by Dr Owen because just like we
cannot ask him to diacharge responsibilities to us he has
got no hold on us eitner. We did not elect him, we are not •
represented in the House of Commons and the agreement' that
there is by the British Government that there should be
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nothin,7: done without our consent meSns that whatever he
agrees ;.s ad referendum to us sO our presence there commits
us and dees riot rive usany 3ecurity that we do not already
have. n that meeting; Mr Speaker, Mr Pitaluga had some
notes taken in Paris and I have said at a sublic meeting
;in the Co--unity Centre and indeed at public meetings in
the HouSing Estates where I have been explaining my position to people in .Gibraltar, I have said that I had seen
the minutes of the meeting that took place in Paris. I
have now been informed that there are proper minutes of the
meatiny:in Paris which I have not seen and that what I saw
.in Mr Pitaluga's office were just notes taken by Mr Pitnlula
and notthe minutes- of the meeting. I have asked that I
should be shown the minutes of that meeting and I do not
know whether I will be er not. I assumed that they were.
the minutes because they were notes taken at that meeting
and to the best of my knowledge that was the only record
:that there we's, No: doubt, if there are more comprehensive
and detdile.t minutes then I look forward to seeing those.
liecause:theY- may be able to give me an even more accurate
picutre of what took place there but, of course, rather
'than have the minutes supplied to me I would infinitely
prefer that those Minutes should be made public because I
every single citizen in Gibraltar is entitled to know
'everything that has been said by the Spaniards in those
talks. They. are entitled to know and I have been very careful, M:r:Speaker, to stress in all the speeches that I have
:;Bade that I alm not exercising a platform from which to
attack the Chief Minister and the Leader of the Opposition '
'but frOM which to voice my disagreement' with their handling
of tha situation and my contention that their judgement is
wrong.

talks is made conditional upon the attitude of the Spanish
representatives and I believe that that attitude will be
made crystal clear the moment that what the Spanish representatives have said at the talks is made public.
MR 'SPEAKER :
Yes, but as the Hon Chief Minister quite rightly says we can
tie up the two motions and then, of course, the mover would
have the right to insist on separate votes on each of the
two parts.

I

HON J BOSSANO:
I have no objection to that if that can be done, Mr Speaker.
I have put two motions because I thought it needed to be'
done separtely.
HON 'CHIEF MINISTER:
The answer should be perhaps to say "That this House (1)
giilst recognising (2) considers
MR SPEPKER:
There is no difficulty, it is the procedure that I am
referring to. Perhaps the Eon Mover can move an amendment
to the motion adding "and that this House considers there
should be" and then you will be entitled to speak on that
particular point of the motion too.

4

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Yes, but we must preserve the point which he has intended .
and that is that there will be two votes on the.two. matters.

11C,N CHIEF MINISTER: •
'If the Hon Member will give way. It seems to me that we are
:going to be ins very great difficulty or he is going to
incur in a Considerable amount of repetition if he deals
with his two motiont- separately. It seems to me that both
motions are very clotely linked and it would be as well if
we could deal with them, if the' Hon Member .chooses, because
otherwiz:e we are going to have a repetition of everything.
They are two different concepts of the same matter.• The
answer would'be that it should all be one motion divided into one and two in :the sense that people can vote in favour
of one and not against the other but that it should be all
one debate, that is, what I think.
44.
HON J EOSSA:..):

The reason why they are two is because people might vote in
favour of one and not in favour of the other otherwise there
would be a conjunction joining the two because the arguments
for making a full and public statement of what has already
taken place is directly linked, to my mind, to a decision to.
continue or not to continue becauie the continuation of the
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MR SPEAKER:
There is provision in the Standing Orders when a motion
seeks two different votes, that I have made quite clear.
HON J BOSSANO:
Mr Speaker, then I move the amendment to the motion by
adding "and that this House considers there should be a
detailed and full public statement of the views expressed
by the Spanish and British delegations at the meetings held
in Strasbourg and Paris and the Working Parties held in
London and Madrid". ?r Speaker, the motions both deal with
the same subject matter and are intricately joined jin the
sense that the amount of information that we have makes it .
difficult for people to exercise a judgement as to whether
there is any point in continuing with the Strasbourg process,
whether it is in fact desirable or counter-productive to do
so. In my judu.ment, Mr Speaker, the process should not
- on that I am giving for not continuing is •
continue. The re46
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that although we have had, for example, the Hon Leader of the
Opposition quoted by the Gibraltar Chronicle at the time that
the dele;.-a.ion was about to leave far the Madrid ':;orking.
Parties, he was quoted by the Chronicle as saying that he •
thought that the. talks were principally about the removal of
the restrictions , it is quite clear that the Spaniards think

otherwise, that they do not think that it is principally about
the removal of the restrictions.
I

RR SPEAKER:
We will speak exclusively on theTramendment.
HON J BOSSANO:
On the amendment the only- thing I need to say is that.I •
accept that the beat way of. dealing with the two motions is
to have. one debate on the subject but that of course it is
important that different votes should be taken because I
assume that there will be some sort of public statement issued on the talks after this.

YR SPEAI,ER:
I will put the question which. is that the motion before the
House be amended by the addition at the end of it of the
following words: "that this House considers there should be
a detailed and full public statement of the views expressed
by. the Spanish and British delegations at the meetings held
in Strasbourg and Paris and the Working Parties held in
London and Madrid."
The question was resolved in the affirmative and the motion
was amended accordingly.,
HON 0" BOSSANO:
Mr Sneaker, the categorical statement from the Leader of the
Opposition is that, of course, the talks are about the removal 0.1' the restrictions and nothing else as-far as we are

concerned. We then have a situation that there are two
parties meeting for discussions, one party of which thinks
that the meeting is for something and the other party thinks
that the meeting is for something else and that, to rut it
mildly, is a very peculiar situation, Mr Speaker. The position that the Spaniards have adopted, and there is no doubt
now at all in Gibraltar that whoever gets in after the end
of the elections in Spain the position is being maintained
throughout thdpolitical spectrum, on the question of
sovereignty, on the question of Gibraltar's future there is
unanimity of view in Spain, that Gibraltar is Spanish. In
fact, the position of the Socialists is so clear-cut that I
have been able to sad in the public meetings that I have
held that both Sr Yanez and I think exactly the same on
sovereiznsy, we both say that it is no: negotiable. But,
he says that Spanish sovereignty is not negoof course„
tiable and I am saying that British sovereignty is not

negotiable but we are both saying'it is not negotiable.
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The position of the Socialists is. than they are not ever
prepavod to' _t lown . end discuss whet?:er it should be
Soanish. They are saying it has to be '3eanieh. T.:'_.-is
how strong they are on the question of soverei,7nty. Per-'
haps because we are both Socialists we both feel so stronrly
about it. Dr Owen, on the other hand has act a vie': of the
Strasbourg Process which does not appear to coincide either
with the view held in Gibraltar or with the view held in
Spain so the situation gets ever more interesting, Mr
Speaker, because it seems - the more people there are in 'the
Strasbourg Process the more versions there are of chat the
Strasbourg Process is. Or Owen says, according to a report
in the Chronicle of his latest press conference where the
views expressed.hal,e been welcomed by some .people in
Gibraltar, I cannet say that I welcome all the things he
said there because there seems to be a certain miscOnception on the part of Dr Owen. He says that we, the .
Gibraltarians, are not prepared to negotiate with Spain
while the restrictions are on. I think Dr Owen needs to
be told that we are not prepared to negotiate with Spain
with or without restrictions and I think Spain needs to be
told what .the people of Gibraltar feel and I believe that
what the people of Gibraltar feel from the reaction that
have seen from the people is that although we prefer to
live without restrictions. we would rather have those restrictions there for the next 200 years than give an inch of..
cur soil. It ha got to be r.fl that clearly and that
categorically to the Spaniards, in my view, and then they
could not possibly be under the misconception that we :re
meeting them in Strasbourg or Paris or anywhere, Mr.Speaker,
in order to discuss when and how Gibraltar is eventually
going to become Spanish because the only thing that they
arc prepared to discuss is the transition to .a Spanish
Gibraltar. They are not prepared to discuss the eventual
outcome. That, for them, is a fact of life that. we have
got to accept. We know that there are peofile in Gibraltar ,
who consider that it is a fact of life that we have to
accept and if those people are right then there is a certain
logic in saying if something is inevitable it is better to
sit down and try and salvage what you can rather than do
nothing and be faced with a far worse situation in the end.
That is a logical argument and one that gains strength from
a situation where we are told in Gibraltar, like we have
Dual today in the House of Assembly, that we are meeting
the S_ .Lards to get them to take off the restrictions.
How are we meeting the Spaniards to get them to take off.
the restrictions? Are we going to persuade then: to. take
off the restrictions? Are we aoing to threaten them with
something to make them take off the restrictions? Or are
we going to bargain with them in order to give them, something in exchange for taking off the restrictions? The
three ways -of approaching a problem where one is faced with'.
restrictions. I would say that since the Spanierdshave
made- it absolu:;ely clear Nhat their ultimate objective is
then any bargaining attempts have got to be seen from the
value that would be Put by the Spaniards on anything .we
were to offer in the context of their ultimate objective.
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If one were to put• oneself in their place anything we
offered would be seen by thea as belay. worth having or,
not wo rth
deeendent uson whether it would bring
them closer to what they want to achieve or further away
frcm that they. want to achieve. If what they want to
achieve and what we want to achieve is diametrically
opposite- then it is inconceivable for intelligent human
• being to say that it is possible to find an answer to a
problen where what the two sides want is the exact antithesis of each other. The two positions are totally incompatible. If that is the situation that we find, and
that :would appear to'be the situation, then how is it that
anybody' can sty that a solution to the problem can be found •
and Dr Owen is.talking about a solution to the problem, not
the removal ofthe restrictions, because the restrictions
•
are-net a problem as far as Spain is concerned and I think
.as far as most Gibraltarians are concerned the restrictions '
are no: a problem. I think a problem is too big a word to
use for the, restrictions, Gibraltarians have adapted to a
closed frontier, the restrictions are an inconvenience and
people 4o not like having to go the long way round to go
to the La Linea fair but they prefer to go the long way
'round to .the La Linea fair than anything else. That is
the situation that is' genuinely what the overwhelming
majority of people feel here in Gibraltar and that is the,
situatiOn that the Spaniards have got to b'e told about and
if they .are tcld about that Situation it- is inconceivable
that they can still cherish. hopes the way they do, it is
inconceivable that they should be able to say and use the
lack o: information in Gibraltar with a total misinter-.
. pretation of the events. rwant information about these
.talks, Iwant.What the Spaniurda have proposed to be made
Public because - I an. convinced that there will be an adverse
reaction to the whole 3trasbourm process. The Spaniards
also Want the information for precisely the opposite reasons
because they, think that the.geonle who are representing the
•
Gibraltarians are deliberately withholding, and this is not
new it goes buck to Castiella, Castiella complained that the
peonlehere were never given a real chance to appreciate all
the wonderful things that Snain was offering us. This is.
still a v'iew held in Spain in both sides of the political
apectrum that if only the people of Gibraltar had explained
to theM all the wonderful conditions and concessions that
the Spanish state is prepared to offer us then the Gibraltar
representatives; would find themselves in hot water. That is
the vie 'that is held in Saain. In fact Yanez said
'raodiately 'after his visit to Gibraltar in a public interview in •Spait. that the .
;_uestion of the telephones had been
mis-handled7ecause people should have been made absolutely
aware in Gibraltar how generous the Spaniards were in putting.
the telephones 6n and that if they had been made aware then
they weuld have been more conciliatory than: they were. I
think Sr Yai-1:ez is totally mistaken in understanding the
character of Gibraltar. I think it would have been a very •
good thing if tee:sic here had been told that the telephones
were•being put chasscarrot because the policy of the
Spaniards was to use the stick and the carrot to get us. to
87.
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•
move in the direction we do not want to go because if it had
been seen like that then peoples.' reactions would have been,
much as we would like to have telephones, "they Pan keen
their telephones" just like they are saying today "they can
keep the frontier closed". It is for this reason that I
think it would be in Gibraltar's interest that as much
information as is available should be made public, that
people here should know precisely what the: attitude hapbeen in the meetings that have been taking place and that
attitude has been reflected by the proposals that the
Spaniards have bean taking which shows how they focus the
problem, how they frI'l to appreciate that hothing that they
offer can fundamentally change our desire not to see a
Spanish Gibraltar and I think, as well, if it was all made
public, then we would not have the undesirable situation
that we tend to find things our in dribs and drabs from the
Spanish news media which is something that I have said
Speaker, as a mutter for compreviously in this House,
plaint that I 'think it is very wrong that one should read
in Spanish newspapers or see on Spanish television. Spanish
politicians being interviewed and making statements about
vhat has taken place in the different meetings which would
appear --ro be in conflict with what we are attempting to
achieN,,
- but which we ore not in a position to judge because
we do not know whether those •things have been said or not
said because nobody knows what has been said. That being
the case, if there was a full and detailed account available
people here would be able to judge just jow much credence
should be given to what is said on the other side of the
fence and people would also be able to judge whether it,is
right, as I am proposing, that the talks should not be resumed. I understand from. what the Leader of the Opmoaition
said on television that they are auaneneee due to the uncertainty as to who will be governing Spain aftil:r 1 March,
and, no doubt, as to who will be gaeerning the United
Kingdom within a very short space of time. Yes, na doubt,
my Hon Friend Mrs Thatcher may well give my friends in
England the pleasure of doing to her what _they did to Mr
Heath, Mr Speaker. This information that I am saying should
be made public because I do not think that this should be
treated in terms of tryinr, to make the situation, an esoteric
one, a subject matter where only the experienced politicians
have got the feel for diplomacy to be; able to know how to
handle it. I would say that it should be reduced to simple
terms and it should be explained how it is that we are
attempting to get the Spaniards to restore normality to
Gibraltar. 'In restoring normality to Gibraltar it presupposes that Spain accepts that the position of. Gibraltar
is a normal one, which of course they do not because as far
as they are concerned'what we have in Gibraltar is occupation by a foreign nation. If one has got occupation by a
foreign nation then the position of Spain would not look so
bad but, of course, if we do not have occupation by a foreign
nation, if what we have is a community here that freely
chooses not to have anything to do with Spain, then it
acquires a comp_etely different conception so the essence of
whether we are dealing with the restrictions or not dealing
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with the restrictions and the Spaniard:.saYing they are not
reetrictiens is based on the point ef decerture and our
point of eeearture has cot nothing in common with theirs.
We heve got a sieuaticn wheee it would appear that the •
United Kingdom- Government today is moving closer to
accepting our right or' self-determination than they have
done in the past. The most recent statements would appear
to indicate that the original position of having-our right
of self-determination_ limited either by views expressed in
the United Nations or by treaty signed 270 years ago is not
being out forward as strongly now at it Had been previously.
The essence of our pasition is thct our future and the future
of our land is something that we and only we can decide and
nobody else has got the right to intervene in that situation.
We have got nothing to talk to Spain about because there-is
a claim from Spain which we do not recounise as having any.
validity. If we think that by sitting down with theSpaniards we can persuade them to behave in a civilised
manner towards us that, by now, we should know that this
argument does not hold water and that it is not going to
happen like that, It is not a question of persuading them,
it is a question of either putting pressure on the Spaniards
by taking a more aggressive stand, ie, by going, on the •
offensive instead of the defensive, by not having Spanish
reeresentatives like Suarez standing up in Parliament in
Strasbourg and virtually accusing us of doing something
wrong because we are refusing to negotiate, rather than
being meee to defend himaelf under the accusations that
ahceld have been nut there by the Britieh renresentatives
that when he said that the sovereignty of Spain was vested
in the people of Snain he was enunciating a principle which
should have universal applicability and should therefore be
as true of-Gibraltar and its people as Suarez claims it is
true for Spain and iti peonle. Spain should be made t.
answer, in my view, in Europe, for her stand instead of
Gibraltar being made to answer in Europe - for its unwillingness to negotiate its birthright.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will eive way. Did I understand the Hon
Member to say a little earlier on that we were now being
recognised to have the right of self-determination as we had
not been recognised either in the United Nations or before,
at?.
did he say
HON J BOSSANO:
said that
that the
the Position of the Eritish Government now,
recently, was coning closer to accepting our right of self- •
deeernination without the limitations that were consistent
with the views exereased in the United Nations or with, the
'2reaty of Utrecht. .That, in fact, is the only encouraging
bit I find about Dr Owen'e recent statements.
The House recessed at 1.00 pm.

HON J.TIOSSAO:
Mr Seecker, as I was saying the two part-6 of the .motion. ewe
closely inter-linked. There is, en the one'han,5, the
absence of information which makes it impossi8le for. the
people of Gibraltar to have a continuing influence over
their decisions to go on or not go on with the talks because
they are in an impossible situation to judge what progress
is being made in this process and, indeed to judne what
constitutes progress. We have heard Suarez say in Strasbourg
recently that he was satisfied, if not happy, -with the
progress at the'talks. Knowing the position of the Spaniards
tc be publicl;' rtated that the talks are a means to en end
anything that dives satisfaction to that point of viev•
necessarily is bound to excite suspicions in Gibraltar •in
'the absence. of any detailed account of.informetion about
•
what has actually been said or has actually taken place. I
hink it is isportant to let the people know what the .
Spaniards are saying, and I think it is logical to aesume,,
even if one has not been told what they are seyine, that
what they ore saying in private must be coneietent 'with' what
•
they are 'saying in public. If what they are saying. in
private is consistent with what they are saying in tublic.
then they -must be telling our representatives essentiallythat they want to take over Gibraltar eilter all in one go or bit
by bit. I think that no representative:a of the people of.
Gibraltar should. be prepared to sit down to listen to that
sort of talk from any representative of the-Sel enish Gcveenment even if that representative wishes to continue to tell'
himself that all he is doing there is persaading the Spaniards
to remove their blockade because I as assuming thet when we
are told here that the talks are simply about the removal-of
the blockade which is the last sentence in tho part' of the
•motion dealing with the Strasbourg Process,• the sentence that
says that they are not simtly about that but iff - we are told
here that they are simply abcut the removal of tne blockade
then, as I pointed out earlier, there are three waya of
getting a blockade removed, one is to persuade teoaa who
have got the blockade that they should take it off unilaterally, to pressure them into doing it or to buy •them off.
I hope it will be possible for those who follow me to say
quite categorically that the desire to zee the blockade removed will never involve any buying off however insignificant
tee owice might appear in the first instance and that therefore 'nen we are talking about a Process that is intend.ed.
solely and exclusively for the removal of the blockade, we
are talking about a process that is concerned with persuading
the Spaniards without giving :anything in exchange. I think
that it is clear that that process, the process of simply
perSuading them, stands no chance of success because there
is no-reason why they should be persuaded, Mr Speaker,
because when the Spaniards talk about the Spanish problem:
they are talking about the problem of recovering Gibeeltar,
that is what the Spanish problem constitutes for he::.. '::hen
people in Gibraltar talk about the Spanish prOblee they talk
abo4t the problem of having to,gc to Morocco first. There
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are. two diferent rroblens. The SPaniards•have made it
clear chatthey are not nrepere.1 to talk ..rout the restrictions or the_ removal. out of context. They see it logically, from their point. Pf view, as a permanent • solution
to: the. future - of. Gibraltar including disucssion of the removal of the restrictions, but only in the context of the
resolution of Gibraltar status, implicit in the commitment
that it binding on every member• of this House to oppose any
discussion of .sovereignty bet::.een Britain and S-)ain, imof
plicit in 'that is also' opposition to the
Gibraltar's. future between Britain and Spain. The future
of Gibraltar is a matter for discussion between Her
Majesty's Government and Gibraltar through its elected
cannot in my estimation avoid discussing
representatiVes.-,
our.future with the United .Kingdom because the position of .
Gibraltar at a Erftish colony it anarchronistic and it becomes, increasingly difficult to defend or perpetuate in any
internatiohr41 'forum. Concentration on •the restrictions to
6nof everything else is failing to recognise
the ex-1
that Gibraltar's long term future needs to be discussed and
settled' with Britain- Th.i.s is why, Mr Speaker, as members
know, i.have On a nunber of occasions attempted to persuade
the Houte that
at ' we need to -have immediate talks on our future
that other nenbers of this House were
which iS
tWoyearso and .what was immediately necessary
Persuaded of
two years ago appears to be receding evernpre into the distant
future. But if it; was necessary two years ago, with every day
that passed:it becomes more necessary. There is nothing wrong,
Mr' Speaker,•:in talking• to Spain as equals. There is nothing
having to fiscust with Spain its bi- lateral
Wron;.- in
relationship just li'ke..France does or any other neighbouring
inPeeendentnetion does &nd as far as I am concerned we are
.indepcaent•of
Sbain and because' of that. then if &pain. welts
n
to have .a ferry service to Gibraltar then by all means we
should - look at that possibility and seek reciprocity. This
hes nothing. to do with-restrictions and I am not talking about
the removal' of restrictions, I. am talking about the normal relatidnShip between different states that recognise each other's
independence. If 'Spain is prepared to sit down with us on that
basis, reeo;7nising: our'irondence and treating us as an intion to discuss bi-lateral arrangements, then the
de-;en
representatives:of thencbple f Gibraltar do not need to do
anything other than come back and report the results, what we
have' get in exchange for the facilities we are going to be
,given-•-But- that is not the situation, what we are talking about
is a situation where we have.aeen during question time the
Soaniards 4vying that fli:- hts between Gibraltar and Madrid are
fl_Tjhts, -::hat we have seen is a situation where Spain
inte
ts every cenceivable,opportunity to drive home the
hessane that theeventual spanishness of Gibraltar is inevitable
that we are being
and that the on-ly thing that has changed
today bs.somethinr. more than importees. When Sr
c:
reconised
Yanezcame to Gi'braltar, Yr Sneaker, in the meeting we had with
himas. we have explained to the people in the various public
meeting's we have held, we asked him how he could reconcile the .

traditional commitment to the right cf se]f-determination
of a Socialist with his ceern'trent, to the SpaLish claim
based on territorial integrity. His onewer was that the
concept of self-determination did not aeply tc us in
Gibraltar because we did not own Gibraltar, it din net
belong to us, it belonged to Britain and when it ceased
to belong to Britain it would belong to Spain and that
we were in a different situation from the situation of.
the citizens of the Spanish Sahara not gust because we
have not got the Polisario Front and Algeria behind us,
I em sure the.e. are considerations that also carry sce
weight, but beoaose the owners of the Sahara soil are .the
Saharan people. and the owners of the Gibraltarian soil
are not the Gibraltarian people. We know they' are not
lecausp we cannot even persuade the fifteen members. of .
this House that that is the case. Because the moment
.that that is put forward as a concept we have misgivings
about the possible dilution of our links with Britian.
I do not think a commitment to our homeland that is 100%
foolprOof in any way diminishes or 'dilutes our desire to
remain' with Britain but it is our desire to do so and it
is a different thing that we should want to be with
Britain and another thing that Gibraltar should belong
to Britain and that we should hove no place to call our
Own. That is the essence of the continuing Spanish
positilon that .refuses to ig'icre the Gibraltari,an as any7
thing ',other than a minor element in the ecuation and it .
clear whatever the Gibraltarian reprentatives
l
is quite
may Like to think about the situation, that they are in
the Strasbourg. process not representing a different point
of view from that of Britain but representing 'one point.
de of the fence. In fact, accordirig
of view from one
to Dr Owen they are there to reassure the rest' of ue that
our wishes are. going to be, taken into account.. .Of corse t
they will not be able to reassure me of that because my
wish is that they should not be there. But according to
the press reports of what Dr Owen said he said that they
do not wish, that is, the British Government does not
wish to act in opposition to the wishes of the people of
Gibraltar and in order to make, this crystal clear they
have arranged, presumably this is ,referring to Paris, for
the Chief Minister and the Leader of the Oppodition to be
there and identified with the discussions that are takinz
course, •
plane .pith the Spanish Foreign Minister because, ofcourse,
in Strasbourg it was not Dr Owen'd idea, it 'was our idea
that we should be there but Dr Owen now seems to want to
•
take the credit. I think it is rather unfortunate that
the Hon and Learned Chief Minister always has this problem,
people come along and want to take the credit for the
things he does and now even Dr Owen is doing it - to him.
What is the importance of the Strasbourg Process, and why '
is it different, Mr Speaker, from what gas been taking
- place 'before? Because again the Chief Minister came out
with an interview in the press when I first came out in
the first public meeting, saying that 'the talks between
92.

Britain and Spain woeld continue as required by the United
ations :,
.esolation reaeriless of whether there were
Gibratarian . reeresentatives there or not. But I understood
this to be simply more than the talks that have been going
on for the last fourteen years. I thought this was an
initiative that was different in kind and different in kind
not just because. of the physical presence of two Gibraltarians
but different _r,. kind because it was an opportunity for the •
Gibraltarian to put across to the Spaniard directly in a way
he had not. heard before how Gibraltarians felt and to hear
directly from the Speniards what the Spanish Point of view
was. That was how the thing was initially put across in
this House. of Assembly and that
is how I understood it. In
that sense it was something that was not simply the annual
round of talks between ,.:ritain and Spain so that they could
go back to the Committee Of 24 and say,
have met again
and we have talked to each other," not the process that we
used,to know from the time cf Sir Alec Douglas-Home where
they were t lams together and then thinking together and
then cleaning together and so on. The ':;orking Parties which
follbwea from those talks ae,ain we ::now very little about
them e.-:cept that at---;e
paper have been exchanged in
London, that subseci ent to that the representatives at those
meetings must have come back here and reported in Gibraltar,
thateas a result of their reporting back they must have gone
tuck' wit a new brief of what to say and that after that
eecond meeting in Madrid they much have come back and reported back. I do not know how many other .Members of the
House kn-- what 'has been involved in that process. I do not
kr:di; anything but I do know That if it is perfectly alright
for the Superintendent of Telephones to know this and if it
.Le
alright for a number of civil servants to know this, it
must. be . alrieht for most peon le in Gibraltar to know it as
well. I certainly think• that the decision that other Members
of the Hose took to agree to sending senior civil servants
to Madrid was wrong and I was not aware that it was one- in
which all other b.embers toad participated, I think it was
wrong, and I think that the decision that the Leader of the
Csnozition announced in rovember, 1977, that the talks with
Gibraltarian participation should not just take place in
Spain and the decision that he took earlier this year that it
would be wrong to send a representative Of his Party to the
Conrerese of
Socialist Party with the restrictions on, is in.
kind the sane sort of decision that is reouired in the case
of cendinz senior civil servants who as Gibraltarians may
nersenally resent very much having to set foot in Spain.
There are Gibraltarians who have not gone across for the last
fourteen ;tiara and are now being asked to do so in the line
of duty. .1 do not think there was a need fog it and I do not
it was right
riht and
think that it is only when we start
from the Premise that we do not have to adopt a'conciliatory
attitude to Spain, that we do not have to go round saying to
the Spaniards how anxious we are to have the restrictions
removed, quite the contrary, what we must say to them is that
we condemn the restrictions not simply because they afi,:ct us
but because in principle they seem to us to be wrong, .but that
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tae„ were nut on unilaterally and they have to be taken off
_ooJc: he concen.At t'ha same tfmc ,:hat
trating our energies on should be finding a nernenent solution to a re-definition of Gibraltar's'status, a re-definition •
of our relationship ':.hest-: the United Kinedo which enables uz
to get out of the problem created .for us by, one could cli,ost
h
say, establialled ideas about decolonisetion and established
ideas as to what is a colony and what is not a colony. because
we nave a situation where Ceuta and Melilla are not colonies,
the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man :.re not colonies, a
number of otner areas in the world that do not have in
complete and total self-government are not considered to.be
colonies merely because they have not been defined as colonies
in the past. '.-re have a situation where we foend Ourselves
quite unexpectly wanted to be liberated by' the Committee ef
andtthat was the first time really.that tne people in Gibraltar
woke•up to the implications of the status of being a colony,
the concept thatspeciple had here of being a colony was a completely alien concept to the concept that was normal in the
Committee of 24 and it wds only then really that People had
the point driven home to them. But we cannot, in my •view,
Mr Speaker, simPlyjnope that the thing will somehoa. mort itself out in the EEC or somehow that the Snaniards will in the
democratic process come to their senses. I would remind the
House that when we were talking at en early steoe aboot ee
entry into the EEC and the need for Spain to accept the inc
patibility of continuing with the restrictions againat Gibraltar, that I asked Members to think carefully becaase the
removal of the restrictions, ii' it hal)penc with Spain's entry
into the EEC, would only be the beginning of the prablem,.it
will not be the end, it might have solved the problem of the
restrictions but we will still be left with To 7roblem of
zota .
two EEC Members, one claiming that another met-eer
o
colony on its . 7rritory and these are the real and imprt
issues that I feel we should be getting to oriae with here in
Gibraltar ourselves and that we should be doing it in conjunction with the United Kingdom who ultimately has cot the resterests in interndtionnl
ponsibility for defending our
forums. The Strasbourg Proces sto my. mind if nothing else
has deviated us already fro;: this course of events, There
wto stood.
are a number of Members inn this House of
priority nua.ber one .
for election on a ticket of making
immediately a fter• the election, Yr Speaker; ara] here we are:
coring up to the next election and 'ee are no further long
this road than we were when the Renresentative Organisations
for
got together and tried to create a broadly-based for
have
debating this issue immediately after Hntters]ey.
made no progress at all since then and this is something that
our energies would be devoted to; in my estiEatien, in the
best interests of Gibraltar. The Strasbourg Process, Mr
Speaker, I am prepared to accept was Cr: initiative talicn by
the Chief.Minister as my motion says for the reasons that he
gave in this House. Well, both the Chief Minister and the
Leader of the Opposition have already made clear to the
Spaniards that we are not prepared to negotiate on sovereignty
they have made quite clear to the Spaniards that we think the,
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restrictions shculd not exiat and the Spaniards have made it
absolutely clear to ea thet ee fur aa they are concerned we
oer :teed in the sand and that their
h.
are like en oatricwiet
concept ofthe real'it'iesof the situation is something that
. In thpse circumstances, Mr Speaker,
they are not budeinra
I think that the talks with Spain should not continue other
than - o: .. eremises that vie believe they shoulc be.' I do not
think it makes: any Sort cf sense -for two sides to meet and then
core away from talking to each other with comPletely different
versions of whetsthey were talking about, w here they were going
and what the Process was fdr and :that is . the situation today.
I think: that a comt.lete and detailed account of the views
expressedwoeld hula crormoualy to eliminate possible cont sic.. 'about this issue, rout help :enormously to eliminate any
atiagi-vings-created. by. Seandsh versicns of what has taken place
and Wcale help,toforrient pdblic debate and for public opinion
that the Members of this House •
to be expressed in queh way
would be in a :•oetter position to be absolutely sure themselves
that they weae.reflecIing- what the electorate wants, what the
.doing what they are doing..
'people who put us all here went,
I myself feel that the sta:4.d that I am taking is consistent .
with the CoaaltmentS I entered into at the Elections, the
thins that I beliele deeply end sincerely, and I believe that
I am succeeding in pertuadi,ng people outside the House that
that is the rieht read to follow. If I can Persuade a few in
;our as well, then, 1:r. Speaker, the motion will have
fide
done gbOd job. Thank ycd very much.
Mr Speaker then PropoSed the question in the terms of the Hon .
Mr Bossanos motion.
•
HON
•
•
Mr Speaker; T, have.liatened with great interest to what the
Ho 1'.over 'hashed to say and he h'as gone a little further than
Ho:
the night he pitched his tent. just opposite my housn and spoke
for a long ale' arise when he found that nobody listened to him,
or that nobody:cared he said that he had received a better
reception in ether places, perhaps the roofs of these houses
are rot leaking and 'he went away licking his wounds at the
failtire heahad had of an itoept in that Place.. I am honoured
by the fact that he chose.theone in which I could hear him
most coafortably from my sitting TOCM but I an sorry for
those living at the other end q could have taken the benefit
of :is leudseker andI can remember another member opposite
who pitched his tent a little further down and was able to
cover the whole of the spectrum of Shorthorn Esta:e. Anyhow,
I think this 'de aomethina like a serenade and I listened to
it with great inteeest. There, as here, his dissecting brain
suffers from one major weaknesc,if I may say so, and 'that. is
e overesieplification of issues, the attempt at
the otter-e
•.
nutting eserything black and white, the attempt at saying
either it.is thit thing or the other without the possibility
of -the fact that there are -other people who haVe different views in the matter and also the fact that no matter of conflict, not- just the Gibraltar one, is as simple as black and
white and at the end bf his speech he spoke about "we ought
95.
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to eliminate the possible confusion and the misgivings crested
I would
by Spanish versions of ...at tLe talks are a..out,"
say that we should try here to eliminate the corn:Lich that
Hon Mover has created and has atte:-pted to c: to because
at one atage in his wublic life he foend himself• aith a rather
well attended meeting half of ahem were there tc sce what he
was saying in order to be able to reeort to their respective
parties and the other half were interested listeners to what
he had to say per se and not just to report back end I think
that that rather put him a little out of balance for 'one
moment or for some time after, making him think that ha could
rally_ the whole of Gib/altar behind him in this campaign which
has had no other effect, in my view, but to confuse p, eople
further and to frighten some people who only require u reascnable word of what is happening to be relieved-of any-anxieties
that he may have felt after"this meeting to the Hcn Mdabera
The motion asks the House, inter alia, to recognise that my
initiative-in launching the Strasbourg process was"motivated
by a desire to inform the Spanish Government directly of the
view of the Gibraltarians that sovereignty is not nero+'-'-'e.
This is not a full statement of the reasons which I gavo at
the time and which-are recorded in Hansard. 7;hat I ectually
said or 8 November 1977, was that. it might be useful if at a
meeting atween the British and Spanish Government, I, as
Chief Minister, and the Honourable Mr Xiberras e as I,ader.of
the Opposition, could be present and that the main object of
the meeting would be to provide an opportunity for the twoeof
us to have a talk with the. representative: cf the new Seanish'
Government so that they should know directly from us"the views
and feelings of the people of Sibraltaa. It seemed to me:.
right hat the opportunity presented by the major cheneeaewhich
had taken place in Spain since the end of the Franco era should
not be allowed to pass without some initiative being taken in
order to see whether the new democratic Government of Swain
might take a more. up-to-date and moae enlightened view on the.
question of Gibraltar. In expressing the views of the people
of Gibraltar at the talks, the Honourable Mr Xiberrns and I .
did. not confine ourselves to stating our views cn the question
of sovereignty nor was this the only objective of the meeting.
We spoke also, and at some ,length, on the question of the'restrictions. It is of course a fact that, so far, the restrictions have not been removed, but our view is that it is our
responsibility, as elected leaders, to continue trying to
bring about a more normal situation. That must be cur main
aim. Of course, there is no question of wanting the restrictions removed at all costs. I have-Said many times in the
past, expressing the views of the people of Gibraltar, that
we will continue, with Britain's help, to out up r.ith the
for as long
lon'; us may be necessary. This remains
our position today and it is as well that the Spanish Govern.
ment should know this, if they hod not bean told once they
have been told many times. If they were to believe that the
people of Gibraltar are in a state of'-Intolerable distress end
anxiety because of the restrictions; they would surely maintain .
them in the hope that we would eventually agree to a concession
of sovereignty in -"ler that they should be removed. This is
not the position at all and, in fact, certain recent events, to
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which I will refer later,. have, if anything, Made some people
in Gibraltar actually say that they would prefer the present
situation to continue an: I have brought this to the notice
of the SPaniards and .to the notice of. the Secretary of State.
It.will be recalled', thcueh I.shell have an opeortunity of
referring to it that the. Secretary of State in his last press
conference said thele opinion in Gibraltar was - hardening and
that is exactly what the position is and the reasons for it.
But I reP-ez, as responsible leaders we consider it to be our
duty to continue to try to achieve a situation of normality
and we believe that we would be abdicating our responsibility
.if, because we have not yet succeeded in this, we should now
stop trying. Te also believe that the majority of the people
of Gibraltar want us to continue our efforts. I also said,
on 8 roverl'cer 1977, that I -was as conscious as anyone of the
,:s difficulties which lay in the way of reconciling the
enormo.
Snanieh.and our own points of view. This continues to be the
case today, but again we do not consider this to be a sufficient reason for ceasing our efforts; on the contrary, it is'
an excellent reason for continuing them.. I have no wish to
bore the House by repeating statements I have made here before
but I think it is necessary for me to keep referring back be- •
cause this motion raises issues which have already been debated in this Hoese and because it is important to recall the
considerations which led the House to agree, first, that the
talks should be held 'and, secondy, that .they should continue.
I said, on 8 Covenber 1977, that the talks.would be Purely
exploratory, would be held without any commitment whatever on
any side and would be co: __rely without prejudice to the
position of any of the parties. All these reservations have
been clearly and strictly observed and one wonders why the
Honourable V.:" Bossano shcula be so 'alarmed at the continuation
of the talks and why the GULP should consider it necessary to
stir up c:inion in Gibraltar, and possibly alarm people as :.all.
I also said, on 8 ,Novem.ber 1977, that should my initiative fail
to produce any kind of progress at all, I did not think we would
have lost'anythinm. I believe that we have in fact made some
progress - and I will refer to this later as well - but, even
if we had not, we certainly have lost ncthing: Finally, I also
•
said, on 8 November 1977, that by starting on the process we
would have shown that we were at least willing to discuss the
problem andthat, in terms of the snirit of the European
Economic Community, to which Spain assired to belong, and in
terms of Heleinki, to which Soain had already subscribed, this
would weigh heavily.in our favour in the light .of international
opinion. This I believe also still holds good today. It is in
.this tarticalar context that I wish to refer to one or two
points meee aAla recent Preee Conference by Sr David Owen.
First of all, I am sure chat the House, like the rest of
Gibraltar, will have warmly welcomed his clear and unambiguous
restatement of the position which the British Government has
taken throughout -.and I quote - "I have always taken the view
that we cannot have a -solution of the Gibraltar problem without carrying the neonle of Gibraltar with any decision. We will
not act inonoosition to their wishes". Honourable Members will
recall - and this is particularly relevant tc this motion - that
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Dr Owen ;went on to say the t, in order to reke this crystal
clear in Gibraltar, the Chief Minister ,an d the Lee.eer of the
Opposition had been identifids eith tSe discussions held in
Strasbourg and Paris. Of course Sr Owen ia net seyine anything different when.he says that that is why we -ere there in
Paris b e cause I suggestedthat we should go to Stresbeeer.
Once the process of joint repro; emotion, is concerned, of
course, he as in charge of the arrangements subject to our
convenience and to the convenience of the other aarly, --.n,'
4 7.
is the Foreign and Commonwenith Office that is responsible
for the carrying our of the negotiations. We have a certnin
mission end a purpose there which we have fully sat'sfieL.
But to revert to the EEC, the Secretary of State also -std
_ought
that he believed tnet the discussions will have to be be
to a resolution before Spain becomes a full member anc that
he also believed that this was what the rest of.the Codnunity
expected.of the British and Spanish Government. VI think this
comffent on the views of the Community shows that the boint. I
made in November 1977 about international opinion is even
more valid today. It is my view that, within the soirit,and
letter of the Treaty of Rome, within the spirit of the Helsinki
Conference and. the Belgrade eeeting end within the general
democretic attitudes of the countries cf the IEC, the ease of
the people of. Gibraltar, not only on_. the restrictions but on
their own democratic right,.conferred by Britain at the
Referendum, to choose btween British and Spanish sovereignty,
has a good chance of obtaining sympathetic response. (I
might add in parentheses, that the text Helsinki follow-up
meeting is to be held in Madrid in November 1980.)• Bet what
sort of sympathy are we likely to receive if, In the world
today, which believes that dialogue is necessary '•:..etecl ,:.one
in dispute, we were. to say that we are sioplynot r:-.e7:c tO
talk? To say, in 'the ,ontext of the European Com.jr.unity, that
talks which might conceivably lead to a greater understanding
should be stopped, without some far more valid reason than the
honourable Member has nut forward in proposing` his motion, is
an untenable position which would harm Gibraltar's case.
Furthermore, I have no doubt in- ey own mind - and 1 shoeld be
interested to know whether the Honoureble Mr Xiberras snares
this view - that the British Government will continue the discussions with Spain, whether or not we decide to continue
participating in them, and I have equally nc doubt that it is
in the best interests of the people of Gibraltar that their
leader: should be present at these discussions. For how long
have we t een saying when the talks, whether they were foe the
Comittee of 2L or the Fourth Committee, for hew long have we
been saying that the voicc of the people of Gibraltar is not
heard in the meetings held between the British ere: Spanish
representatives and that is was fair that the people of
Gibraltar should be there tO know what was happening, to know
what they were talking about. Then the suseicion was about
the British 'Government of which a lot of .people had consider- .
able suspicion. and I always said that I wanted that Gibraltarian representatives should be there in order to satisfy
ourselves of what was happening. Now, when after some effort
one gets that opportunity to be able to do that then there is.
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the searemonrering campaign to try and stop it because of the
politicirn te
innuendo. The Hon !.IJ. 7.ossaec in too clever
sugrest ..h _ .w
t e were goLnr.,
- to eell
bralter down the ril-Jer.
But, of course, if•you ta.1to the eeople about the fact that
they are discussing sovereignty and that they possibly could
get hold of seeebody in a corner and make him sign away'
Gibraltar in a moment of weakness or something like that;
just to talk about the idea: "Look, they are talking about
soverefmnty, and if this is the way things are going to go
this is the end of us". '::ithout all the necessary democratic
safeguards and assurances of the British Government, lithout
the precedence of the Referendum and without, if' I may say so,
the decency of those who were representing Gibraltar at the
talks who were elected by the people of Gibraltar in no uncertain manner. I said e.arlier that I would refer again to
certain recent events which had had the effect of hardening
opinion in Gibraltar against Seain. 1 think Honourable
Yembers• will know to what I am referring. In the first Place,
we all regretted the statement made by Senor Oreja in the
United Nations in November last year. We discussed this
matter in the couree of a debate on a motion by the Honourable
S.r Boesano and the. House concluded that, regrettable though
that statement was, Gibraltar should continue to participate
in the talka. Secondly, thoueh not in chronological order, I
would refer to the visit to Gibraltar of Senor 'Lanes in
Janua:ry to which the Hon :over has praised for his sincerity.
would have said that he knee nothing about the problem. He
just had sufficient knowleeFe to be a'ele'to appear as a representative of the P307. in Gibraltar with an inrortant
riaa'on but he was utterly imnorant of -cle intricacies of the
Gibraltar problem. He was look'.ne at it also as black and
white, but Senor Ruperez, and I am not defending him, he
to understand that there was an inherent
uneerstood and beg
problem in Gibraltar which was rot simply'solved by a black
and white a'. roach. PerhapS because the people Of Gibraltar
exeected a different attitude from a Socialist Party and per•
re-, ps - also because of the manner in which certain things were
said b;,
t Senor Yen. s, whatever measure of confidence might
have been built up as a resalt of what, at times, appeared
to be P ,,hift in the Seanish attitude tow ards their approach
to Gibraltar, suffered a severe set-back. There are also
grounds for dicapaointaent, and for cuestioning the approach
Of the Spaaizh Governaent, in the outcome of the meeting of
the Working Parties in t'eldrid in Lecember. Again, whatever
measure of confidence might have been built up in Gibraltar
was ferther rode: by the declaration of the Spanish Governrent at that meeting that they were not yet ready to discuss
maritime ceao'arications, thou 'h they were prepared to discuss
two ia
__ cues fling outside the restrictions they had imposed
or. Gibraltar, namely, the cuestion of social security pensions
for Spaniards formerly working in Gibraltar, and their
Proposals. on Gibraltar's external telephone communications. •
This departure from the balance of subjects 'announced after
the talks in Peris in - arch last year, coupled with reports
in the Seaaish areas, that a political gesture was expected
•
from the ?ritish Government before any concessions could
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a:ide on the restrictions, led even the moet moderate opinion
in G.::eltar to be core Ciaillusicnea. I rention these
events in .order to unucrline the point I rude curlier about
the difficulties that could be expected in thia proaess of
• •.
dialogue. But my view, and that of theaother .ellected
membera in this House:, continues to be that we new t.cerry
on easing. every effort to persuade the Snanish Government
that only a change of approach to the Gibraltar Problem can
possibly lead to reconciliation. There is a al'ahtly
brighter side to all this and as I said earlier I believe
that we have in fact made acme progress duaire.a these discussions in Strasbourg and in Paris. To begin with the '
atmosphere at the talks held in Paris was better than that
at the talks held in Strasbourm. Tao ..me, I believe, is
true of the second meeting of the Working Parties...This
is nebulous and intangible but in a situation of complete
hostility over a Period of years, even a slirht :1:mprovement
in personal relations is to be welcomed. Secondly,•I
believe that through •these discuseions ond• also throuah
visits of Spanish politicians to Gibraltar and others, there
is a growing realisation in Spain of the re alities of the
situation here. Thirdly,. and I think this is ay .for the
most important point of all, the talks at Strasbourie and
Paris have led to a clear and public acknowledgement on the
part of the Spanish Governmer:t of the fact that the people
of Gibraltar have a separate identity which auat be respected. It is a•very far cry from the attYLude of the •
Franco regiiac which contematously diemiseed the people of
Gibraltar in ways which we' all renumber only too well. It
is in the hope that further discussieons will lead to-even
greater understanding that the elected members on both _.es
haVe
of the House believe that the talks should continue.
so far attempted to set out why we believe than they cue
leaders, supeorted by the majority
good reasons whe
of elected members in this House, should costinue to participate in the talks between Britain an.. Spain end vrer,
conversely, it would not be in Gibraltar's interastfae us to
cease to participate. I turn now to the attitude of the Hon
Sr Bossano as reflected in the motion and in what he hes had
to say. Let me say once •and for 211 that the oueetion of the.
telephone communication was not a concession made at Strasbourg
by the' Spanish Foreign Minister at all, it was not. We
mentioned the telephones as we mentioned so many ther restrictions and he said that he would sae what he could do
when confronted with the list of restrictions which we said
were inhuman and improper. That he kept the teleehenes after
that was entirely on his own and not as a result either of
asking specifically for it or of his telling us "We are going
to give you something, now you think what you are going to
give us back". I would ask whether the Saver really believes
that the Hon Mr Xiberras and myself, with our record end for
the matter the other elected members who as he told us when
speaking on his motion on 8 November 1977, had been elected
on the ticket that we would oppose any question of transfer •
of sovereignty to Spain, would ever be a Party to any move in
the talks with Spain which might run contrary to the wishes
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and interests of the people of Gibraltar. I would ask him
alto whether he really thinks it necessary to try and stir
up orinion in Gibraltar and to bring a motion to this House
calling for the suspension of talks which can only indicate
a eistrust of the Leader of the Opoosition and myself and
in fact of all the other Hon Members of this House unless,
Mr Speaker, you were to rule that to describe the motion as
an emotional vote-catching imaertinence was unparliamentary
then I will dee-nibe it so. I would add that it reflected
totally misguided attitudes which cannot be for the good of
Gibraltar. If Mr Bossano believes that short of a United
States of Europe there would ever come a time when any
Spanish Government will abandon the Spanish claim to Gibraltar, he is being totally unrealistic. We do not like
the fact that Soain claie..s Gibraltar and will continue to.
do so but it is nenetheless a - act. It follows that if the .
motion were to be passed its effect would be that under no
circumstances whatever should Gibraltarian leaders form part
of a British delegation at talks with Spain, talks which I
have said I am convinced will continue in any way. The Hon . •
Yr Bossano really must no indulge in this practice of
attempting to scare the aeoale of Gibraltar of putting himself forward as the only true defender of their wishes and
interests when Othersin this House and I would think it would
not be invidious of me to think aloud for special mention from.
among the membersi the Hon Major Peliza, the Hon Peter Isola,
the Hon Mr Ziberras, my colleagues, all the members of this'
House who also belonged to his party and those who left him
will say with all due modesty, "7:e have fought for the
interests of the people of Gibraltar andwill continue to do
so and have the confidence and trust of the people of
Gibraltar." It is all very well saying, as the Hon Member
is resorted as haw- said, that he does . not accuse GibraltarFs
leaders of wanting to sell Gibraltar down the river but only
that we are mistaken. Many people will nevertheless interpret
the motion and the campaign as reflecting on the trustworthiness 'on the Leader of the Opposition and myself and those
Bossano is
rties and that the Hon
associated with both
really the only tree chaepiorl of a British Gibraltar. Any
who mieht not nlace this interpretation on it are at best
being ased to doubt the wisdom and common sense, not just
of the Leader of the Opposition and myself, but of every
other elected Mee:cer in this House. I reject the suggestion
that we are either knaves or fools or both. I realise
completely the importance which these matters have for the
neoale of Gibraltar but I really do believe that the motion
now before us in a ooaelete waste of time. It involves a
tedious arAtotally unnecessary repetition of many things
which have been said in :his Hoose on previous occasions. It
that the neonle of Gibraltar have full trust
-h
is,ray
and confidence in the Leader of the Opposition and myself and
I am sure that if this were not the case they would already •
have made their sent4ments felt and it is not for want of _
trying to get public opinion moved against us but, loudspeaker or no loudspeaker, it has singularly failed. There
has been no need for the GSLP's attempt artificially to stir
un oninion and T hooe T have been able to show that the motion
•
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if carried would do a great diaeervice to the reople of
Fof.tano moved
Sneaker, in :Iove::ber,
- a motion which was unanimous ly carried to the effect that
the House was opposed to any talks or ne:cotiotions
place between Britain and dr,o:In on the Questiz:n of the
sovereignty of Gibralter. The Hon Mr Hosoano ..._.:,.s _ran
the account given to him by the Hon 1.:r Xiberras th:lt Sr
Oreja raised the question of sovercienty at tree Paristalks.
This does not, of course, mean tbvt his proposals were discussed or that negotiations were held. :Sr Orea'obvioesly
cannot be prevented from saying anything he likes at these
talks just as we ourselves are free to express-our own views
fully. He is clearly not going to say. less than he and many
others that nave already said in public, that I flatly deny,
and this can be confirmed by the Leader of the Opposition, is
that there has been any discussion on sovereignty at these
meetings. On 14 April, 1978, the Hon Mr Isola prepoCed a
motion calling.on the House to express its confidence in and
appreciation of the manner in which the Chief Minister. and
the Leader of the Opposition had acted on behalf of the people
of Gibraltar in•the talks held at Strasbourg and Paris and to
agree ':hat the Process started at Strasbour :;holIld continue
whilst bearing in mind at all times the motion on the subject
unanimously passed in the House in November,. 1977. I hove
tried to show that nothing has happened since Ap ril, 1978,
.• gives cause for different views to be expressed. today. -On
the contrary, I believe that if such were to be expressed it
would be contrary to the interests of the people of Gibraltar.
I am now turning to the second part of the motion on which I .
have not alluded yet because it was only when the Hon Member
in his motion started to mix them together and I asked him
that it should be better if we took it as one Motion, I have
separated them in my notes but I will deal with ell the
points that he has raised on the question of confidentiality.
I will not be able to deal with the one aspect of it which is
the one in which I was not a protagonist ut the meeting between the Hon Mover and Yr Xiberres and Mr Pitalara. Put in
the debate on the motion proposed by Yr soli ,to which I jive
just referred in April 1978, in support of the continuation
of the Strasbourg Process, Mr Bossano said: "I here little
knowledge of how things operate at the esoteric level of
international diplomacy". I can assure the Hon Member that
he is perfec.tly right. He has no knowledge. In fact, one
does not have to be a professional diplomat nor have much
knowledge of these matters to understand that there could
be no hope for the success of talks at international level
4 a. full
if everything said at such talks were to be
and in detail. This is particularly true of talks on subjects •
as difficult, sensitive and emotive as that of Gibraltar.
Confidentiality in international discussions means no more
and no less that none of the participants will reveal what •
was said by the other participant without their express
agreement. At Strasbourg and at Paris there were four
participants, the British Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary,
.
the Spanish Fooeign Minister, the Leader of the Opposition
and myself. The agreement of all those parties would bp

needed before the discussions could be made. public in the
way the Hon:,:e:ber wishes. I have no wish to over-dramatise
this nor give any sone of impression that thin-3 have been
said et these talks whicbare so dreadful that must never be
revealed. But it seems to me obvious that if full and detailed oublic stateeents were to be made by both sides after
each ±eetine, all those present would be so inhibited in the
way they smoke or alternatively might be so temotod to play
to the zallery outside that the talks would consist of no
more than a reoetition of-oub]ic positions. previously stated.
I anoreciate, from the way the Hon Y.1- Boseano has spoken on
his earlier part of the motion that this is in fact what he
thinks ought to occur. Such an attitude appears to the rest
of the elected members to be shortsighted and unproductive
and as in the case of tha t other part of the motion, he
chooses to overlook two vital points. The first of it is
the trust and confidence which the people of Gibraltar have' •
Irin the. stand taken by their leaders at these talks.
this motion, like the
c
resneetive of all hi:
previous one, casts a far from subtle aspersion or at least
.some doubt on what the Leader of the Opposition and I are
about. But leaving that aside for as has so often been
made clear the Leader of the Cpposition and I are acting
honourably az leaders of the people who, we believe, have
full confidence in uc, there is another aspect to this motion..
The Hon :Lember knew when nr000sinP. his other motion as ind;ed he knew when opeosin. the on M Isola's motion last
A%nia, ehet all the other elected members would disagree with his view the. the talks should stop. This then is
another way of trying to achieve his objective. "Let us
reveal all", he says, "and this will either lead one side
or the other to break off the talks or at least make any
future talks as fruitless as the public polemics of the past."
In yet another way he tried to achieve his dual aims of
castin;-, suspicion on the Leader of the Opposition and me uelf
•
end stoppin;, the talks. As the House knows the Hen Member
been kept informed of what happened at Strasbourg and
Paris. He carnet disclose this, he has told the people,
because he has been told in confidence but he then noes on
to hint at all sorts of dark and sinister things that he
says he knows about and cannot reveal. At least I got it
from him yesterday that he was referring to what was said
by other parties other than the Leader of the Opposition and
myeelf and not by ourselves but that is not in the subtle •
innuendo that goes throuc,h the loudspeaker. In this way he
has tried to spread alarm and suspicion when in point of
f-,ct the substance of the trio talks has been made kncmin
%i•lin and Gibraltar without a breach of the
.: confidentiality as to the details: The second
nrinsiple dlt
fendaeenZal noint which the Hon Member. chooses to ignore. is
that. no matter what devious or irreseonsible way the Leader
of the Cneosizion or I mieht have Lt the talks nothing can
be done, no Pronosals can be implemented, no changes can be
.intre,".ucer" if theme are contrary to the wishes of the people.
if, by some impossible stretch of the imagination, we were to
act irresponsibly then not only would nothing han-cen because
the People would not allow it to happen but our political
•
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careers would be at an end, somethire which I am sure tha
:on ::evee
eot cry much 'Lout. As he:. tin_n so'' so
often, even whenproposels of real subeljnce s,houlu emerEe,
and the setting up of the Working Partls wee
eurely
procedural matter and no decision,cf any kind *can betaken
in them, they will be made public for the people toconsider
and decide. The need for confidentiality in international
talks is so obvious to be scarcely worth debeting. I will
just say•one final point,
Speaker, and I am sorry if I
have been at some length to deal with a matter which is of
the utmost importance. When I stood for election in '197E,
I stated publicly in my campaign that charges in Spain
would in one way or another bring about talks between
Britain and Spain and I said that in that case
wanted to
be there to voice the views of the people of Gibraltar.
.know what those views are and I know that the people Of
Gibraltar want me to express those views which I.sholl
continue to voice for as long as I have the opportunity
because I know that they will be for the good of Giblef.
, ltar.
I need hardly say that we will vote against the motion.
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HOP-M XIBBRkAS:
Mr Speaker, the campaign of the Hon Mr Bossano opparetly
is intended to reach a climax' or an anti-climax with this
motion at present before the House. The subject matters
as has already been indicated, have been repeatedly before
the House and the attitudes of Members is clearly known to
the Mover and to each other. The campaign of the Hon ?:'r
Bossano took place whilst I was away from Gibraltar but I
have information of it and I caught only the tail end of it
when his Group come to speak just in front of ey house just
after the announcement of the Owen declaration and, quick
as a squirrel, he jumped on the nut that was piesvided for
him by the hard work of many people, including the Hon
Chief Minister, including the European Movement both here
and in the talks in London, the nut of Dr Owen's very sound
statements in Brussels. The Hon Yr Pcssano said; "For the
first time the Foreign Secretory has linked up the entry of
Spain into Europe with the lowering of the restrictions. I
do not want to claim the credit for this but our campaign
must have had some bearing on the matter." I felt tempted,
Mr Speaker, to walk out of cry house and have there a c'eee'c
eonfrontatio with him on the microphone but bearing in mind
that T have a responsibility to the- people cf Gibraltar, I
thought I might not make use of the opportunity and I thought
that perhaps the matter might come before the Mouse as indeed
it has. The Hon Mr Bossanc jumped the gun that day because
the news had not been made public yet and the full text of
Dr Owen's statement was not known and we were much more
cautious about it and waited fcr the whole text to become
known, not that we expected anything different tut I want
to be absolutely sure all the time that the way things go
are the way that the people of Gibraltar want things to go
and Mr Bossano does not have to remind me of what my.obligations to the people of Gibraltar are. My obligations to
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the people of r;ibraltur are to keen Gibraltar Pritiah by
any way I .mew hoe end L.:Yet reoasnSibility I hove net .
failed in the laet two yaara. quite the contrary, I have
advanced that cause and I am very glad to hoar from him
that even he, the critic of the Strasbourg Process, is
willing, perhaps inaccurately, to say that as a result of
these consultations and within this process, Dr Owen has
now granted us recognition of our self-determination which
was not explicit British Government policy before. It was
mentioned at the United ':nations by Y. Brown, if I remember,
about. 156L. or 1565, certainly the Integration with Britain
Party to which the Hon Hr Bossano used to belong was aware
of the views of Sir Alec Douglas-Home when he was in
Opposition and certainly there have been intimations of
British Government recograition of the right of self•
determination the'unqualified right self-determination of
the people of Gibraltar, but I would tend to agree with the
Hon Mr Bossano that Br Owen has gone further in the recognition of the people of Gibraltar than any other Foreign
Secretary, however much.i may disagree with this or that
think he called us a nation in fact in
that he says.
those statements in Brussels and therefore I do not think
the Hon Mr Bossano is right in dismissing this as the only
gain of the Strasbourg Process. Even if it were the only
gain . . . .
HON J BOSCAEO:
Er Speaker, if the Hon Member will give Tay. I did not say .
it was anything at all to do with the Strasbourg Process, I
said it Was the only thin m I agreed with in the statement.
EON M XIBERPAS:
Then it can be left out of the Strasbourg Process, conveniently for Yr Bossano, that he thinks that the confrontations. that took place very recently in London were out- .
side the Strasbourg Process. It is common knowledge that
there was a review of the Strasbourg Process carried out by
the Secretary of State, the HOn Chief Minister and myself
in London. How can he possibly dissociate or make people
•
believe that the meeting in London recently can be dissociated from the Strasbourg Process or the views that have
been renresented by the Hon Chief Minister or myself? Is
he not even going to concede this point? Does he need it
for his campaign?
HON J HOSSANC:
If the Hon Member will give way. The Strasbourg Procesa•is,
I take it, exclusively talks with Spain to get them to remove the restrictions, that war the Hon Member's definition
of it.
HON M XIBDRRAS:
Mr Saeaker, speaking on one or two occasions in this House
I have defined the Strasbourg Process quite clearly. I !lave
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said that it involves the British. Government very clearly,
tiet
censeltatioes in Lon een ere pert of the Process,
that one of the gains to be ,lerived free the Process is
to show a reasonableness to the Britieh Government and
am sure that as a result of this rcazonabloneaa combined
with a firmness which should be absolutely apparent to the
Eon Mr Bossano and would be more apparent if he cared to
support the Strasbourg Procecs because it has been discussed often enough among all the other elected eeelers, as
a result of all this there has been a marked change in the
attitude of Her Majesty's Government to the point that now
the Secretary of Ste',e has indisputably linked Snain's incorporation in European institutions with the lowcrinis of
the restrictions. That is quite blatant and the.Hon Member
must have been tempted that night before my house to. change
course when he said; "Perhaps it has been my campaign that
has made the Secretary of State chance his mind.". But the
Hon Mr Eossano r.s campaign has beer: a mass of coat. „a
and misleading statements and deliberate mis-representation.
May I refer to the cuestion of the minutes, Mr Speaker.
had a meeting only yesterday about this very question, the
Sfef Minister, the Administrative Secretary and myself.
:.ere wondering why the non Mr Bossano hod been quoted
in the Gibraltar Chronicle of 27 January, 1979, as saying
that he had eventually been alloyed to reed the minutes of
the Paris talks.' The Hon Mr Bossano Cid not meiee clear as
he made clear in front of witnesses in your Chaa'aere, Er
Speaker, exactly what he meant by that. He meant
Pitaluga, who was present at the time following Earls, had
a set of notes which Mr Pitaluga was not able to tell him
yesterday whether they were notes taken in Paris or not but
they were a set of nctes. I seem to recall they wore speaking
notes for the particular meeting with nr Hessen°, that nr
Bossano had in fact seen the minutes, not read the minutes
and that I had quoted from the speaking notes end that he
might have glanced at the papers Mr Piteluga as
w holding.
That is not reading the minutes, Mr Sneaker, but even if.
he had read the minutes which I am not in favour thet he
should read if he is going to use that to distort what is
said - I will come to the question of confidentiality in a
minute about which Mr Bossano has been very exe3icit on
other occasions - but to use the minutes to distort or even
to use the information which I had given him, to distort
and to undermine not even the Chief Minister's eesitien but
my own position, Mr Speaker, which seems to be e major objective of his campaign. For that purpose, once bitten
twice shy. Does the Hon Hr Bossano think that Sr Ruperez
is going to come here and is going to tell him more about
the Strasbourg Process. than I told him in two hours convercation with him when we discussed not only Strectourg but
the way ahead, in the lobby of the House of .4sseebly, for
him to come and tell me that somebody froe the other side,
Sr Ruperez, is giving him more information than I, 4 Member
of this House is giving him, or after Paris when I had au
call in a witners, the Administrative Secretary, he should
distort the goings on there, that he should rush to a cocktail party and start .spreading deliberate misrepresentation,
Mr Speaker, because another word would be unparliamentary.
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SD7*',:ER:
We must be careful. Wee not discussing the Hon Mr '
Boscano's behaviour outside the House, we are discussing
whether the Strasbourg talks should continue.
HOY M. XIBERBAS:
Yes, Mr Speaker, I am not even abscribing a motive for Mr
Bossano's opposition to the talks. I am just. saying, Mr
Speaker, that the campaign to stop the talks has been
carried out in such a-way that I cannot help thinking that
they•are deliberate misrepresentations of the facts as knotn
to Mr Bossano. Mr Speaker, perhaes the Hon Mr Bossano is
trying to solve, as the 'on. and Learned the. Chief Minister
suagested, his own eolitical problems. I understand that •
he has problems, he has problems in the Union and that he
has problems outside the Union, this is a fact, Yr Speaker,
but I do not care what problems the Hon Mr Bossano has
within the Union, I have had a lot of experience of that
and my colleagues in the Integration Party have had a lot
of exourience of. Yr Eocsano's problems within the Union
but he should not try to solve the;. at the expense of the
confidence which the people of Gibraltar deposited on the
Hon Chief Miniater, myself and •himself, not through a
campaign of distortion and scandal-mongering. Mr Speaker;
the advantages of the Strasbourg Process are obvious
provided that there are safeguards. When the Hon Yr Bossano
talks about the future of Gibraltar being defined, the very
first step for the definition of the future of Gibraltar is
reccf-nition of the right of the people of Gibraltar to define their future. and thic has not been got, as I might
have hoaed at one time it would have been got directly
by appealing to the British Government, 'a' clearer recognition of the right of self-determination of the people of
Gibraltar had emerged out of a process which was not overtly
directed at this and we have done it all along the line. We
have got recognition of the Spaniards of our presence in
talks ehich they had refused all .along. We have been there
to discuss the lowering or the restrictions. Cur point of
view on sovereignty has been recognised by the Foreign
Secretary on behalf of the British Government, our point of
view on the restrictions has been recognised by the Foreign
and Coeeoneealth Secretary on behalf of the British Government. The HonaMr 'Beason° knows that if anybody has done
anything to keen Gibraltar in a firm position to resist the
blockade indefinitely, it has been my Hon Friend on my
right, other numbers oaeosite and I will also include myself, from 1969 onwards to 1972 and.i am prepared and my
colleaaes
e are prepared to put up with the restrictions
indefinitely and I told him in the lobby exactly what I had
told Sr Oreja at Strasbourg, in the clearest terms. If he
is saying that we are shoaing weakness, if he is saying that
we are actin et of Weaknees, we who have spent a very long
time in Gibraltar, even when he was in England, fighting it
out, making Gibraltar strong againSt the restrictions, that

we are going to throw away not only our dienity but the
aor.:: of years in surrend eringto the -3,,;;.:ni;:r.12, i3 that
what he goes around telling people? I would have thought
that the brief time spent in our Party, under Tr.y lead: chip, woul have tur-7.1t him (iffercr.tly ;:bout mu. Well,
Mr Speaker, there are other advantages to the StresboUrg
Process continuing but let me say, does thc Hon Mr Possano
put in a wage claim and just hope it is accepted 'first go,
after one meeting? The Hon Yr Possano is a very persistent
kind of man. What a naive statement, Mr Speaker, to make,
that after the first original meeting at Straeboura the
Spaniards would ove:eight crumble, they would accept our
right of self-determination and they would crawl back home
to Madrid saying it is accepted, we have surrendered, when
Spain has barely emerged from dictatorship, when attitudes
have been inculcated over the years into the Spanish nation..
How possibly could the Hon Mr Possano exnect sensible People
to believe that, after one or two reetings Spain would be in
a position, or even responsible Spanish leaderahin would be
in a position, to do an aboutturn and accept the right of
self-determination of the people of Gibraltar? Characteristic of the process, I think, Yr Speaker, was the way the
telepoae communications were left on, a matter which has •
already been referred to. It was not done with a great
fanfare of trumpets, certainly I can vouch for what the Eon
and Learned the Chief Minister said that we did not ask for
the telephone communications to be put back. It was a result of a recognition, it could be =thin else, that in
this day and age how could yo. have two ccaleunities with
family links cf this kind, with no kind of communication
at all. I think the Spanish position was very difficult '
to hold and it was in recognition of this that this advance
has been made but if the telephone communications were to
be cut once again I would not go and bare my soul to the
other side and say: "Please, would you restore the telephone
communications?". I would not arovoke a break in the
communications. Why should I? I do not want the frontier
restrictions to stay up for ever and ever, not because I
can't stand it, I quite prefer to die in Gibraltar with
those restrictions on, but I am not going to say: "Let us
have those restrictions on for the political manipulation
than can be done inside Gibraltar so that some people do not
lose power, so that certain situations can be engineered in
Gibraltar." If we can get, and this is the object of the
Strasbourg Process, if we can neta• more, to put it
euphemistically, humane situation going without se,rrendering
our fundamental freedom, then is this not an honourable
course to follow? It would be absolutely dishonourable to
work against the wishes of the people and we, all know that,
we don't have to quarrel about that, but wouldn't there be
also implied recognition of our position as Gibraltarians •
if the restrictions were lowered? Is it not to our advantage to work towards that point? Do we want to wake up
after Spain has joined Europe in about 20 years time and
realise that we have not had even that measure_of recognition which a lowering of the restrictions would confer,
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that we are ..till treated ae outcasts deseite Snanish
bbligttien.3? Well, Mr Seeeer, not related to the
Strasbourg Process but certainly in the :::.eneral context
of an improving'situation, we had a Spanish Socialist
Leader here recently.who was able to make certain statements 'which
w
the House, generally, might applaud and that
is the dissociation of the claim for sovereignty from the
method of Pursuing it. Sego':' Rojas Marcos, in fact, made
this clear here. That is an indication of the kind of
progress which one might achieVe and Mr Rojas Marcos came.
some time after the Strasbourg Meeting and there might
others in time and so it is a onestion of chipping away.
••
It is a question of plodding through this, it is not a
question of even for looal gain, political gain, suddenly
breakirt. 'What a picture, Mr Speaker, if we who had asked
far representation, and the Honourable Mr Bossano was a
Party.to this in 1974 when statements were made by myself
in 1974 when he was a Member of the Party and I was re- ..
peatina what my Honourable and Gallant Friend had said,
•
when we spoke about Gibraltarian representation in talks,.
what a picture, Hr Speaker, if we, the Gibraltarian delegation, knowinn that sovereignty was not being discussed,
knowing that nothing had been infringed, none of, our
obliaations had been broken faith with, if we wore to walk
out of the talks and leave the British Government of whom'
We had been asking for representation at. talks, and the
Saanish Government, to sort out the question of Gibraltar.
•
Mr Bossano says, •quite rightly, that we.do not .have any
extra safeguards in being Present at thd talks, no extra
safeguards in the last resort because it has been made •
clear by the Chief Minister that nothing, in any case, can
change without the wiahes of the people. But, Mr Speaker,
this is a- very neaative aim. I told Mr Judd when he came,
and I quoted him in the House, that tne British Government
should take an initiative long before with all due respect
to the Chief Minister, he announced his own initiative.
My colleagues were present, I have cuoted from the minutes
of the meeting with Yr Judd, in this House, because I felt
that the initiative now could be taken by the British side •
and the gradual change in the balance might be affected.
So there is an advantage, another advantage. Like Mr
Bossano I am suite, not apprehensive, but I am Quite
concerned at the way in which restrictions might be lowered.
e manner in which restrictions are lowered is of direct
interest to the people of Gibraltar. We do not want a
sudden change in the situation, we want to be consulted
about thia. We have been putting ',ID with the other situaticn, baildiraa uai our defenees, changing our economy,
charging our way of life because of the Spanish blockade.
We do not `r: .e a se_ten chance which mf.ght upset the
Gibraltar and arouse attitudes
Thd um
whole ed,
Which are counter Productive to normalisation. 1.nd because
we are in the Strustcurg Process we are parties to the removal of tho restriction if and when it comes, the phasing
in of removal of restrictions. This is of vital importance

to cur economy, to our political. life, to everyeeina. And
now we are parties end we are recoanice:: as being aarties
to this Process. The Working Parties hove been set un wth
our agreement and very Pointedly.so v Mr Sneaker, sec. _a in
insisted tat the matter
Paris, the Chief Minister know s,
should come here to Gibraltar to be discussed by elected,
Members before we said "Yes" to the setting. ur of the
Working Parties. Coming to the Workina Parties, Mr Sneaker.
Mr Bosse:no put a little bit of camouflage earlier on in
what he said, and I have mentioned this in the House before.
When, after the Paris meeting, Mr Pitaluga and I saw him to
inform him, after the meeting had concluded or on the noint
of ending, I asked the Honourable Mr Possano: "Well, how do
you feel about the settinr up of the ,::orkinn Parties?" and
he said, and I cannot quote specifically, but the Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister heard him in you:
Chambers yesterday, that if the Working Parties were about
normalisation of bilateral relations, when he saw nothing
wrong with it. This is what he said in fact in the Chameere;
today he slightly changed the emphasis to the bilateral and
spoke about. independence, between independent netiona, •and.
we said we are not an independent naticn but we are inr
In
deperent of Spain. What a play on words, Mr Speake.
Pitaluga. and myself w;is that he
fact)what he said to .'Pit
Saw no objection provided we Uiseussed the restrictions this is in fact the brunt of what he was saying. Y:e
talking of what might happen after that, a point that me .
had also discussed in our previous consultations. I think •
Mr. Bossano can have no objection. to the setting up of the
Working Parties. I think he can have no objecion to the
working for the lo7:er_nn. of the restrictions [.:nd that is
:lr
what the Working Parties are about. It is quite cls,
they are about telecommunications, restoration of tele
communication, about the question of pensions, and about
the question of maritime cohmunication and that is not
about sovereignty, that is not about the dignity of the
people of Gibraltar, that is on the normalisation of the •
situation, three specific examples, and where are the objections there? Of course there had to be one and that is,
"t,le
why did they go to Macirid? Mr Sneaker, the Mouse
amused to know that I was met by several people f:n Gibraltar
at the time when our representation of the Workina Party
was in Madrid, saying: 'But aren't you in Madrid?", beeause
certain people were spreading the story around Gibraltar
to
that I was in Madrid and that I.had :said I would not
Madrid. But the scandalmongering and so forth was stirred
up that I was in Madrid for all intents and purnoace as faza
as a good sector of the community V.'33 concerned. Mt.: other
had
story, Mr' Sneaker, is that in the St_ asbourc Process
no voice. Well, 1 am not going to sneak about that,. Mr
•
Speaker. If I had no voice, Mr Speaker, it must be because I have spoken too much. The Honourable and Learned
the Chief Minister knows perfectly well and is able to
vouch for this and so can his colleagues and so on can
mine, Mr Speal.er that we are partners in thia venture out
we each have our own opinions, we have enough common grol.ind
to be able to proceed on these matters but neither the
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Government nor the.Opposition side expect each to surrender
his point of view to the other. It is an exaggeration, Yr
Soesiaer, what Calpe News on,
e seid that the Chief Minister
led and I motivatej the deleFotion, that fs a complete
exaggeration because we are ad idem on the basic thinos.
The Chief Miniater knows me too well and I know the Chief
Minister too well to accept the kind of role, in fact, where
one would do thinn: with which the other would not agree and
it is on the basis of agreement, it is on the basis of review that we oroceed and if I were to disagree with.the
Chief Minister on something basic, then I would hot attend
the Strasbourg Process in representation of Gibraltar because I would not like to see a divided delegation going
there. I think it is in the interest of he people of
Gibraltar that their elenoted reoresentatives should be
there united and therefore I deolore the attitude of the' Honourable Mr Bossano. I think I have sufficient foundation
to be .able to show that not all he said is logic, not all he
said is realistic thinking, there is a great deal of deliberate misrepresentation of what has gone on. Mr Speaker,
Mr Eossano's Party is also vying with the PSG on certain
matters arrcej I-tax:chin this respect on the question of
eonfidentiality. Mr Speaker, Mr Bossano when he was in the
nooition I at present occupy as Leader of the Opposition
was sneoking on a motion presented by the Honourable Mr
Gerald Restano on December the 6th, 1976, which read as
follows: "This Souse takesnote that tall:s have been held
in Madrid about Gibraltar's future without prior consultation by the British Government with both sides of the
House of Aoseobly, notification of the holding of these
talks was made to the Leader of the Opposition only at
about the came time as the talks were about to co-„once,
and Si: Bxcellency theGoveonor had no knowledge eleven
days after the tales--had finished of what had occurred and
Woe therefore unable to enlighten the Opposition and
Gibraltar as a whole; considers this course of action to
be deplorable and requests Her Majesty's Government to hold
no norther talks with the Spanish Government touching on
Gibraltar's future at any level without first consulting
the elected Members of the House and to commit itself to
'keap the House fully informed as tc what transpires at such
meetings." This was an original presentation by a Member
of his own Party, in fact, the mover, on behalf of the
Party obviously, was asking for consultation on talks betWten Britain and Spain on Gibraltar, and on whether they
should take nlace.
HON J BOSCANO:
Before there are any further talks.
SCTi S XIBERRAC:
'Yes, Mr Sneaker, before there are any further talks, but
now we are talking about representation which I think the
Honourable Mr Bossano should know - enough of, international
dinlomacy is a step further. Mr. Sneaker, the motion was

.abated, as I was saying, ofd on page 237, after the
Atto-ra.y-Generol ho made a stoter.ent .an. so forth and
the
was trying to p,
..rduadc, !:r Fhoacono that a
degree of confidentiality was necessary before he could '
be informed as Leader of the Opposition of "recce things,
the Honourable Mr Bossano said on psie 237: "I think it
would be a good thing even if they vote this motion oot
that. they should make it quite clear that it is not what .
the;; wish because even if I am ke• t in the dark I would
at least prefer that the Hon ..red Learned the Chief Minister
should not be kept in the dark. I would of course prefer
not to be kept in the dark but I prefer that he should be
given the opportunity of putting forard
w
his advice. But
if he is not in. fact wanting to do that then I or:: sorry
that he should not want it because the imolicotion there
is that even as Leader of the Opposition he would pfefer.
the Chief Minister to be kept informed even though he as
Leader of the Opposition was not kept informed and is
urging the Chief Minister to be informed about the tslks,
I think the link, Mr Speaker, between consultation and
reoresentation is an obvious one and here Y Bossano is
not defending a position of telling everybody eboot everything, he is defending a postion, perhaps not the most
preferable one to him, defending a oosition that only the
Chief Minister should be keptainformed ut least. We have
done better, Yr Speaker, se have informed all the elected
Members, we have .informed Yr Bossano but he won't believe
that what we are telling him is the truth. So, Mn Sneeker,
when the GSLP and the PSG speak about keeping the neople
informed and we are not telling you everything and so forth,
surely, Mr Boston° is not adopting a different sthndard,
surely, he does not expect'netotisiion,on television, surely
he does not expect a publication of minutes. 7.h-.tmica
conference, in fact, to Mr Bossano's knowledge, has been
publicised with t.ae publication of a minute. A con7;rehensive statement has been Made, the Chief Ministel, and I were
interviewed on televlsion live by the whole press when we
came back from Paris and numerous statementsncored on
scold rather
television but Mr Bossano still wants more, he•
believe the Spaniards. Mr Speaker, when he woc ad(]ressng
the House he said something which was, I think, indicative.
Referring to the Strasbourg Talks he said: "Mr Xiberras
told me that the British side had stated its position, the
Spanish side had stated its position and that was it."
Well, basically, that was it. I told Mr Possono e,non-more
about it. I told him the general gist of what the Chief
Minister had said, what I had said, what the Secretary of
State had said, what CcHor Oreja ha:' said, ..hot other
people had said, I told it all to him, I told him everything. I told him what the repartee had been after that
but, basically, it was a stttement of poi is on both sides..
l'ihat does he want me to tell him? I don't think he really
wants me to tell him anything, I think he prefers to be able
saying "He haSn't told me". •
to go around the street
Then he can leave it to people's imaginations as to what
happened or he can say, Mr Speaker, as I think he said in
112.
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blic meetino it
aterituted to
get to know
hasfi read in
e eo,ele mi:ht be heneed at Peer Corners.
that the Spanish Teoresentatives should
according . . . .
v_C

him, that if
the minutes, •somo
'::ho ices it mean,
be hanged because

M2 SPEAER:
Yes, but this is.not a statement that Mr Bossano has made
in the House.
HC::" M KIPERP.A3:
M.r Speaker, I think I have said enough but it is no joking
'atter. Here we are, osoing to one of the rather more
important oecasions in which this House and the People c;f
araltar have been represented, doing it suite openly,
stating what our position is going to be, having a debate
which is ouite unnecessary of this nature which can be reported by everybody and having to do this on the basis of
what? Is it an objection in principle to this process, is
it really? Where is the objection? Is it that we are
nec,otiatin7 on sovereignty? Is it that we are showing
wea;Ineas? Is fa that sovereignty iz in danger? Is it that
there is no information? Is it because the Spaniards are
P 'e._ing for devolution? Is it that the British 5,ttitude.
is weakening? Is it because civil servants go to Madrid?
• it because there is no prcEress? Is it because it is
a waste of money? I have given ansers
to all those
w
uueetions, Mr Speaker. It cannot be that we are negotiating
on sovereignty. The Honourable Yr Bossano himself in his
more sincere moments might say that he is not accusinf7-us
of celli.no, Gibraltar down the river and we have repeatedly
said: -Iro, there was-no negotiation ofe tovereignty in
Strasbouro, none at Paris, and we arUtrepared to discuss
sovereignty and we have not discussed it in either of these
two places. Is it showing weaknesS? The Chief Minister
has stated it, eve-,'ybody here, he himself has just to walk
cut and just sug7est to people that „e' are acting out of
w
in
weakness, that we are going to ba rter sovereignty array
'exchange for a lowering ofV the restrictions.. Does he
think that I live in another world and that I do not know
what aeosle outside would say about that, that I would
cos-"it suicide even if I wanted to do it, which I do not.
Is there a weakening of the position, therefore, in
thereis a stren:-theninc of the position and
Gibraltar.
we have olways maintained that Gibraltar is strong so you
,
hcald not Went to stop the talks because there is a weakenino of the Pocition in Gibraltar. Is it because there
is no information?
Mr Speaker, if he wants to be.
informed I am cUite prepared to go, if there are talks in
the future, I ei.cn't know whether there will be or there
will nr,t be, I hope „that there are; if there are talks in
the future and he pgrees with the process certainly I have
already informed him even though he does not agree witl:
the process, en two occasions, out:. if he. wishes to influence
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procesa inside it then he ha; to acoe_
he
to be . Union ;:te:ber if i.wast to be elect
I c:,:nr.ct
nc:cottio
Committee and take part in
:ere
go there and negotiate, I cannot say; "1 d
t o'
roe with Unions, "
this .age. claim, I di
le a..
with this," and then be landed right in the
JIC - I cannot do that, it does not make sense. How can
on
he be the same as any Honourable Member on this
cn that side, if he has been carrying out a caesein to
destroy this very thing. •;:e one speakina on has behalEs
for sneaking
but we are taking the
Gibraltar, that• is part of the job of leadership, to trite
that responsibility, and if I lose popularity because of
it, because Mr' Bossano draws away followers of the exintegration With Britain Party or for wh6tever reaaco, I
em prepared to put up with the: because- it is s respen-.
sibility to Gibraltar and my place as Leader of theOPposition is in the'frent line. I have said ft: on
where I intend to be --in the front
television and that
line. And if it is necessary to go with a megaphone or a.
microphone. round the streets, I have done it before end I
will' do it again but it is not necessary and I an the
judge of what is necessary and my Colleagues advise me on.
this. So, Mr Speaker, is it that the ettitdde of the
British Government. is weakeninr? 1:o, in Yr Zoeseno's casn
words there is a strengthenino, there is more recognition
to
of . the right of eelf-determination, a sine qua
participation. The British Government must not only have
regard for our views but be guided by our vi ewe in theac
matters and this has happened increasingly sc,.more in
'Paris than in Strasbourg, more this last time when. we
went to London than in Paris. The Houae h33 also heand
-the views of the Conservatives on this matter an
Margaret Thatcher . . ., the Honourable pel:ber may ...augh
but if he ever becoMes Chief Minister he knows that .at'h.
ever his view it -would be ilJ.-adivset to deal Only
one Party, the Gibraltar Lobby has always consisted of all
Parties in the House of Commons and supoort.for the cause
of Gibraltar is welcome from whatever side, M.r. Se.eaker, is
it because there is a complete crumbling of our oosition
Gibraltar, is it realistic to think that on the ev.ieeceT
_.,.cbeen
No; is it beceuso there is no progress.
progress, Mr Sneaker, it has been sli g ht but T.hare hes been
SpeE,',1e, not so
proeress and progress should be counted,
much in the lowering of restrictions but in the increaaina:
recognition that we are Letting. If Senor Suarez says that
SeEon
he is happy with the progress, I don't kno;q
Suarez is referring to; if he is hapay I am hanay that he
should be happy. I myself, Mr Sneaker, am quite happy as
well and what makes me harpy is tJ,at I have been ab.ie so
represent the people of Gibraltar face to Thee with the
Spanish Government and be able to tell them whet I feel in
exactly the same terms as I would tell the Chief Minister,
Mr Bossano or, with all due respect, you, Mr Speaker.
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HON MAJOR R J RE.L.I7J„:
Speaker, I woala like to say a few words since I find
myself very reasoonsible in meny resnecta for advising my
Honourable Colleegue and Friend, Meanie. Xiberras, in
orcceedina with aecaotine the erincinle of talkino to
Spain particularly I think as the representative of this
House. The cuestion of Gibraltarian reoresentation in
talks goes back a long way, in fact, I was asked when I
was Chief Minister and I made ny nosition very clear then
I said that Britain .was responsible for .foreign affairs,
that as far as I was concerned I wanted her to be so aaa
continue to be so realising our own nosition. Naturally,
we are incanable of reareeenting ourselves in foreign
aa'aa're, ae,haven't got' the means, we haven't got the strength, because, after all, foreign affairs to a large
'extent is a question of horse trading and we have no horse
tc trade. So, in that resnect, I made it quite clear that
the :responsibility for foreign affairs was in the hands of
Britain and as far as I was concerned for the time that I '
was Chief Minieter it should not be Gibraltar's responsatility. Secondly, I said that I calcorsea the idea of
Gibeeltarian renresentation provided `ha the delegation
was. led by a British lainister and that the resnansibility
was still Britain's. Thirdly, I said that if the Govern- •
ment was represented, the Opeosition also had to be repr- .
sentare are2 thet as far as I was ccncerned I would only go
repaesenting Gibraltar if I could find unity with my
onaceite number which I em nlaa to sayis happening today.
aaounthly, I said taet the 3abraltar representation would
never make a finel decision at the talk.;, they would come
back and consult their colleagues and that if their
sielleueaes were in favour or against, it didn't matter,
after we consulted each other if we thought that the
matter re _.lined a final decision it would be nut to the
necola of Gibraltar. That, I believe, is still the doctrine both of the Government and the Opposition today. To
me that is a very scrona position to be in and I see no
aeason whetsoevee why we eheuld feel in any way susnicious
of cur strong positicn being weakened by continuing to talc.
In fact; I think that our position will strengthen, this is
why -I advised my Honourable Friend that he should go to •
Strasbouea. I believe the Position of Gibraltar will be
strengthened because certainly in the United Kingdom, Mr
Sneaker, public opinion is always trying to find out how
reasonable the parties in any, dis:ute are and above all,
be reesonable but not just be
I. chink Gibreltar mu
reasonable which I know we are, but also appear to be
reasonable and I think that the approach that Gibraltar
has been taking, and making lately proves conclusively that
we are 'being reasonable. Nat only are we influencing
people in influential Positions in' Britain, such as Members.
of 'a-arliament Eine rinisters but also now in the interns-tonal field in Eurene where it matters so much. The House
knows very well that I was very responsible for bringing
the Euroneen movement to Gibraltar and also for the idea,
it was in fact my platform at the last election, that
115.

Prttain should not support Seain into the EEC anlese they
(1.c. e6 the restrictioee
reenected the rights of the
Gibraltarians. It is obvious that throlaeh direct Gibnal•
tarian representation it is made clear to all the netions
of the world that the British. Goveeneant, when they are
speaking for Gibraltar, are ezpvessine the wieaes of Gibraltar and it is not a subterfuge to try and keep a naval
base in Gibraltar as it had seen said iy the apenish
Government time and again and it is still heard now and
again that that is the case. It is obvious that it is the
Gibraltarians themselves who at these confidential talks
are putting across the views of Gibraltar as I knew. that
my Honourablecolleague and the Honouranle Chief Minister
are doing, it is obvious that those are the wishes of the
people of Gibraltar. 'ae have gone a long way in that respect, the fact that the Spaniards have accepted GitraLtarian representation is giving recognition to the'necale
of Gibraltar,. a recognition which I don't think we want
to lose, and if we were to break the talks new, we would
be throwing away a very valuable situation that I think
through the years and through the strength and ell' of
the.peonle of Gibraltar we have manoned to create. 7:e
muss preserve the situation, we cannot abdic:te our
responsibility which, I am sorry 'to say, is what my Hon
Friend Joe Bossano is sucEeiting. 'ae cannot abdicate our
responsibility, our responsibility is to face. the situation
and to try to change it through persuasion which is the
of course, that we as democrats avast eeways persae. There
has been a change in Spain, no one can doubt that, a change
for the better as far as we are cencerrco becease et least
spirit
we are now dealing with a democretic oveemeat
of democracy is geaduaely catching on in Cnain, the roots .
We
are going deeper and the gross is beginning te eno's:
are, Mr Speaker, democrats and we must try and influence
not just the politicians, but also the p
_ eople of Spain.
It is through this dialogue that is going on thet the
democrats of Spain are beginning to debete Cibralter.
Gibraltar' has never been allowed to be debated in aosin
before, you have to be either in favour ef the arecess of
the restrictions or else you have to shut up - this is not
now the case. There are as we know already in our neighbouring town, people who are clamouring for those restrictions to come down, there have been demonstrtlene. 'ae
have had a member of the ?artidc Socialistarie Andelucia
who we know hes said quite plainly that he would like to
sae those restrictions lifted. , This is beginning to spread;
it is obvious theL there is conaon interest between
Andalucia and Gibraltar, there is no doubt whatsoever. I
think the people in.La Linea ore just as interested if not
more interested in seeing these restrictions lifted than
we are. There is pressure building there for the rest- •
rictions to be lifted. The importance of bringing down
the restrictions is not so much this flow of free.traffic
between two communities, it is doing away with the symbol
of the attitule of a Fascist Government.
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YR SPEAKER:
Let uo be very clear en this one. Let us not take it upon
ourselves to discess the whole onectrum of the problem.
T'^- MAJOR R J ?ELIZA:
ro, Mr Speaker, I doubt whether I can change the mind of my
Honourable Friend. Since thin is a ratter of judgement, of
course, he is free to make his jud gement but although he is
free to rake his judgement I think he must bear in mind that
he belenss to an Azsembly which,narticularly in matter-, rf
foreign affairs we should try very, very hard to be united '
c if we are not a form of -collected resin our view sine
ponsibility which no dotbt we have, not perhaps as acute.
Cabinet, but certainly there
and' strict as there is within
is a certoin amount of collective resoonsibility amongst all
our Meebers which should to some extent dictate that even if
you .differ slightly one Way or the other, when it comes to
the crunch, I think we should try and get together. This '
is why I er buildins uo this argument, Mr Speaker, to oroVe
to my Honoerable Friendthat the nroeess of talking is not
a sirn of weakness, it is the accepted view in a reasonable
and civilised society of trying to overcome difficulties
and disnbtes. The disoute over Gibraltar is not a new one,.
Mr Speeker, it has been going cm for years and I don't
believe that the Snanish oecole are soiner to give uo their
claim to Gibraltar overnight. It would be impossible. It
is only sz sore hang more ieeortent, mare comoon to oil of
us, it begins to appear that there is a chance that the
Seanish oeople will realise.thet this historical past has
nothing to do with the erogressive future and that they will
see, MrSpeoker, that Gibraltar in the context of many other
issus
e 'se do with Spain, particularly in connection with the
European Cornon Market is really absolutely insignificant
and I.wouli even sey, childish. They have to grow out of
that sitootien and .it is not going to happen overnight but
I have ne doubt, Yr Specter, that our contact with politicians in Spain as in fact it haopens on many occasions with
Spaniards who cone to Gibraltar, I have had many of them
talking to me who after a couple of hours in Gibraltar see
the problem in a comeletely different light. If we were to
nonage just to see a little bit of more traffic of Spaniards
comic:7 to Gibraltar which will happen. . . .
MR S'xPAY7R:

really no reason to break them as far es I can see yet.
If se break the talks, Mr :Meeker,
fineer is geing.to
be pointed at us as being intrenoieent neeheno, not that
I believe that we are, not that I believe that the restrictions should have ever been put uo, eot the n_lot of
life is that they ore, the feet of life is that we are
not going to change the situation just like that, overnight, by no facing the problem. that I think Mr o.osano
is doing is very conveniently turning his back on the
problem and that is not going to solve it, that is not the
way to solve it, Mr Speaker, the way to solve it is to sea
it, face it, and try and find a solution. A sclaion which
we have said before rust not be based In any wenner; or
form in the dilution of our own sovereignty, a matter of
course of which there is another motion in the House which
is still pending over many months which to me is coh:7-letely
in contradiction with the attitude that Mr Joe Fossano is •
taking here today and to me it is incomprehensible her one
day- in this Hduse on one motion he is going one ay and
the following day in this acme House he is going to go the
other way, to me that is incomprehensible end I wonder
whether his judgement has not somehow gone the *rong way.
I sly his judsement, Yr Speaker, because here 'we are in .
this :.rouse, fifteen elected Members and out of the fifteen,
Xourteen believe that we.shobad Eo one way an'i there is
only once, Mr Speaker, who thinks, that we should 70 the
Bossano's 'jud:enent,. a
other way. What has happened to
man who I admire as very clever, very intelligent an.:: very
analytical. What he has said today here in this Houno,
Speaker, has not convinced fourteen of the Members here
that his position is the right one. I fail to understand,
Mr Speaker, how a very clever man can really tC,:e the
position that he has taken. What is the fearf Is the fear
that our delegates are in any way going to surrender our
rights in Gib:Tater? Does.he honestly believe, and he
knows me very well, that I, who am advisingmy Honourable
Friend would in any manner or form, not that I think he is.
going to dc it,- allow my Honourable Friend to do that? He
knows perfectly well, Mr Speaker, that I would come out
had the
shouting against my Honourable Friend the moment
least suspicion that he was in any way Ecing to suorender
British sovereignty of Gibraltar. But that is not going
ur
. If he doesn't trust my Honoable
Friend, if
to happen_.
he does not trust the Chief Minister, if he doesn't trust
me • . • •
HON J BOSSANO:

May I say that Yr Boasano has never objected to Spaniards
coming to Gibraltar. '::hat Mr Hassan° is saying that he
wants the Strasbourg Process discontinued, and that is..
what we should talk about.

It is not a question of surrendering British sovereignty.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
Well, Mr Speaker, if that is not his fear where does the
hanging in Pour Corners arise?

HON MAJOR R J PELIZX:
I can hardly see, Mr Speaker, and.this is why I mentioned
it, I can hardly zee hew breakingthe talks is going to
heloinbringing about clbser understanding when there is
117.
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ER CPEAHER:

The House recessed at 5,0 pm.

I will not have any further reference on that one. We are
not debating, as I said once before, what Er Bossano said
outside the House. We are debating the motion before the
House.

The House resuaed at 6.2G pm.

HON MAJOR R J PBLIZA:
.:r Speaker, I do not believe that there can be the
slightest doubt that there can be any risk whatsoever of
our deleeatee surrendering our rights. I don't believe
either that it would be sefer for Gibraltar for talks to
carry on as they would carry on because there is a mandate
from the United .;ationl that Stain and Britain must talk
over Gibraltar and I de not see the British Government '
L-5:7inz up the struggle of trying to find a solution to
Gibraltar, but the talks would go on without Gibraltarian
representation and then the danger of something going
talks which would be unfavourable for
among with t
d be much greater that way than it is now
Gibraltar would
for et the slightest pdasibility of talks going unfavourable for Gibraltar I have no doubt that both our repreeentatives would scund the alarm and every opportunity
would be taken tc ensure that the situation was corrected
as soon as rossible. Therefore, "r Sneaker, why stop a
erocess which in my view and I think'in the view of,
certainly, fourteen elected Menbers of this House, is that
if .we carte,on talking, a sensible solution will eventually
come about, at least it is a beginning. As the Chinese sEer,
"If yea want to walk a thousand miles you have got to take
the first stele." Well, we have taken the first step and
perhaps it is a thousand miles that we have to go but at
least we are trying to get there, we are not turning eur
backs to our aim, we are trying to Let there and from what
I see, :'r: acs we may not have made very visible progress
tut there is little doubt that from the statements that
Dn Owen has made of which I think the whole of Gibraltar
has rejoiced about, it is obvious:.hat sooner or later the
talks that are going on will be assisted by a diplomatic
pressure that the Seanieh diplomats and the Spanish Governrent will have to face because the issue of Gibraltar is
extremely seall in comparison with that of Train joining
the Co--on merket. Tf the Spanish Government would have
to choose between one and the other, it is obvious that the
choice will be that they mast join the EEC. The situation
is obvious and for the first time it has been linked up, as
I think everyloCy in this House accepts, if-not in words,
certainly, in spirit, it is there, you can read it in
between the lines, it is, as you might say, a warning shot.
Yr Sneeker, I do hope as a true democrat that if a decision
is taken. in this Hoese by a majority that this be the case;
that he will aecept that as a final word and try and support
all the effortsaof all the other elected Members to try and
bring about a reasonable solution.
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HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, the Chief Minister and the Leader of the
Opposition have recounted their exeerience of the carnaiening
of the Honourable Yr Bossano of which ee ere told that this
is the culaination but knowing the Honourable Member, I am
sure it isn't, but, anyway, we are told it is a culmination
and I can of course add to what they have esid and confirm
that the campa i gning of the Honourable Member was very
vigorous indeca. I didn't have the Pleasure of listening
to him when he was at the ton of Pell Lane. its a matter of
fact, Yr Speaker, I heard a lot of noise and T m used to
getting a lot of noise from a bar up Pell Lone from a juke
box and a television set and I thought at first' it was a
fodtball match but when I heard no applause I discovered it
was something else and it was the Honcurable Mover holding
forth in an area which did not, I think, appreciate hi
address all that much. Put, anywaye Mr Speaker, I didn't
listen to him and I didn't listen to him for two reasons.
The firat, at my age, I suppose my blood pressure could be
affected and the second .reason is that I think it is caf,,
it is sad for Gibraltar that in a matter such as thie where elected representatives have tried to keep a fairly united
front in the past, not just for the sake of eepeerences but
because I think elected representatives have a particular
responsibility in this and I think it was the honourable
Leoder of the Opposition who mentioned it or my Honourable
and Gallant Friend :iejor Peliza, that as far as fcreien
affairs are conceened, the People of Gibraltar tend to leek
at the elected representatives as a whole to represent their
views in relation to Spain and the eroble-sthet have arisen
with regard to Spain. The people of Gibraltar, showed it
in the elections, I think, in the elections they voted for
all those people ehom they reckoned, by and leree, believed
in what the majority die and that is to rut it vern simply a British Gibraltar, a British Democratic Gibraltar, and
those who were in favour of cone sort of cettlezent with
Spain of a kind that does not meet ,pith the wishes of the
majority of the people in Gibraltar, %ere all left out of
the elections; and I think that year in year out eeonle
Iee
haae got in to the House of Assembly since t?se tree',
began in 1564, mainly on this ticket, I think, because if
it was any other ticket my Honourable Friends opposite
might not have been elected. .Anyway, Mr Speaker, generally
that is
on the ticket of tha stand on the Gibraltar
that an
how neoele have teen eleceeenott'eerefere it'is
Honourable Member of this House, an elected Meedeer of the
people of Gibraltar, has choeen to break ranks, let us eat
it that way, on this issue and given an appearance to what*
I think is a pretty confused public in Gibraltar because
they hear so many things, there are so many newspsners they
.can now read, so many different opinions being given, they
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of Gibroltar
get a bit ccnfeeed and I think the neat
will be eef have beseee ienreeed nesziben by the cepeirning
2o:3e- enc. I cannot see why he feels so
of the Beact:eelle
stronely on this now. After all, in inovenber, 1977, when
the Chief riniseer announced his initiative, the Honourable
Member .oleo- ed it,- he welcomed this-initiative and he said,
and he doesn't have to cucte it to me, I have just read it,
and he said: "If only so that the Chief Minister will have
an oonortenity to tell the Ceanish Government and Spanish
representatives how the neoele of Gibraltar really feel".
I don't think I have- quoted him verbatih but that is what
he said, he welcomed the initiative. Er Speaker, the
Honourable Member is an intelligent man, I think we have
all had experience of his intelligence and I cannot believe
that a person could be-so naive es to say: "Oh, yes, I welcame the initiative narely and simely because this is an • .
caaosrtunity for the Chief Minister to tell the Spaniards
whetnwe think ani after that it all finishes, it is all
over," could be so naive as to think this, that in the
process of oar relAtiens which is a developing process of
relations of the people of Gibraltar with Britain, with
the Hanonean Coo-unity and, indeed, with Spain itself, that
the oroccss has to be a continuing nrocesa as my Honourable
and Gallant Friend has said. It is impossible to think
that you can chanee peoele's minds on issues that are so. •
ienortant and so vital to the different countries involved,
Britain, Gibraltar and Spain, that you-can change these
overnight. I think the Beurable Member at that
time when hesaas welcoming the initiatieve, he was welcoming that the initiative was taking niece in the context
cf a notion that he himself moved on the question and
issues of British sovereienty over Gibreltar which received - the unenimoue anprovtl of this Wouce, that it was
in that context that he was welcomino the initiative,
was in that context that the initiative was announced and
it is in that context that the Gibraltar side of the
dele;:etionnin the Strasbourg Process has been working.
Member suddenly feel that the
So why does the :'.ono'...
Strasbourg Process muet be steeped et all.costs? I don't
am a political animal and I suspect .
know, Y. Speaker,
the Honcereble Member is &leo a Political animal and I
wonder whether the Honourable Yee;ber is really moving this
moticn now as an act of political judgement for the future
saying to himself: ::ell, here you have the Gibraltarians
who have very decided views on the question of British
sovereignty over the Bock, there is the British Government
who is sayina that they will stand 'op the wishes of the
people ef Gibreiter and there is the Spanish-Government
and Seenieh political Parties seyins that there is no
queotion of restrictions going down until we are nrepared
to neaosicte cr talk about sovereignty, for example. And
having seen all-thet the Honourable Member says: "Obviously
these talks are ocino to come to an end, they have to come
to an end. If the British don't break off, the Spaniards
will break off and if they don't.break off the Gibraltarians
will break off." He has made that political judgement so he
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says: "'nen., let's lead back this particular horse now. I
say break the talks, I campaign about it - it is goingto
have no effect of course, because the talks are going to go
on because there are bigger issues involved than my can
political interest and of my own political future in Gibraltar. But when and if the talks are broken off I will be
able to tell the people of Gibraltar that only the Fcnourable Mr Bossano was wise, he told you about it." Well, Yr
Speaker, I don't admire 'that sort of judgement even though
it might be a clever judgement. I look at that really as
an abdication of political responsibility because the
problem of Gib'altar is not just a problem of black and
white, unfortunately, we wish it were. It is not a problem
whose solution is within the power and control, absolutely,
of .the people of Gibraltar. It is not a problem that would
be settled overnight and can be settled overnight, it is a
problem that we have been landed with as a matter of history
and -it is a problem that we will be dealing with whether' we
shut our eyes to Spain or shut our eyes to Britain or decide
to become independent or whatever, it is a problem that •
would be with us and will not run away from us and whether
we like it or not because of the Spanish Government's
interest in Gibraltar and the Spanish national interest in
Gibraltar we cannot shut-the-Spaniards out of the Gibraltar
problem - we cannot do it, it is not within our power,
equally, we cannot ourselves tell Britain what they have to
do. Britain has accepted that they will act in accordance
to cur wishes and therefore, they have in a way accepted
the self-determination of Gibraltar. But that is not, Mr
Speaker, a licence to the people of Gibraltar to do what
they like in whatever context and however they like; it is
- people of Gibraltar to conduct the
not a licence for t,%:
foreign affairs of the British Government and to tell the
British Government how they have to conduct their own
foreign affairs. It is a recognition of the riehts of the
people of Gibraltar which I oelieve Britain will respect,
but in recognising those rights they have gone further and
they have given us or they have agreed that we ehould have
representation.at talks that will take place, will continue
to take place between Britain and Spain whether we like it
or not, whether Spain likes it not or whether Britain likes
4.t or not they will continue to take place because as my
Honourable and Gallant Friend pointed out earlier on, this
is wh-. happens in the civilised world, you go on talking.
I cannot understand an Honourable Member of this House who
has always asked for more and more information as so what
is going on, who has always asked for Gibraltar's views to
be put forward, who himself as a spokesman of the people of
Gibraltar puts those views forward, I cannot under' and
such a man saying: "Get out of the Strasbourg Process, do •
not engage in any more discussions with Spain because we
know how the Spaniards think." We have known how the
Spaniards think for 250-years, this is nothing new. What
the political parties are saying today in Spain is nothing
new but what we hope to do in 4 small way. We cannot hote
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to sit with the Spanish Government as equals; we are not a
country although I notice Dr Owen described it as a state,
we are a small population, we are a population that cannot
exist on our own; we cannotexist without the help of Britain
and without the support of Britain and without the force of
Britain before us. We would disappear, we would be absorbed
into a Spanish unitarian state, this would be a matter of
minutes, days, but this is the reality of life and therefore
all the elected representatives in Gibraltar can do and must
do because the people of Gibraltar place their trust on us, is
to ensure that the Gibraltar viewpoint and the Wishes of
the Gibraltarians are always there especially in the events
that are occurring today in Europe when Spain and Portugal
are applying for entry into the European Community and that
application will gO forward and what we want in that application and in the discussions that take place in that amplica-'
tion°, we want the British Government to have in the forefront of their minds the Gibraltar situation and' the wishes
and the aspirations of the people of Gibraltar and their
rights and their freedoms to have them very much in their
minds and how better can this be done, Mr Speaker, than by
the Gibraltar elected representatives working closely with
the British foreign office, let's put it that way, or with
the British Government, and putting forward a united front
on this matter. How better can you achieve that than by '
having actual participation by Gibraltarian elected representative s and it is a big responsibility that we take on
because before, we could sit back in Gibraltar and wait for
the British GOvernment and hit the British Government for
not telling us what was going on and hearing our views and
all this business that used to go on, before we could do
that and it was: a fairly safe position to work from. Now,
the only person who is working from that - fairly safe pea;tion is the Honourable Mr Bossano and making very good use
of it, if I may say so, to great political effect but
whether that is in the real interests of the people of
Gibraltar I would very much doebt, but by being in this
process we do have the responsibility, we are faced with
the Problems, we are faced with the wider Problems that
Europe is facing but at least, Mr Speaker, although we are
faced with these problems, by being there and by being
recognised as people with an interest and with a right in
what is going on, this gives us power, this gives us influence in the decision making process of the British •
Government and, hopefully, in the decision making process
of the Ssanish Government, not in the sense that what we
say is going to necessarily affect them but in the sense
that they realise and I think this is true, this is
happening already, they realise that the people of Gibraltar
have an important bearing and an important influence in the
thinking of the British Government and because of that they
respect us and they.feel that they have to respect us because they see that we are very much an important factor in
the British Gover=ent mind and I think it is not unfair to
say that the Spanish Government probably accepted Gibraltarian remresentation at talks because their information,
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possibly, wasn't as accurate as the British Government's
information and they suspected, possibly, that if the
Gibraltar representatives went there they . woule be able
to tell them first hand what Spain held for Gibraltar for
the future and they thought that perhaps the Britiah.Government was mis-representing to them the Gibraltar view point.
I think the process in Strasbourg, if nothing else, has
cleared the air, has made everybody realise where they stand
but that is only the first sten, Mr Speaker, I think the next
step is, hopefully, that the democratisation cf Spain which I
think is going fairly swiftly and I think there is no ,uesticn
about it, anybody who has been seeing the Spanish election
campaign on raiic and on television must be impressed by the
amount of political activity that is going on in Spain today
and we cannot eradicate what I may call the Franco Regime or
the Castiella teaching on Gibraltar and how it W23 inculdated
into everybody, apart from historical inculcation, the •added '
inculcation of .the Red Book in Spain and so forth. We cannot
•
hope to eradicate or hope that it should be eradicated. A
prime example of that, Mr Speaker, was Mr Yagez from the
Socialist Party of Spain. When he came here I could just
close my eyes and it was Castiella I was listening to, not a
great Socialist but a great Facist. As far as Gibraltar is,
concerned that is what he was saying, he was tellin us:
"We are not going to get the restrictions away, that would
be crazy. We know Castiella shouldn't have put them cn but
now that he has put them on we should take advantage of it
in Spain; we are not going to just take them off just because
you want it." I cannot believe that if Yafez is a true
Socialist and I have no reason to doubt this, I cannot
believe that his thinking, for example, on the question of
the restrictions will continue to be that, it cannot be. As
the process of deme.;ratisation goes on and as neople really
believe in the rights of people and so forth, then if they
look at the Gibraltar problem they will still claim Gibraltar, we have no doubt about that and I understand the
Spanish reasons for claiming Gibraltar. They would still •
claim Gibraltar but I think they will recognise, they have
to recognise and it has.come to that, especially in the context cf Europe and so forth they have to recognise that if
they want Gibraltar that is not the way to get it ; to put it
bluntly. They have to recognise that you cannot use, how
:an I put it, Soviet tactics on Gibraltar, you cannot use
the Perlin Wall strategy or Chinese tactics - I don't know
what you like to call them - but in -the great democratic
comedy of nations this is not the sort of thing you do and
I think they must realise that. And I think, Mr Speaker,
something that the Honourable Member has not kept in the.
forefront of his mind when he talks of Spain and Britain,
that he has not kept in the forefront of his mind, that
there are. other nations involved and who will become involved in the Gibraltar problem, Europe as a whole, and
•
again here we have a problem because why should France, for
example, who wants to have her wines protected as against
Spain, why should Prance go out of her way, for example, for
the sake of Gibraltar, if it can do a deal that will protect
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her wines with Spain in the Common Market, Wheelina and
dealing arrangements and so forth, and therefore there is
a need for the Gibraltar viewpoint to be put forward more
widely than in Spain and I think for that we must be grateful to my Honourable and Gallant Friend for bringing the
European Movement to Gibraltar. This is important and all
this process of talking and putting forward the Gibraltarian
point of view and the British Government being able to tell
the French Government and the Italian Government and the
West German Government: "Look, the people of Gibraltar are
being utterly reasonable, they are coming to these talks,
they are talking with' Spain, we are talking, they are trying
to persuade the Spaniard s that they have got rights, this is
what is going on in Gibraltar." All this situation is a continuing process, Mr Speaker, it is not something that can be
settled overnight. It just cannot be, you can't just say;
"I want this and I shall have it," because we are not a
sovereign people. We do not have the control of our dpstiny
in truth and in fact. The British Government has recognised
our right to decide our future but we cannot exercise that
right, for example, for independence, it just doesn't work.
And when I heard my Honourable Friend saying that. we can talk
independent of Spain, I am not sure what he was saying, I am
not sure whether he was talking on the theme of the people
and the territory are inseparable or he was talking or he was
being unduly influenced by his Colleague in the Union who
talks about "independence of whatever" when he started saying
that we can sit across bilateral arrangements between Gibraltar
and Spain. Be has rushed Eegland out of the way and he is
going to sit with the Spanish Government, and the Spanish
Government is going to apply to the Honourable Member to put
a ferry service from Algeciras to Gibraltar and he is going
to ask for reciprocal rights. He is living in a world of
fantasy, Mr Sneaker, This is just not the reality. Gibraltar
has not got a Forei;71 Sinister running around the world.
Talkintz of bilateral relations between Gibraltar and Spain,
Mr Sneaker, is very nice but he is living in a fools' paradise and I am sure the Honourable Member cannot believe that
for one minute, he can't believe what he is saying, Mr
speaker. Therefore, I do think that the Honourable Member
has been driven by his emotional involvement in, if I can
call it this, the power process in Gibraltar and has grown
a bit big for his beets. Be cannot control what goes on outside Gibraltar, this is the problem that we all have, he can- •
not do it. He may say it, he may go to the top of Bell Lane
or outside Sir Joshua's house or my Honourable Friend's house
and tell the people; "We must stop this process, we must do
this and forget. . . ." he can say it and people, unfortunately,
because he is talking on an emotional subject, people can say:
"He is quite right, he is quite right, let us close everything,
•
let us forget everything." But he cannot retire like an
ostrich, Mr Speaker, because then what does he do? He de_7,
mande from Britain? -What does he demand from Britain and
what does he do if Britain doesn't give it? I don't know
what he does, he declares independence and puts up the
and then-what does he do? I do wish the'Honourable would
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cone back on to the plain of reality and appreciate that the
Honourehle Yeabers in this House, scrr.e cf us with more experience than others, seee of us have been in this Irma the
beginning, others have come in at a later stage, we've all
gone through it, we've all Lot experience, we all see the
frustrating problems inherent in the Gibraltar situation, but
we are all prepared to plug on, carry on, fight on, honing '
and praying that reality, that good sense will prevail in this
Europe in which we are forming a part and this is all we can
do. But for the Honourable Member to go around Gibraltar and
say, I won't say what he•said, Mr Speaker, I won't say it because there is a dispute as to whether it wee Four Corners or
Gasemates but,. anyway, I won't say what he said but I think
it is unfortunate. that the Honourable Member, in trying to
persuade people to break off the Strasbourg Process,-should
have made implications or should have implied in any shaPe'or
form that any Honourable Member in this House is Privy'or is
party to any agreement of any kind or any process that whittles
away the unanimity of.the motion that was proposed in this
House by the Honourable Member himself in November, 1977. I
think it is unworthy of the Honourable Member, knowine as he .
does the elected Menters of this House and knowing as he does
more closely my Honourable Friend the Leader of the Opposition
when he was a Member in his Party, knowing as he does the
Honourable ?ember, that he should even suggest that any elected
Member of this House was doing anything dishonourable where the
question of British sovereignty over Gibraltar is concerned.
It is unfortunate that by bringing this rmcticn he auts doubts
into people's minds not in Gibraltar, because in Gibraltar
people know how people stand. The Honourable Member can say
what he likes in every corner of the street, he can say what
he likes - people know where people stand in.Gibralter, and
what he says will not affect. He may bring them up a bit:,
stir it up a bit as they say, but when it comes to an election
he hasn't got a hope in heaven, Mr Speaker, of convincing anybody in what he is saying. But the problem on a motion el this
kind is. that outside Gibraltar a motion is brought like this,
the motion is defeated and this could be used against Gibraltar.
The Spanish Government could say: "There you are, here 18 somebody who put in a motion that the Spanish Government want; this
and they voted against it, in other words, the people c2 Gibraltar are prepared to talk about sovereignty now because the
motion says that they should suspend the discuss ens for so
longs the Spanish representatives maintain that the ultimate
.objective of the process is the eventual incorporation. of
Gibraltar into Spain. So we are maintaing that and the House
of Assembly in Gibraltar by a vast majority has rejected the
motion of Mr Bossano." Therefore, you, Dr David Owen, don't
tell us now that the people of Gibraltar aren't prepered to
talk about sovereignty. The Member by his motion puts Gibraltar in a difficult situatioe. but we cannot agree to his
motion because it is irresponsible, it does not take account
of the facts and the realities of the Gibraltar situation in
international politics and is not positive and does nothing
positive to help the process that we, the people of Gibraltar,
have embarked upon for fourteen or fifteen years now in trying
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to Persuade the world that We are people, that we have rights
and that what the Spanish Government is doing and the Democratic Spanish Government after March the 1st, we hope, if it
continuos to do it, what it is doing is against all the principles of the Charter of the United Nations, it is against all
the principles of democracy, against all the freedomsas we
know them in the democratic countries of Europe. Mr Speaker,
just a very short word on the second part of the Honourable
Member's motion in which he asks that the people of Gibraltar
little detail of everything that happens
shodid , know every
in Strasbourg, Paris, London or Madrid. Mr Speaker, the Hon
Member.must realise that it is impossible and it is unreasonable to make such a request however attractive it may see... 60 .
people. People want to know everything, well, people just do
not know and cannot know everything and .this happens, I would
say, in every sphere of life and when the employers have a
meeting on industrial problems, the Government does not come '
out and give the Union the minutes of the Council of Ministers
and every de.tail they have discussed, the Union does not'tell
the Government: "We had a meeting yesterday and this is what .
everybody said and, incidentally, you do not know it but to-.
morrow we are going to withdraw 'labour here, withdraw labour
there," it is just not done and in the diplomatic world, Mr
Speaker, surely the Hon Member must realise that it is impossible to conduct negotiations or to conduct talks in public.
Mind you, it would be very interesting to listen to what Mr.
Krushev told Yr Carter and what Mr Begin told President Sadat.
and all this, it would be very interesting but it does not
happen that way and I think it is unfortunate to allow the
people of '-,ibraltar to think that because.you are not told it
is because they are saying something that if you knew what
they had been saying would lead you to take them to Casemates
or to Four Corners, it is unfortunate that that sort of
accusetion is made or if it should be made because, Mr Sneaker,
despite it, it cannot be said. You cannot break confidentiality. If you break the process of confidentiality then you
neVer get anywhere and as far as what happened in Strasbourg
and Paris is concerned the Hon Member only has to look at the
public statements that have been made of the position by the
British and Spanish Governments and he only has to look at
what the British Foreign Secretary said recently that my Hon
and Gallant Friend Major Peliza cuote from, to realise that
all is well, the state is safe and that we think we can survive even without the suaport of the Hon Member but it is unfortunate I' think that we are now entering a new sphere of
activity.in which within the House a common front and a common
approach and general principles is now under attack. Mr
Sreaker, we have enough problems outside Gibraltar, we have
enough problems with the Spanish Government, we have enough
problems perhaps of a different kind with the British Government, poSsibly, because they don't do anything we tell them
to do, we have enough problems with the odd small political
party that is rising in Gibraltar with very little support,
we are pleased to note, we have enough problems with all these
people and with the Hon Member coming into this House and
telling us that we are no longer standing for things that he
knows we stand for and he knows we have stood for for many
years and will continue to stand for with or without his
suncort.
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HON A MONTEGPIFFO:
Mr Speaker, I intend to be very brief. I think I must deal
first with Mr Isola rather than Mr Bossano because he started
by saying that we have won most of our elections on a British
ticket. I think, Sir, that because we believe in all the
sentiments that have been expressed so ably by other Members
of the House and which, as a whole, represent the vast
majority of the people of Gibraltar we have not got to start
waving the British flag at every occasion net even .to win-an
election. I think tlar work was done for us by the present
Opposition and that is why they contributed in helping us to
be here where wevare today. He ended up by saying that we
could survive without Mr Bossano joining us in the Strasbourg
Process and although we can,I still feel and I think it was
the Hon Leader of the Opposition who said it and it was repeated by the Hon and Gallant Major Peliza that it would be
very sad if we .could not persuade an intelligent man like
Mr Bossano to join us in this process and strengthen the views
that he has about Gibraltar and the views that we have about
Gibraltar. I do not want to go as far as another Member of
the Ho is. who very dangerously came near saying that Mr
Bossano nas lost his mind. I will only go as far as saying
that he has lost his way in the political jungle or perhaps
in what.I like to describe as the labyrinth of the Gibraltar
problem because as the Hon Mr Isola and the Chief Minister
have said during their intervention, it is a difficult and
complex problem over which we have, to a very gruat extent,
a certain amount of control but only so much and I think thatthe Strasbourg Process, if it has achieved nothing else, it•
has achieved two outstanding successes. The first one is the
Gibraltarian presence at this particular process which whether
we like it or net will carry on and about which. we have been
rather worried in the past as to whether we were going to have
a voice. It is not that we mistrust Britain because if we
were to mistrust Britain certainly we would not be discussing
things as we are discussing item today. We ore not even keeping
a watching brief on Britain when we go to the talks but I
think that there is no better man than a Gibraltarian to be
able to put across and express what he is fighting for, which
is nothing short than his survival. Even for Britain it is a
diplomatic problem, for us it is much more than that, it is
the survival of our future and, of course, in defence of our
own dignity as free human being and therefore by being present
and by having these regular contacts with Dr Owen it was a
further success, not just being there at this political and
diplomatic platform, but we have been able to extract sale —
thing that they had been telling us in loose words before, in
concrete and tangible form in the communioue that was brought
out from the Brussels conference by Dr Owen. That, again, I
think is a success. He has been able to express in the sane'
way as the Gibraltarians would have expressed what it is that
the Gibraltarians want and this, I feel, is very important and
. the Hon Mover of the motion has expressed that view himself
and I am glad that he considers that at least some movement in
that respect has beensachieved. Regarding the last part of
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the motion, I feel that he does not really mean what he said.
One cannot posaibly expect to have every detail of diplomatic
talks soread out either on television or to the rest of the
necole. I have full confidence. en both the Chief Minister
and the Leader of the Conosition not because tie& happen to be
called Sir Joshua Hassan or Yr Xiberras but if you, ".;r
Bossano, were to be the Chief Minister holding this type of
Process, because I know that you believe in what I believe as
regards the Gibraltar eroblem I would have the same faith in
you and I have complete faith and complete-confidence that
the basic issues that have resulted, little as they may be
out of the Strasbourg talks and the Paris talks and the
Werking Parties,
have been put across to the people of
Gibraltar. Let there be no misunderstanding that there is
any sinister suet of the talks being keet away from the people
of Gibraltar. That is not so. I cannot understand why there
should be so much fear about this dialogue carrying on. It
may well be ;hat nothing comes out of the talks but we must
co with, the idea and the determination that however long it
takes we are going to succeed and succeed in defending not
just the Cibealtarian cause, not just the opening of the
frontier so _het it will be better for commercial relations
or we can go every Sunday to enjoy a sunny day, or a car
ride, that is totally irrelevant. We want those restrictions
withdrawn because we think it is an offence to humanity and'
for that reason alone I would appeal to the Hon Member to
support what is a difficult task which I think, would be made
slightly less difficult if there was a complete unanimity in
this House.
EON J EOSCen:
I

Yr Speaker, I am grateful to the Hon Mr Montegriffo for
having attempted to persuade me that I em tha one who is
mistaken. In fact, throughout the campaign I have made the
point of-saying that I was not and it appears that all the
areas that I visited, the Members of the House who were
fortunate enough to be- within earshot, have only got a
selective memory of what I said, because I also did say in
every area that I went that I was putting in doubt the wis—
dom of the Strasbourg Process, the wisdom of carrying on with
that process and not the integrity of the people participating
in it or their motives. I also said that in a campaign that
lasted ten nights and I was not doing it as the Hon Member
nay think simply with a view to gaining political popularity
because it would appear that I was not gaining political
nopularity, I am told that there was no applause anywhere
that I went. But, of course, Mr Speaker, the Members will
recall that the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister assured.
the House that the 5C0 people who turned up at the Community
Centre consisted of emissaries from other political parties
with the intention cf :Listening and reporting back. But what—
ever they may have come there with they certainly did not go away with the same thing because the response from that meeting
wad that the people in the meeting asked us to organise a cam—
paign to explain how we stood-on this issue and to try and get
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a demonstration organised to stop the talks end that did
not come from me, it came from people who mieht well have
been cent there simply to report back but who got carried
away in the heat of the moment as the Hon and Learned
Isola has told us happens when I no round with the micro-'
phone. I do not think Gibrltar is confused, Yr Speaker,
because I have been going round explaining my position. I
think Gibraltar is confused, and I share that confusion,
because of the inconsistencies about what has been said the
Strasbourg Process is all about even today in this House of
Assembly, never mind what is said by Owen or by Oreja or by
our own representatives, even today here, and I cannot
accept, Mr Speaker, that if my analytical mind tells me
that there is something wrong with what I am listening in
that it does not click or it does not seen to square or the
equation has something missing, I do not think that I can
be asked for the sake of unity to swallow what I.cannot
understand, whet does not make sense to me, and I regret
that that should be so but I honestly think that if the
Strasbourg Process is simply an attempt to persuade the
Spaniards to take away the restrictions a thoait is not what
Dr Grier says it is, it is not what Britain has been eked
to dc; 'ey the United Nations, it is not what the Spaniards
say it is, because all these othernoarties and saes of the
contributions that have been bade in this House today in—
dicate that it is something else. It is an attempt to find
a solution to the problem of decolonising Gibraltar in a way that does not offend Spain, that does not offend us and
does not offend the United Nations. If that is what it is
it is something different from simply going along and
telling the Spaniards that they should not misbehave and
keep on those restrictions. The Spaniards are maintaining
that this is what the Strasbourg Process is about. I have
said that the talks are about decelonisation because the
resolution of the United Ndtions was a resolution saying
that Britain and Spain had to have talks about Gibraltar's
decolonisation and we have been told that even if re do not
participate in the Strasbourg Process the talks will jest
carry on because of a United Nations resoluticn end there—
fore the Strasbourg Process and the talks about deccionisa—
tion are presumably the same thing. If they are not then
I would like, Mr. Speaker, somebody with a better analytical
mind than mine, to explain to me what Pr Oren means when he
says in answer to a question: "I am not going to get into
how I think we can resolve the Gibraltarian problem, that
is for another day and another audience". So Owen is
talking about the talks in the context of resolving the
Gibraltar problem, not the removal of the restrictions and
-what he means when he, says in answer to a question whether
there'was any new evidence that we, the Gibraltarians,
were prepared to consider a new relationship with Britain
which can only mean decolonisation, because any relation—
ship that is new will imply that we cease to be a colony
and become something else, a new relationship in the con—
text of Spain's er.try into the EEC, Dr Owen replied:."I do
not think so, their feelings at the moment is that it is
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imtossible to have more thall discussions. They are not prepared to neF!otiate while the restrictions are on". We have
.got this wonderful process that enables us to put our views
across to Dr Owen and Dr Owen thinks we are not Prepared to
negotiate because the restrictions are on. We are not prePared to negotiate because we do not accept that Gibraltar's
future is somethinp. that has to be newotiated with anybody
other than the power that is responsible for Gibraltar at
the moment and if there is going to be any change in that
relationship then it is a matter between us and the United
Kingdom. I stood for election, Mr Speaker, on this ticket
and so did a number of other members in this House of
Assembly and my cor.m,tment is not to ensure that I do not
rook the boat in this House, my commitment is to ensure that
•do not deviate one iota from the things that I promised.
People I would do when I asked them to vote for me and one
thin: that I included in my promise was that I would go back
to them, to the Housing Estates, not just in four years', time
to ask them- to vote again but whenever I felt it was necessary
for me to co back in order to explain my position and, therefore, as often as I consider it necessary to explain my position to the people directly in their own homes from the comfort of the armchair next to the fire, as enabled the Hon
and Learned the Chief Minister to be part of my audience,
co:efortably, he can sit in his own house and listen to me.
You never 'Know I might even get a vote in the next election
from him. I regret, Mr Speaker, that in particular the Hon
Yr Xiberras appears to be completely convinced in his own
mind that there had to be some sinister explanation from
w hat I am saying cr what I am doing other: than the explanation that I am giving myself and I am sorry that this should
te so. In fact,the Hon and Learned Mr Isola,.has said and I
have known the Hon Yr Xiberras long enough to know how he
.
feels. I afr. sure that nothing that I am Saying now will
surprise Yr Xiberras or will surprise the Hon and Gallant
Major Peliza because if he throws his mind back to the sort
of sentiments that I have expressed in the past about not
accepting that we have got anything at all to discuss with
Spain on the question of Gibraltar's future he will find it •
very familiar. The whole essence, in fact, of the start of
the integration Movement in 1964 was the need to establish
a secure future for Gibraltar and we thought at the time
that we would be able to persuade the majority of Gibraltar
that that secure future lay in Integration and, unfortunately,
it did not Prove possible to do so. The situation has been
put in much clearer terms by the Eon and Learned Yr Isola
than by anybody dice and in terms which I can understand. I
can understand the type of argument that he is using when he
says: "If only it were possible to talk the way you do, but
in the real world in which we live it is not possible,
Gibraltar cannot stand UD like a little David and take on
Goliath." MP Speaker, I am not sure that things are
necessarily as difficult or as impossible as they appear to
be but I am sure of one thing that what we need in Gibraltar,
the direction we need to take is a direction of going on the
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offensive on this issue and not of being continu-dly an the
defensive as we have been up to now and when I hear the
emphasis of the need to be reasonable and of spncaring to
be reasonable, what do we have to be reasonable about, Mr
Sneaker? We have not done anything to anybody. If anybody
needs to be reasonable it is the people who have been unWe hive not blockaded Spain,
reasonable up to now with us
so why is it that the onus of responsibility is on us to
show the rest of the world what good boys we are because if
we are not reasonable then Britian is going to get annoyed
Joe Eossano going to do, declare UDI?
with us? Then what
Well, I would say then to the Hon and Learned Member, .what is
he going to do if the British Government says 1.0 him tomorrow:
"You either start talking about sovereignty or I will get
annoyed with you." Is he going to declare UDI? Regardless
of whatever stand we take on whatever issue the problem will
arise, Mr Speaker. It does not make any difference whether
we are talking about going to Strasbourg or not unless in one
case we are acting in a way that is consistent with what Her
Majesty's Government want at this moment in time and with
the other point of view we are not acting.consisteht with
that End then, cf course, the problem may be looming more
eviden".y on the horizon in one position than in another but
the fundamental problem is still there whatever position we
are taking at the moment if the position that se are taking
is one that we have arrived at independently and not because
we have been persuaded that it is required of us. As far as
I am concerned, I said that I was glad about the way Dr Owen
had referred to the people's right to decide their own future
in terms that seemed to me to come closer to reco:-nising our
right of self-determination than has been done before but
that is the only thing that I was glad about and I do not
know that this can be attributed to the Strasbourg Process
any more than that it cannot be attributed to my going round
with loudspeakers, who knows'? It might well have - been a loudspeaker that produced this move on the part of Dr Owen, but I
certainly dislike very much the other things in his statement,'
the one that I have mentioned about saying that it is because
there are restrictions that we are not prepared to nen.otiate,
the one where he says that the other countries in Europe
expect Spain and the United Kingdom to resolve this issue
before Spain's entry into the Common Market and the issue
that he is talking about is the issue of the Spanish claim
to Gibraltar, let us make no mistake about that. How is it
possible, Mr Speaker, that the other fourteen Members in the
House do not see the issues in the same way as I do? How is
it Possible, Mr Speaker, that the other Members in chin
hnve dene,
Hours have, on occasions., seen things the way
stood. for election on e ticket that said that the first
priority after the election would be talks with the . United•
Kingdom on our future, been involved with me in plastering
Gibraltar with placards saying "No concessions to Spain",
been involved with me in a demand that we must know our
future in 1976 and yet today I am being accused of having
lost my way. If anything, if I can be accused of anything,
it is of not moving with the times, of still maintaining in •
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an ever-diminishing minority something that. has been said by
other people in the past, I miohtte accused of- that and I
mieht well have to accent it, that eventually everybody else
will move into -this wonaerful new eorld in which everybody
uederatande each .other and I still belong in the past in
that world then I was convinced that the only way anybody
was going to understand us was if we stood Us andebught for
our future and not simply fell into line with what is considered to be correct diplomatic behaviour at international
level. I believe that the Hon and Learned the Chief Minister
is right when he says that one of my defects is that I see
things black end white, I think he is right, I do. He has
also said that nerhaps I over-simplify them, perhaps I de
ever-simplify them, I try to see things clearly and simply
and explain them to others as clearly and as 'simply as I see
them and for me to sit down with a reeresentative of the
Spanish Government that comes along and says: "Your house
belongs to me," and not to get up and push him through the
window of that house is not a natural reaction, Mr Speaker,
though it ray be undiplomatic. i think that in expressing .
this type of sentiment I am reflecting the resentment that .
very many people in Gibraltar feel who may not have voted
for me at all, who may have voted for other Members in the
House and I think the other Members in the House should be
conscious of that feeling because I think .I am being an
accurate barometer, I am not simply being a spoon stirring•
things up, be conscious f that feeling and since I do not
want the eolitical downfall of all other fourteen Members
zeimarely because I
nnot reelace them all and 1 might find.
eyaelf with worse alternatives in this House, I think they
should take it into their calculations even if I cannot persuade them at this stage to go along with my view that the
Process of talks with Spain if it is to be exclusively to
persuade th.e Spanish Government that theyeare wrong in having
restrictions against Gibraltar . . . .
EON Y XIBERRAS:
If the Hon Member will give way. What has not been mentioned
by, hi:;. is what exactly is he asking? Is he asking that
Gibraltar should pull out of the process or is be asking that
Gibraltar should influence Britain to step the talks?
HON J
Mr. Seeaker, as I understood the Strasbourg Process, the
Streebourg Process the talks` being conducted for many years
beteeen Seain and Britain in keeping with the Resolution of
the Committee of 24 which eequires Britain to meet Spain and
talk. an reoort back, and the process started in Strasbourg,
are two .seperate things, that is hcw I understood it. That
being so, the talks under the United Nations mandate will
eresueably carry on and eresueably what Britain will go back
and rencrt is that s'well as the talks there is this
Strasbourg Process with Gibraltarian representation_. What I
am saying ie that since we were the- ones who suggested this
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process in order to put our view across directly to the,
Spegierds, we should go along to Britain and sey: "Since
the Spanieres seem to have got the wrong end of the stick
entirely it must be made eleer to them that we will carry
on with this provided it is cleerly underatood- by all .:ides
whet it is we are here for, we are here to persuade you thee
the restrictions should be removed which means that you will
not be able to carry on doing what you have been doing up
to now and you come out after every meeting saying that it
is a process leading us to the eventual incorroration of
Gibraltar into Spair which is what has been seid by the
Spanish side." In euggesting that let me make at cuite clear
that I am stating what I consider to be a soft line on the
issue. As far as I am concerned the Spenitrds should simply
be told that they can take the restrictions off when they
are good and ready because they put them on and they can'
take them off but I do not expect to be able to carry the
rest of the House with me that far. As the nextbest thing
I would suggest then that we should make it clear to the
Spaniards that the Strasbourg Process and any Working
Parties under it are entirely devoted to the issue of the
restrictions and are not to discuss the Gibraltar problem
or Gibraltar's future or whet is going to happen to Gibraltar
ceases to be a colony or what is going to happen to
once
Gibraltar once Spain enters the EEC. I think those issues
need to be tackled straight away and I think that tiee is
very precious and we should not delay it any mement loncer.
I thought they should have been tackled, Mr Seeeker y in
August, 1976, and I went to an election with three other
Members of this House saying that if we got elected our
first Job in October, 1976, would be to ask the British
Government to have immediate talks on Gibraltar's future
and I brought a motion to this House saying we should have
exploratory talks with Britain on Gibraltar's future and
was told: "How can you have-exploratory talks without an
agenda?" Well, apparently, you can have it with Spain. If
we have exploratory talks all the time, Mr Speaker, with
Britain on Gibraltar's future then this is very important
but it should be known that we are having exploratory talks
.
on Gibraltar's future .
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Hon Member will give way. You do not have to have
exploratory talks with people with whom you are in good
relations and who you see frequently. Exploratory talks
are arranged with people you have never seen before or that
you have never discussed the matter before and that is what
I described earlier this afternoon in my speech that the
nature of the talks are exploratory and so remain. There
is one other point I would like to clear and that is this .
question of mixing up the Strasbourg Process with the duty
of the Spaniards and the British to talk under the terms of
the resolution. I would have thought, and I em only.
expressing my can personal view, that so long as there is
this dialogue Going, on both parties can report to the United
Nations that thee are talking and that is enough for them,
that if this stops then other kind of talks strictly referable to the resolution would have to be.substitued.
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HON J BGSGa..NO:
I am grateful to the Hon and Learned Chief Minister for that
because I can see that there is an explanation that can cover
both eventualities. I think the position of the Hon and
Gallant Major Peliza.that there is a collective responsibility
or. this Houe in respect of the Strasbourg Process quite
frankly is not accurate because on the constitutional issue
the only responsibility that there is is the responsibility
on the four GDM members to have talks with the United Kingdom
on Gibraltar's decolonisation at the earliest opportunity because as far as I know, Mr Speaker, the only candidates who
coeeitted themselves to immediate talks with Snain were the
candidates who did not get elected so they are the only people
who have got a responsibility in this respect, nobody else has
and.thoze of us who were committed to immediate talks with
Britain have been unable to obtain the agreement of the others
who have not got an obligation because they did not promise
they would do this if they got elected but, surely, collective
responsibility arises from a common commitment entered into.
I think we certainly all have a collective responsibility in
not earceing to any transfer of sovereignty not because there
is a motion in the House which commits us but because anybody
aho is willing to take a different line on this fundamental
issue has got a resocnsibility to stand on that ticket amongst
any other things that he wants to stand on but that must be a
thing that he must make clear to the people who are voting for
him so that anybody who gives a vote for that person knows
quite clearly what he is letting himself in for. As the Hon
and Learned Mr Isola has said the verdict of the electorate
in that reject was absolutely clear-cut, there is no doubt
about .thet. But I m concerned, Mr Sneaker, that the views
expressed by the Spaniards in the talks so far, where they
ere dealing net with- the question of sovereignty, I have not
suggested that sovereignty is being discussed, but with
eecific issues, I think these specific issues should be made •
public and I am not talking as the Hon Mr Mmategriffo suggested
about keeping a diary explaining every second of Oreja's day.
I am not Laying that, but I arc saying that there were specific
things which were quite clearcut which, in my view, are important enough for people to know about and I do not think it
is valid to make all this constant comparisons between a
negotiating process whether we are talking about JIC or we are
talking about international relations because when there is a
negotiating process the first thing is that people have got a
brief when they go into that process and the brief is known
and is public and is known to the people who are delegating
the adthority of the rezeonsibility to the person in charge
of those neactiations. Apart from the fact that sovereignty
is not negotiable, there is no other brief here in our case.
So in .fact notwithstanding the fact that the word "negotiation"
has been used by almost everybody else to explain why you cannot make things public at a certain stage, there are no negotiationsi all that there are are discussions. Dr Owen says
that there are no negotiations because there are restiio'ions.
As. far- as I am concerned there are no negotiations because
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uLere is nothing to negotiate. But, surely, Mr Speaker,
the
er point that I am makine, the very point that has
been made by other seeakerz show that theee is confusion
about the Strasbourg Process not just in Gibraltar,
generally, but in what each individual member of this House
sees in the process and what it secs that it is for and what
he sees it as doing. I am not saying, when I am asking for
information for a detailed account, that everybody should be
told what each person did from the moment they arrived in
Paris to the moment that they left but what I am saying is
that we need to have the substance of what has been said by
the Spaniards made public and that has not been made public.
The specific things that they threw around as ideas if you
like, it does not make any difference what we call it, but
that is an indication for me of how the Spaniards see things
developing and I. think that what is an indication for me may
not necessarily be the same interpretation, other people may
not see the same dangers as I do but I believe that the inplicdtions that I see, the dangers that I see, are likely to
be reflected by many people in Gibraltar and I believe that
the pressure to stop the process would be greater and since
I believe the process should be steeped I believe that making
the information public will assist in stopping the process.
I am not hiding where I stand on the matter, Yr Speaker, but
of 'course if the people who have got so much confidence in
the process are as convinced of their views as I am of mine
then making it public should not weaken their eositien in
any way. People shou]d.be able to say "Oh, well the Snaniards said this but they meant no harm", so there should be
no problem at all. I have asked for infoeaetinn for ayself
only because I cannot get it publicly. I prefer, Yr Speaker,
that the thing should not be limited to Members of the House
of Assembly and again in this this is consistent with the
open Government. which 'a number of Members of the House of
Assembly paid such a strong service to during the election
campaign and which they will no doubt be reminded about on
more than one future occasion when the time comes. I think,
Mr Speaker, that when it comes to political recponsibility
it is essentially the citizens of Gibraltar who will judge
who is being responsible and who is being irresponsible and
I know that in saying this I am probably falling into the
trap of allowing the Hon and Learned Mr Isola that I am confirming his worse suspicions that I am just an astute politician seeing the day when the talks will collapse and I will
be able to say that I was the only one who predicted it. I
am not saying that, I am just trying to counter one of the
many accusLtions that I have to be subjected to to the anfortunate situation of being isolated in the House which means
that I can only speak once and I can allow everybody else to
say their piece which means I have got to go through reams of
paper to be able to answer' everybody afterwards. I would oak
Members of the House, given that they are not able to pursue
on this the same line that I am taking, that at least they
should pursue the seme.line on the question of initiating
talks with the United Kingdom en Gibraltar's future. I thank,
Mr Speaker, that that is something that we should be'able at
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least to
everyo'jj in the Ho..:se to7-ether and it is something that we have ;:ot to do because
see the Strasbcurg
Process lathing us to that eventual situation with the
r.articipation of the Spanish Government and for me it is
implicit in a lot that has been said today in the House and
it is certainly implicit .in the analysis of the situation
both by the United Kin;,
dom Government and by the Spanish
renresentatives. I therefore regret that the views that I
hold which I think do have a lot of sunport amona-st'our
PeoPle, lava not been able to het Meffbers.in the House to
reflect cn what has been done so far with a view to changing
direction. The talks, of course, are at the moment suspended
notwithstanding the very strong commitment that there is at
the moment here and, of course, being an optimist
cannot
discount the possibility that the other party might •decide.
not to renew them.
-Yr Speaker then put the cuestion in the terms of the Hon J
Sossano's motion, as amended,hich
w
read as follows: "That
. this House, whilst recognising that the initiative announced
by the Chief Minister in November, 1977, in launching the
•Strasbourg Process was motivated by a desire to inform the
Spanish Government directly of the views of the Gibraltarians
that sovereignty is not negotiable, considers that in the
light of subsecuent events the Strasbourcr- Process should be
ssnended for as long as the Spanish representatives maintain
e ultimate objective of the process is the eventual in-,
corPoration of Gibraltar into Spain and,not simply the removal
of the Spanish block_ade and that this considers there should
be a detailed and full public statement of the views expressed
by the Spanish and British delegations at the meetings held
in Strasbourg and Paris, and the Working Parties held in
a
London and Madrid." •
On a vote being taken the following Hon Member voted in favour:
The Hon J BOssano
The following Hon Members voted against:
The Hon
Hon
The Hon
The :on
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
Hon
ine Hon
The Hon

I Abecasis•
A J Sanepa
Major F Dellipiani
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
P J Isola
A P Montegriffo
Major R J Peliza
J Perez
G T Restane
A W Serfaty
Dr H G Valarino
n Xiberras
H J Zammitt
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The following Eon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon D Hull
The Hon A Collings
The motion was accordingly defeated.
The House.recessed at 7.40 pm.
WEDNESDAY THE 28TH FEBRUARY. 1979,
The House resumed at 10.30 am.
COMMITTEE STAGE
HON'ATTOPNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Speaker, before I move the Committee Stage of the Barclays
Bank International Limited Loan Agreement Bill may I hove the
leave to the House to give an answer to one of the Hon Members
opposite en a matter which I undertook to look into. It - was
in relation to the - Item 8 - Police - in the Tithe dole of
Supplementary Estimates, Head SO Purchase of wireless ecuipment. I did undertake that I would check the Position. I can
confirm that the amount of S1,617 which was sought for further
expenses for wireless equipment is not the only money 1- ' has
been soent on that as it is •for further wireleSs equirme.
The sum of 24,500 already voted was also spent for. wireless
equipment but in this case the particular ecuipment to which
the £1,617 relates had been ordered the previous year and 'ad
not arrived and that is why it was being sought for inclusion
have the
in the present year's estimates. Mr Speaker,
honour to move that .his House should resolve itself-into
Committee to consider the Barclays Bank International Limited
Loan Agreement Bill, 1979.
THE BARCLAYS BANK INTERNATIONAL LIMITED LOAN AGREEYENT BILL,
•
1979
Clauses 1 to

4

were agreed to and stood part of the Bill.

Schedule
HON YINOCIAL AND DEVELOPMENT CECRETARY:
Mr Chairman, there is tyoeraphical error which we might
correct. In paragraph 9t3'5 of the Schedule, there is a
reference there to Clause 6, it should in fact be Clause 7.
•
Yr Speaker nut the question in the terms of the Hon the
Financial .and Development Secretary' amendment which was •
resolved in the affirmative and the Schedule, as amended, was
agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The LomTitle was agreed to and stood part of the Bill.
The House resumed.
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1HTRD READING
2.=.217EY-S7.:::-EPeL.L:
Yr Speaker, I have the honour to renort that the Barclays
international Limited Loan Agreement Bill, 1979, has
been consiaered in Co--'ttee and agreed to with an amendment
and I now move that it be read a third time and passed.
Mr' Eoeakcr then nut the question which was resolved in the
affirmative and the reill was read a third time and passed.

C=7=A"'TON OF PRIVATE MEMBRS' .MOTIONS
HON P J ISOLA:
Sir, I have the honour to move the motion standing in my
n.sme which reeds: "Chat this House is concerned at the
monner in ':Inich Government has acted in relation to local '
and locally. based bui_dire-7. and civil en:,ineerinc, contractors*
in relation to the send project on the Eastern side of the'
Rock and Calls on the Government to inquire into the circumstances of the award of a contract to a contractor more
.closely than ;it has done up to now". Mr Speaker,. this
motion has been down for disucssion some time now ' and it
arises from Question No 178 cf 1973 which was answered by
Vinieter for Peblic Works on 24 October 1978. I gave
nctice'at the meeting that I would raise the matter on the
edjoernment end •then I did not actually raise it on the
adjournment because I thought it was more proper that it
core in asubstantive motion. Mr Speaker, the objec- •
tive of this motion is a fairly limited one.. I am not
seeking to censure the Government, I am only seeking that
the Government agrees to enquire further into this matter.
The reason .shy _do this is beceuse it seems to me, reading
through the answers from the Minister, that the ...mister himself was not obviously personally responsible for what
occurred in this matter and he was really in this House
passing on the information that had been passed on to him
departmentally. However, I am sure that when he looks carefully at what. has actually'hannened he will agree that there
is a need here to 7o a little further into it and try and
find ow; what• actually happened in relation to the particular
contract for fee qoee- en ef the,preparation for the winning
of sand on the Eastern side, a contract which was worth
it- appears, Mr Speaker, from the facts, and I am
summarising them very briefly, and I do not pretend to be
expert in his, but it appears from the facts that the
normal Procedure is to put , out works to tender, that is the
general rule, and in order- to make an exception to it there
have to be good. erounds. It sp-pears that the procedure of
•
IrIztin z out the work to tender was not followed in this
Tt
_ also annea7r5 andit is clear from the evidence
case
there were firms, and.I am going to mention them by
^, because then we know what we are talking
name, Mr S_-
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about, who have shown interest in this narticular operation
.some time back. The general principle of goinr co.t to
tender, of course, is to give everybody an opportunity to
tender, it is a principle of fairness and also the nrinciple• of the public interest that if you put it out to
tender then you are likely to get or, hopefully, you will'
get the lowest price possible for the work that has to be
done. Therefore, on two grounds, tender procedures are
advisable (a) fairness to those who can do the. 'work and (b)
fairness to the public who have to nay eventually. In this
particular case it was of course the Overseas Develoment
Ministry. It is ob-.1ous that as far back as 1974 Gibraltar
Underwater Contractors Ltd showed interest in winning s a nd
and in fact wrote letters to the Financial and Development
Secretary in relation to this matter. In June, 1978, they
wrote saying that they understand that Robertsons Research
International Ltd had advised Government that Messrs Mackley
were the only contractors who could carry out this wo-k.
Also it appears from a letter written by Taylor Woodrow
International Ltd to Mr Scott on 20 Septcnber, 1 973, that
as a company they did carry out investigations on the
.d.,:ssibility of moving the talus area and'a renort to this
effect mas forwarded to the Director of Public "honks. It is beyond our comprehension that a.statement should be Made
stating that in the consultants' opinion they did not have
the potential to carry out this work. So that as fop as.
this particular project was concerned the Fublic Works.
Department had put in a report about it sorts
.previous
to the advice given by Robertson Research ond therefore the
Public Works Department knew that Taylor Woodrow were
interested and could do it and as for as the Financial and
Development Secretary was concerned, representations had
been made as far back as 1974 by Gibraltar Undrwoter
Contractors Ltd. These are facts, Mr Speaker. Then we
have a letter that was written by the Financial and
Development Secretary to Gibraltar Underwater Contractors
Ltd on 12 September 1978, where it was stated, and I-cuote
from the third paragraph of the letter: "The project is
being implemented under the directions of Robertson Research
International Ltd, the consultants appointed by the ODY to
implement the project. The contract was awarded to J T
Mackley and Co Ltd following on invitation to them to tender
direct. This procedure was followed on the advice of the
consultants after investigation by them of a number of
Possible local construction firms inlcuding Gibraltar Underwater Contractors Ltd. The consultants advised the Government that in their opinion Messrs.,: T Mackley and Co Ltd
were the only firm with the necessary capacity to carry out
all the parts of the project." So that the Financial end
Development Secretary wrote to Gibraltar Underwoter Contractors telling them that Robertson Research had investigated
a number of possible local contractors. The Minister, in
answering ouestion in the House followed the same line and
when he wrote to Mr Scott who raised this matter on behalf
of the Democratic Party of British Gibraltar with the
Minister. he wrote back end he followed the same line that
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thic had. been done on the advice cf Robertson Research
Internaticr.a l Ltd, t?-,e conaultanta to the Government. •
_.__se are. all facts as I understand them, Yr Speaker. Also
facts are leiens written to Mr Scott by a number of local
firms ant the first one is Taylor Woodrow International Ltd,
firm of come considerable repute and international standing.
They wrote sayina, that at not time hoc they been approached
by Robertson Research International Ltd. Then there is a
letter from Fabri Constructions Ltd dated 13 September in
which they say that at no time had they been approached
either by the Public Works Department or Robertson Research
International Ltd. Then, of course, there is a letter also
from Gibraltar Underwater Contractors Ltd on 18 September
1978, ar7d-eeae 4 to the Financial and Development Secretary
78, in which they
in answer to his letter of 12 September, 19:
aay that they had never been approached by Messrs Robertson
Research. International Ltd and they ask the pertinent ouesould like to know the source of information they
,ew
tion: "We
have in order to be able to assess us." They asked the
rertinent question to the Financial and Development Secretary,
what was thesource cf information of Robertson Research
International who say they investigated all the local contractors but apnarently have not approached any of them and
by any of them here I just mention these, three companies who
have shown interest, there may be others who could have done
it, that would dome out in the normal tender procedure, but
it is clear that they did not approach the firms that could
possibly do a rrojedt of this size. These are facts as well,
Mr Sneaker. What is disturbing, t0 my mind, is that in the
courae of his answers the Minister stated that the engineers
Deaartment went to the President of the
the Peblic
Goard and Said that the consultants said that there
was nobody in Gibraltar that can do this other than Mackley,
And again in the courge of supplementaries to Questions, the
Minister seemed to infer that the principal reason why
Mackleys had been selected is that they had a bulldozer and
the others did not and that they had the equipment to get on
with the job. Mr Speaker, the. unfortunate thing about that
stateaent is• that innocently there is a m is-representation
t.__.,eense, that Mackleys are a firm that are well-known
for hi'_' in7 their plant and ecuipment, so the fact that they
a bulldozer and the others did not of course makes no
difference in the circumstances of that Particular firm who.
are well-known as a firm that hires their equipment out. In
fact, 'I- underatand this is a fairly common practice among
contractors. The other point is that, of course, with a
contract of thia. size 1,160,000, I would have thought that
y firm that eat it would not find much difficulty in getting
the equipment that was recuired for it. For example, I would
have thought that Taylor Woodrow would have no problem in
hi_ tin= a bulldozer from one part of the world to the other.
Yr Speaker, if Mackleyswere the only firm that had a bullMackleys ha-d•told the engineers in 'the Public Works
dozer
Depan-tment.; "I' th 4 s contract Izoes to tender and needs a bulli somebody else gets it we are not going to hirc• out
I would not have thought 'they would do because
to them,"
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they are generally in the hiring market. But if they were
to say that then the short answer to tnnt would surely be
then obviously you .will be able to tender for a lower price
than another firm that has to tender. Gut these, Mr Speaker,
are only in my view very minor considerations. What I want •
investigating and what I think the Mouse ought to insist that
the Minister investieates, is how it is that Robertson Re 7
search say that they have investigated all the local contractors and the only people who can do it is Mackley. Cn
whose advice did they say this? 'is it'the en7ineers of. the
Public Works Department? Did the engineers tell Robertson
Research; "Do not bother about approaching Taylor Woodrow,
do not bother about approaching Gibraltar Underwater Contractors, do not bother about approaching anybody else, the
only firm in Gibraltar that can do this job is M:ickley and
therefore let us do away with all tender procedures, lot us
not give an opportunity to anybody, it does not matter what
it costs the 0DM orthe British taxpayer, you do a deal with
Messrs Mackley." Because it would be very disturbing., Mr
Speaker, if that was the position. I just cannotunderstand
how Robertson Research International, an English firm,can
come to Gibraltar and say they have Investigated Taylor
Woodrow, Fabri Constructions, Gibraltar Underwater Contractors Ltd, without even approaching them or without even
having a preliminary chat with them. It is quite clear that
these firms were not approached, they were completely bypassed. How can the Government say that Robertson Reaearch
International Ltd have investigated these firms? How do you
. investigate a firm, Y. Speaker? How do you invest
whether Mackley can do a job or not? Don't you require some
information about Mackley? • In any event, how did. Robertson
Research International get to know that Mackley. was the only
firm who could do the job? Who informed theM abot this?
Did. Mackley go to Robertson Research International and say:
'We are here, you are doing this job and we are the only
people in Gibraltar who can do it," and did Robortaon
Research International accept their word without investigation?. 'How did they get to know about Mackley? iho told .
them that Mackley was operating in Gibralter? It seems to
me that certain basic information must have been given to
Robertson Research International when they arrived in
Gibraltar.and I want to know who gave them that information.
Was it the engineers in the Depurtment? And i' it was the
engineers in the Department who told them about the firms
in Gibraltar, what information did they give Robertson
Research International about these firms in Gibraltar? I
cannot understand how they can say that the only fi rm ehat
can do this is Mackley without getting some infermati ch
about the other firms and getting some information about
Mackley. Somebody must have told Robertson Reneerch
International not to bother about anybody else. This is
the information that I think the House m,_1_,t have in the
interest of good administration.and in the interest of the
Public Works Denartns'It'showing. that they do not favour any
particular contractor in Gibraltar and that they do not have
any particular friendly ties with any particular contractor
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in Gibraltar an this is e reteen of great concern to the
House beeeese the 7eblie.7:erk.; Deleaeteent is the Depertment
that takes roost out of neblie funds end it is absolutely
seeential 'and vltal for the good administration of Gibraltar
that an exelenaticn is giver en this roint because if two
eneineere can go to the Tender Boerd and say: "Robertson
Research Ineernational say this" when it is a fact that
Robertson Research International have not investigated any
many _n Gibraltar and not even approached them,
other
then it. is a matter Of great concern to the House, Mr
Speaker. It nay be that there is a very Simla answer but
I doubt 'it because if et least Robertson Research International had gene and visited these other firms and I would
have thought that the party that would hejee introduced them
to these other firms would be the Public Works Department, •
in teee same way, Mr Speaker, as we have had arriving in
Gibraltar recently under the ausnices of the House a certain
gentleman from the United Kinedom Parliament and he is introduced, to the different Members of the House. What I would
like to hear from the Minister, because it is obvious to me
free his enswers thee he has just passed on to the House •
what he has been told in the Department and I do not blame
_ o back to his Departhie for this but I am askine him to g
ment and ask these questions. . If the Department just turn
to hie and say: "Look here, Mr Minister, the Director
_cu
and the ,eneincers said nothine to Robertson Research Internaticnal, eee juet go_ him into our Deearteent and we gave
hie e list of contractors and that is all we heard about it.
We die net diseuss the .ratter with them, we did nothing."
If :hat LE.; the answer he gets then I would. ask the Minister•
to teke it up with the OLd and Robertson Research Internaticnal in London end get to the root of it because the
contractors in Gibraltar and the locally-based contrad-,. -ts
in Gibraltar have a rieht tc exnect fairness in the award
of contract:3 even if it cceee from the CDM or from Robertson
Reaeavoh International. I would ask him then to go to
Robertson Receerch international and ask them: "7:hy didn't
they'eeeroech any other cempany in Gibraltar except dackley?"
It may be that Macklays told them not to bother about anybody elee that they were the only chap: who could do this
job. It may be they told than that and then of course, it
does not say much for Robertson Research International if
ept that advice but I think there is a need to find
they
this pet, Yr Sneaker, because the._ are a lot of contracts
that will to coning from the ODM and we do not want blueeyed toys to be gettine the jobs without going through the
normal tencen procedures. It sight save money to the Pritish
taxpayer if it is a -tender procedure. If, in fact everything
had been done properly and everybody had been investigated
and it was shown to be in the interests of the public there
sheuld not be a tender, fair enough, I do not think we could
all object to that but on the face of it, wit.h the replies
that have come, with two companies having shown interest in
the project, is to. me, Mr Speaker, very, very, very strange
that these two companies
should not even have been seen as
m
a matter of courtesy by Robertson Research International Ltd.
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This is why we are calling on the Government, we cannot call
on anybody else, we cannot cal) on the Director of Public
Works to look into the matter, this is why we are asking the
Government, to go into this further in the interests of fairness to local contractors and in the interacts of fairness
to the public and to the British taxpayer to whom we also
owe certain obligations to see that work is done on a cornpetitive.basis and by the best people available. Yr Speaker,
I commend the motion to-the House.
Mr Speaker proposed the question in the terms of the
P
Isola's motion.
HON MAJOR R J PFLIZA:
of
Yr'Speaker, I think it is fair that I should add a
words to the very well put case of my Honourable and Learned
Friend Mr Peter Isola. . That I cannot unherstar.d is how we
have a firm which is supposed to carry out a research and
doesn't seem to carry out one at all. And if they have
carried a research I would have thought that they :scald have
Produced a report - I don't know whether this exists or not on which there, in detail, they skew what they have done and
then they Show their conclusions because after all the final
decision must be taken by the Government. '::het I eeuic like
to know from the Minister is how the Government aereee to
the decision of this research body, based on what; on a report, on just a straight forward recommendetion without
comments? And I would like to hear the Minister explain
what happened and eventually how the decision was taken. I
would be very glad tc hear that. Although this neseerch body
was sent by the Ministry of Overseas Develonment, I think it
still remains the _esponsibility of the local goverteent in
I didn't like very much what the i!onoureble Mr
the end.
Montegriffo said yesterday with regard to the :aryl Pegg
Estate and I am saying this to try and prevent on argument
similar to that one when he said: "We wore told, when we
went to investigate how the building was nroceeding, that we
were not the client and therefore they did no more about it.
This is not so, we are the clients; the money is reclly ours
and therefore we carry the can in the end end if we carry
the can in the end it is not, I think, an ergueent that we
should accept sitting down and although I didn't stand up to
speak on that yesterday I hope we don't get the same answer
today with regard to this research body, that we are not the
client and therefore the decision had to be accepted without
any question. But I do hope that the Minister will be able
to give us a detailed explanation as to how they arrivedeet
the conclusion that this was the only firm that could carry
out that job.
EON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Let me say from the very outset that it is not my job as
Minister to give out contracts or to be concerned specifically with the giving of contracts in. any way. I would also
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add that although this is the prercgative of the Tender
Board, there ere condition s which say that should advice
be given to the Tender Board that a negotiated contract
may be made, the Tender Board can accept this advice and
such negotiated contract can be made if required. I would
start .With the Honourable Major Peliza and. I would inform
him for his further knowledge that Robertson Research were
not engaged by ODM simply to effect research into the
winning of sand, they were engaged to look into the question
of whether sand could be won and, if so, to set up the organisation by which such winning of sand could be effected
either on their own or with others to help them. Robertson
.Research started to do this in mid-February 1976, when they
first came out to Gibraltar.
HON IZ XIBERRAS:
If the Honourable Member will give way. Was thiS in respect.
of the whole project or part of the project, what' he has
said about setting up the organisation for the winning of
sand?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
I am not quite clear what you mean by the whole project of
art of the project.
HON H XIBERRAZ:
The House will recall that there was, in fact, a distinction .
drawn between the initial bit which was £150,000 and the
whole, which was winning sand from further up, that is my
recollection of it.
HON H K FEATHERSTONE:
The organisation for the whole of the project, so that it
could be either, once it was ready, operated by themselves
under licence, handed over to the Public Works Department to
operate as a section of Public Works Department, handed over .
to another coapany to operate, they would get everything
ready and have it to go into operation when they had finished
their work. As I have said they have started in February
1976, when they came to Gibraltar and they have been often
in Gibraltar since then, I believe they maintain an office
here, and they have a fair knowledge of Gibraltar, the set-up.
in the engineering industry. But the situation, and I have
investigated this fairly closely so perhaps the second part
of the motion which asks for an inquiry into the circumstances
of the award has already been done. In April, 1976, Robertson
Research sent in a retort on the winning of sand and since
they considered this. was a feasible project, they went on to
the second stage of what they were requested-by ODM to do, to
actually get everything ready so that the winning of sand
could be effected. At this stage they .started to get into
contact with Messrs Mackley in the United Kingdom where. Messrs
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Mackley, of course, have offices. Drawing were prepared for
the project application and at this stage 1 unerstand Mackleys in the United Kingdom were assisting Robertson Research
with some of the drawing for some of the equipment that might
be needed. This was in July, 197b. The project was aent to
the Foreign and Coreonwealth Office in July, 1976, and later
on there. was a revision of costs frcm. Messrs Robertson Research as. to what the whole scheme would cost whichwas sent
to ODM and was used for a revised project application. There
was a little bit of a hiatus after that, apparently the ODM
was studying the situation, and at that time, regrettably,
ODM or FCC) were taking rather a long time to get things done
and nothing much happened until March when Robertson Research
asked what was the state of play. They were obviously informed that the project was with the ODM and no further news
could be given but in October, 1977, and this is where their
measure of what might be termed slippage care in, the project
was finally approved by the CDY though practically a whole
year or even a little more than a year had gone by since the
original project application and the project approval.
Robertson. Research were informed of this approval by ODM-and
were asked to proceed with the final design for all the equipment needed to win this sand and-they were formally appointed
as consultants to the project in November, 1977. At that
time there were various considerations coming up from Robertson Research as to how the winning of sand proper wad tc be
done, as I said before, was•it to be a Public Works Department's section or was it to be done by Robertson Research
under licence, was it to be done by a separate company, and •
various considerations did come up and it was considered that
perhaps the best method might be, althoagh it is not definitely
accepted, that it should be a private .company wholly owned by
the Gibraltar Government which for a period of time would act
as Managers and would give their expertise. All this time
Robertson Research were getting ready for the winning of sand
and they started ordering various pieces of machinery that
were required and they were working reasonably. closely with
Mackleys in England on various aspects of design not least
understand was a little railway that has to be incorporated
in the project. As I said, they were also out here and I
understand from the Engineer of Robertson Research that they
were aware of the potential of various local engineering
companies though I have not asked him, and Iam willino to
do sl fn the future, whether they actually approach these
local companies but they did inform me that they knew there
were other engineering companies here. Robertson Research
after a period of time started to suggest that for the
physical part of the setting up of the scheme, Mackleys mould
.possibly be the best firm that could do it. When certain of
the equipment that had been-ordered started to arrive in
Gibraitar.Robertson Research instructed Mackley to take this
equipment into their stores and look after it for them so it
appears that in the United Kingdom there was very close contact between Robertson Research-and Mackley. There was a
Period in which Robertson Research went into.the whole situation in the light that it was now 1978 and not 1976 and inflation had come in and a revised figure of costs was provided.
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These were updated in November, 1977, and again in January,
1978, when the price had been based on specific items, I
think one of them is called a drop. These machines, obvioasly, do go,uoustime goes by and this information was
passed to the Financial and Development Secretary and
obviously it was r---4 on to OEM to approve these extra
costs and at this time Robertson Research were actually
asked to visit 0DM and explain the increases and the whole
project was very carefully gone into at ODM. Fortunately,
0DM accepted that these extra costs could be effected and
the time came when it would be necessary to appoint a firm
to db what one night call the nuts and bolts of the sci. er'a,
. the physical part, the installing of this little railway,
the actual excavating of the area at the base, the actual
putting in of the slide where the sand has to come down
and at that time Robertson Research stated quite clearly
in a letter to the engineer in the Public Works Department
who was most closely concerned with this operation: "In our
opinion tile main contractor, J T Mackley and Co of the
United Kingdom and 13, College Lane,. Gibraltar, is the only •
firm in Gibraltar capable of carrying out all parts of the
project. They have been involved in the design and concept
of this project - and in discussion on the safety railway
since, 1976. Since the project became more definite in
November, 1977, considerable design work has been'done by
then which has culminated in the drawings now being prepared.
We are very pleased to be able to recommend that they be
allowed to carry out the actual construction and installation
works."

HON H XIBERRAS:
Can you give the date of that letter?
HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Yes, this was on the 31st May, 1978. My engineer received
this letter and accepted it at its face value and passed
through to the Direbtor of Public Works this recommendation
and sug::aested that. an approach should be made to the Tender
Board that therefore since this recommendation was so strong,
the normal procedure of tendering should be set asied and a
senarate contract should be made. My engineer did not tell
Robertson Researehthat Mackleys were the only firm that
could go this sort of work, Robertson Research had been in
Gibraltar and had, apparently, in ways best know to themselves, made their own enquiries but perhaps, and I think
this is reasonably justified, perhaps their attitude towards Mackley of 13 College Lone was coloured by their
association with Mackley in England - with whom they had been
working very closely. . And it it not unreasonable to assume
that Robertson Research who'were given the understanding
that they were to do'the whole job either by.themselves
getting atsistance from somebody, felt that they could go•'
.ahead reasonably well and get assistance without having to
resort to a tender procedure in Gibraltar of which most
likely they were not even aware and that is why they did

.
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make their initial approaches to Mackleys in t're United
Kingdom and that is why they accepted design work and design
drawings from Mackley in the United Kinmapa on the basis
that they assured all this was under the: own uabrella and
that they were entitled so to do. I don't think there nes
been any bad faith whatsoever in this, I think Robertson
Research hap felt all the way through that they were acting
in accordance with what 0DM had told them they were permitted
to do, and that they were just doing the best possible job
for Gibraltar that could be done. Thy Public Works Department was not aware that Gibraltar Underwater ContractoFS'were
interested in this, they did not have any knowledge of this
letter which the Honourable Yr Peter Isola said was sent to
the Financial and Development Secretary in 1974, and they
were later contacted once the knowledge had come out that
Mackleys had obtained the contract. I did receive a letter .
from a Mr Scott who I assumed at the time was a private
individual but who afterwards appeared to be a wolf in sheep's
clothing since he was writing on behalf of a political party.
Had I known he was writing on behalf of a political party I
would not have answered him, I would have told him to get
one of his colleagues in the House to approach no so that
it could have been done on a Member to Member basis.: As I
said the Tender Board accepted the recommendation of the
Director of Public Works that a private tender should be
negotiated and the contract was actually signed in July,
1978. Since then there has been the obvious work that
Mackleys have done at the base of the clone where the sand
is due to come down andlhewhOl4 question of the bulldozer is
a very small element. in the whole consideration. I don't
think that the fact that Mackleys had a bulldozer made all
the difference to Messrs Robertson Research suggesting that
they were the only company that could do this. I think, from
what I understand from Messrs Robertson Research, it was
based more on the fact of the design capability and the
design potential that they made their recommendation. I
don't think there is very much further that I can add to
this. As the Honourable Members will see I have investigated 'this fairly extensively but I will tell them that I.
have done one thing, I have told my department that no
further recommendations for private contracts should be
passed through to the Tender Board until I have had the
opportunity of seeing them and making a decision or at least
tendering my own advice on this position, so that this situation would not arise again without the Minister's knowledge.
In this instance it was something which, quite rightly, I
think, was done by the Director of Public Works at the time
and the engineering staff, since the Minister is not intrinsically interested in the award of contracts. I pnly
hope now that the winning of sand will turn out to be a
success and that .the British taxpayers' money will not have
been mis-spend and that we have got value for money from
the contractors who are doing the work and from Robertson
Research who are in overall charge.
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HON XIBZRRAS:
Mr Speaker, the Minister', I think, is to be complimented
for the research he has done into Robertson Research but
there is, certainly, a bit of bad odour in this and the
first question that arises is the question of ODA. The
Minister has certainly followed up the situation within
Gibraltar and I should ask him whether he has, in fact,
followed up with ODA at the London end, on what basis or
whether they at any time approved the sub-contraeting of
Mackley and whether they are satisfied that this was within
the terms of reference of the original contract with Robertson Research and whether there was in ODA's mind a legitimate consideration or fairness in the allocation of subcontracts within Gibraltar. That, I am sure, my Honourable
and Learned Friend will develop when he comes to replying.
The other thing is the amount of plant involved in the work.
The Minister has spoken about a "drop" which to the uninitiated mint seem a great deal of machinery, a "drop" is
pcaaaaaPd by'a good number of firms In Gibraltar and it is
simply a shovel to load lorries with and move sand around
a small one, on caterpillar tracks. And there might haVe.
been perhaps, a JCB which is a sort of a grab to load lorries
and move sand around. The material itself is sand which is
easily handled and therefore from the point of view of plant
. there ore a number of firms I would imagine in Gibraltar
perfectly capable of doing this work.' On the question of
inj knowledge
knowledge in setting up the railway,
exoertise, en:
I am not on such sure ground because I don't know that is
involved. It seems to be that the work and most of the
money for the work would be in fact for the removal of sand
and we are talking of a sum in the region of £160,000.
Therefore even if. en sneering skills were a consideration, '
surely, local contractors had there the possibility of doing'
work and of making money at a time when the development
Pro;rao*e was not yielding very much for local contractors.
The other thing, Mr Speaker, which has been partly answered
by the Minister but in rather vague terms, and that is at
-- what point did the Public Works Department authorise
Robertson Research to grant sub-contracts to Mackley. There •
is a letter which the Minister has mentioned of May 1978.
•HON M K FEATHERSTO!;E:
If. the Honourable Member will give way. Public Works did
not authorise it, they recommended to the Tender Board that
this should be authorised.
HON M XIBERRAS:
They recommended to the Tender Board the direct granting of
the contract and this was, in fact following the letter of..
.31st May, 1978, and at that particular point' who authorised
this to bp done and was it in the knowledge at that time •
that there had been very close contact, to quote the .
Minister-, apparently since 1976, between Mackley in the.
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United Kingdom and Robertson Research? Mos the recommendation rude in the knowledge that this close coatsat he
existed over a period of time and Dirini7 that period of time;
.between 1976 and 1973, was in fact anybody in the Public
Works Department involved in the consideration of the
eventual allocation of the contract. Mr Speaker, the same
arguments might arise in respect of the recommendations-for
the Public Works Department itself to set up machinery to
develop the rest of the sand. Mr Speaker, I would like the
Minister or a Member of the Government to say whether they
are prepared to take the matter, up with ODA and find out
exactly what happened at that end. . Mr Speaker, there is
one more point. The Minister said that a letter from certain
underwater contractors in Gibraltar was written to the
Financial and Development Secretary, I understand, prior to
the recommendation by the Public Works for the direct allocation of the contract but the Department of Public Works
had no knowledge that this letter had ben written but after
the recommendation 'had gone from the Public Works Department,
a letter was written to Underwater Contractors. I think
that was the sequence of events. I suppose it is in fact
explaining what the position was because I don't think thrct
the matter could hardly, at that stage, have been opened up
for reconsideration. Or was consideration given at that
particular stage to opening up the matter and heving a tender invited? I hope I have made that point clear to the
Minister. It is a large sum of money, Mr Speukea, it is
important to local contractors that they should act a fair
crack of the whip. Often they are not in a position to do
work on bigger housing projects and so forth and it is a
sore point as the Minister knows that there should be a fair
competition for local contractors. We must be one of the
few countries, I think, where the local contractors are not
given a signif!cant advantage over other people though I
imagine within the terms of EEC and so forth this might be
different here but we have Trade Licensing laws and so forth
which have to be adhered to and the very least we can ask'is
that the local contractor should have an even chance in these
matters.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
There is only one point which concerns me in this matter and
that is the question of the request that have been made that
the ODM should se asked for a report or should be asked to
enquire into how this matter was done. If, in fact, ODM
appointed Robertson Research as contractors and they were
given power to appoint sub-contractors, it is another
matter., I think we have to be careful how we ask ODM-how
they go about their businesS just to satisfy ourselves because we do not want to appear to be enquiring into the
manner in which they do their own research and their own
investigation as to the award of contracts which they pay.
MR SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors I will call on the mover
to reply.
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HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, I am grateful to the Minister for the information
he has now given on this matter. It is quite obvious that he
has gone into it much more closely than when the question was
originally asked and it is quite obvious from his own research
into the matter that there was never any intention to put this
out to tender in the mind of Robertson Research International
and obviously, in the mind of his Department possibly because
they were aware or the engineer or the Director of Public
Works was aware of the close liaison that had existed between
Mackley and Robertson Research International for a period of
almcet two years. I agree that in those circumstances it is
possibly difficult to go against the advice that has been
given that it shouldn't go to tender. What is unfortunate,
Mr Speaker, is that this is not how the situation has been •
put forward. It is quite clear to me from what the Minister
has said that Robertson Research International neven investigated anybody. The statement of facts show that. It is quite
clear to me that somebody introduced them to Mackley in 1976.
Alternatively, they had already an association with Mackley
in the United Kingdom, it is also possible, and they went
straight to them and gradually got involved with them. It is
quite clear to me that that happened. I think it is unfortunate that the impression has been given that nobody else in
Gibraltar could do it except Mackley. It is obvious to me
from what the MiniSter has said, that Robertson Research
International were appointed and'they said: "We must look
around to somebody to help us," and for some reason or other
it was Mickley and I think that requires still further investigetion as to why Robertson Research International went to
rackley. Was It that they were already in association with
them in England and they happened to know they had a comnwny
in Gibraltar or were working in Gibraltar or was it that ,.-rom
Gibraltar they were told, England. I think that requires
still further research. I think it is important, Mr Speaker.
It is also obvious that somebody must have told Robertson
Research in 1978: "We just cannot give the tender to Mackley
because of this policy of tender procedure unless you certify
that they are the only people that can do it." And this is
what they obviously did, they said that in their opinion they
are the only firm in Gibraltar who could do it. Well, of
course, they couldn't say anything else after working with
them for two years. The whole thing could be in absolute
innocence, but it is unfortunate, Mr Speaker, that Ministers
previously or other people have tried to justify this on the
basis that Mackley were the only people who could do it. It
is quite obvious that is not the case, it is quite obvious
from the -account the Minister has given that this association
between Mackley and Robertson Research started in 1976 and it
was logical at that stage after all the research that had
taken place, it was obviously logical that Robertson Research
should want Mackley to get it so that as far as the other con-

tractors in Gibraltar were concerned, they didn't have a look
in on the matter. That to me is quite obvious from the information the Minister has given us. I am glad that the
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Minister has said that he has told the Deportment that in
future no recommendations for a private contract should go
through to the Tender Poard without him seeing it first. I
would ask him also to ensure that the Department gets in on
the situation at an early stage because,as I say, it is very
possible, because firms here know what is goinn on, it is
possible that Mackley in England wrote to Robertson Research
International and said: "Look, we are engineering contractors
in Gibraltaa"and Robertson Research International took them
up and started consulting them and then felt morally bound
to them. I do not know what the position is but the unfortunate thing about this, Mr Speaker, is that from what the
Minister has sn-.'ed it is quite obvious that the departnent
did not inform him at the time he answered questions to the
House, did not inform him of the true picture and he gave
answers which, inadvertently, I am quite sure, on the part
of the Minister, misled the House, because the impression
t
one got was that Messrs Robertson Research came along and
investigated all the firms in Gibraltar and said Mackley are
the only people who can do it. That was the impression that
was given whereas the true position is that as far as those
two years go they had a liaison with Mackley on the whole
project and they were working with then, on it. The way it
was done by them, I am not saying the Government, by them,
I think, precluded or made it impossible for the things to
be put out to tender. If that is the case then I think it
would have been fairer to local contractors to have told
them the situation and to make sure this does rot happen in
the future. As far as going to ODM and telling then about
this is concerned, I think that this is a comparatively
different matter once the Minister has found out in his
department whether there is an earlier record of them having
said anything to Rel.ertson Research International, to put
the facts before the 0DM of any further action they feel
might be necessary because, Mr Speaker, I would ask the
Minister again to enquire further how it was that if the
Department or the Director of Public Works, or the engineer
knew that in fact Robertson Research had been in close liaison
with Mackley ever since 1976, if they knew that, why did they
just pass on the recommendation themselves and said that they
agreed when they must equally have known that in fact they had
not approached any other firm in Gibraltar. I think it re?Mires further investigation, I think in the interest of the
Minist:r himself. I think he has made an attempt now to
clariny the situation and he hos given us. an explanation which
explains to us really why it was that it did not go out to
tender, that there had already been a sort of agreement between Robertson Research International,as Managers, as opposed
to just consultants, there had already been an agreement between Robertson Research International, as Managers,'and
Markley, .so that there was never at any time in the year be-

fore 1978 any intention on the part of Mackley or of Robertson Research that the matter should go out to tender. There'
are obViously cases, Mr Speaker, and there must be cases
where, perhaps, the tender procedure is not the correct one
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and this may have been one cf the•ones but it is unfortunate
that it waan't projected in thit way and that these firms
were not told, as I think they ought to have been told what
was in fact happening and I think what obviously upset all
these firms is to be told that they had been investigated
when they had not even seen the representatives of Robertson
Research International on the matter. Mr Speaker, I am sure
the Minister is concerned and he has shown his concern on
this matter by saying that he has already given instructions
on the matter and whilst asking the Government now to support
the motion or abstain on this, in asking them to do this. I
think the motion should go on because I think some more
investigation is required by the Minister, on the matter on
the lines that I have asked and although he has in fact given
us now an explanation of how it happened and we can now understand how it all happened, I think it still requires a little
further information or investigation in the interests, I think,
of fair play to the contractors, to the 0DM and, of course I
think to himself personally because he himself answered the
question on a very different basis, I am sure he will agree
if he looks at the supplementaries, than he would have done
I think if this information had been put to him when he was
asked to answer the question.
Mr Speaker then put the question and on a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xiberras

The.• following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hen
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecasis
A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani .
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings

The following Hon Member was absent from the Chamber:
.The Hon J Bossano
The motion was accordingly. defeated.
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HON M XIBERRAS:
I beg to move, Mr Speaker; "That this House is concerned at
the effect on applicants for Government housing and certain
Government tenants of the apparent lack of coordination between the Department of Medical and Health Services as its
functions affect housing applications, the Department of
Public Works and the Housing Department itself." Mr Speaker,
may I stress that the motion has an important word in it,
other words are also important, but there is one which I
would like to stress and that is the word "apparent" in the
phrase "apparent lack of coordination" between the departments mentioned. My purpose in this motion is to help
housing applicants and government tenants to get a fairer
deal as they are entitled to and that this should not be
obstructed by any lack of coordination between the three
departments mentioned. It is no secret, Mr Speaker, that
the Public Works Department is unwieldly and that on many
occasions the performance of the department has been the
subject of criticism in this House. When it comes to
specific persons in the community,persons who might be
suffering hardship as a result of bad housing, it is very
imp,..7.ant that the Public Works Department should be acting
efficiently itself and also at the same time in smooth coordination with other departments involved. As regards the
Department of Medical and Health Services this is not an
unwieldly Department in respect of that part of it to which •
I am referring which is relevant to the motion, namely, that
part concerned with public health, but even this part of the
Medical Department has a number of scattered functions and a
number of multiple relationships with other Government
Departments which are based on, I might say, a quasi judicial
function, namely, to look after public health end in doing
this it should be guided obviously by the legislation which
exists and should be guided without fear or favour, it should
be equitable in the performance of this role. Mr Speaker, as
regards the Department of Housing it is a relatively new
Department born out of the Housing Unit and its functions as
a Housing Department have developed only of late. Its functions include that of being, as it were, landlords of Governsent dwellings and also in some degree and to a quite unprecedented degree, arbiter of allocation of Government
houses - I am referring to the modernisation programme and
indeed the vast majority of the houses that have been given
out over the last two years. Mr Speaker, it is a well known
fact that in the allocation of houses the question of the
state of the house as regards Public Health is an important
factor and it came to my knowledge in a meeting with the
Minister, and I use,this by way of illustration not by way
of substantiation of the motion, that there did not appear
to be or he did not appear to find at a particular stage,
certain recommendations of the Public Health Department
which I was under the impression from previous meetings, had
in fact been made by the Public Health Department and which
affected part'.^11ar applicants and also one housing estate,
namely, Varyl Begg. I was very surprised by this because
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the recommendation of the Public' Health Department can
change the value of an application almost overnight and it
is very important for the applicant that the state of this
house should be accurately known by the Department.,3 concerned with the allocation, the Housing Department. I am
not quite sure what happened to these recommendations, I
was not speaking on that occasion unprepared because. I had
been to see on one or two occasions the Chief Public Health
Inspector and I had written letters, I had'also been to see
the Minister with matters concerned with this, the Minister
.of .Public Works, and I had written to the Chief Public
Health Inspector, to the Minister of Public Works and
a
number of occasions seen the Minister for Housing and
written to the Minister for Housing in respect of some cases
and it seemed to me that the.Public Health Department was in
fact doing its job, in other words, that it was visiting
places, it was issuing recommendations, it had issued a
number of recommendations about Varyl Begg, about individual
flats, and, collectively, about a number of flats, but these.'
were not in the possession of, for instance, the Minister
for Housing-as I understood it from that meeting. It might
be that they were in fact going to the Public Works Department but, for instance, in the case of Varyl Begg, because
of the bigger decision which Government has to take and I
hope will take soon, the Public Works Department found it
difficult to tackle individual cases and so the value of
the recommendation of the Public Health Department was nil
as far as the applicant was concerned. This, Mr Speaker,
these great issues of principle because Government, as is
known, is the biggest landlord in Gibraltar and conditions
of Government dwellings and Government obligations as landlords affect a greater number of people than those in the
private sector and Government, being Government, is bound
to set an example in compliance with Public Health requirements. I understand the difficulties of managing a very
big housing estate such as Government's is, but nevertheless I am much concerned with the fairness of the situation
where apparently most of the recommendations of the Public
.Health Department which eventually find their way to court,
and I believe there is something like 2,000 nuisances reported in the Medical and Health Department Report for 1977,
2,000 no less are allcalcerned with the private sector, in
other words, with the private sector complaints often become actionable whereas with the public sector housing they
seem to in many cases not find their way to the right person,
the person responsible and I dare even say, lie dormant for
long periods of time. I have a letter from the Minister for
Medical. and Health Services and I have got correspondence
from various cases with the other Honourable gentleman concerned but I do not want to ge into individual cases, I am
not pleading a particular case, I am talking about the
situation as a whole which is to my mind most unsatisfactory.
Mr Speaker, another obligation which GoVernment has as landlord and this touches upon individual cases but I am not
taking them as such, which were raised at question time, the
case of those involved in Varyl Begg, for instance, where
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the Housing Department collects rent, or is supposed to
collect rent in respect of these premises, another obligation is to provide safe and good premises in a good state
of repair. This, to my mind, Government is in danger of
incurring very serious liability for instance at Varyl
Begg where conditions in some of the flats have not only
been certified in the cases of one, for instance, Mr
Speaker, which the Minister referred to at question time,
the person who had been moved to another flat, and the case
of another, the Eaglietto case, which I mentioned, the
Public Health Depaatment had actually recommended that the
house was unfit for human habitation and the people should
be moved or that a room should be closed up and not be used.
Now in these cases there is an obligation on the part of
Government, as Public Works, to put the matter right within
a reasonable periOd of time but yet in the case of Mr
Rutherford, to mention one case, that has been in existence
for a very long time and Public Works has been producing
reports consistently about this. Mr Rutherford said on
television that there was actual danger from loose cables
which might involve yet another Government Department, the
File 3rigade, from loose cables, and the water coming in
and this is a generalised complaint in Varyl Eegg as all
three Ministers know. How can the Public Health Department bring pressure to bear on the Government and what.
happens if other Government Departments do not respond,
especially in critical situations, to the recommendaAions
of the Public Health Department? What would happen, Mr .
Speaker, to take another case in point, which we have had
in the House, vis-a-vis the Fire Brigade, the question of
the keys that were lost when the fire at Curmania House
took place. I am talking about the relationship of certain
Departments which have a quasi judicial function with the
doing Departments of Government. Yr Speaker, there is
provision in the Public Health Ordinance for individuals,
Government tenants for instance, to take up the matter'in
the courts,. I think it is Section 84, of the Public Health
Ordinance, but most people do not take advantage of this,
in other words, an individual can take the Government to
court, either the Housing. Department it would probably be,
or the Public Works Department, for not complying with
certain standards, but this does not happen "ghat is in fact
happening, generally speaking, is that the Government is
taking private landlords to court, 2,0C° complaints in 1977.
I don t think that Government tenants should be in such an
underprotected situation, where the onus is placed on them
to raise complaints and take the matter to court, whereas
in the case of the private tenant it is the "Government who
starts and finances'the action in the court. This is an
important point of principle, as I say, and it affects a
good sector of the community. Mr Speaker, the other thing
in respect of the Public Works Depnrtment, is what particular repairs can be carried out reasonably in a particular
house. The Minister knows of a case in Devil's Gap Road.
There certain ,
- aaple were given premises for the time being,
and the Chief Minister referred to this sort of case earlier
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in the proceedings of this House, where social cases are
given accommodation, the house which they are given is
known to be in a not too good state of repair, sometimes
even in a dangerous state of repair, and the Public Works
Department, because of its workload or whatever, is unable
to carry out the necessary repairs because the building is
going to be pulled down at some future unspecified date,
or a date which might be flexible and the Housing Department is not in a position to give the tenants alternative
accommodation. In these cases, what is the view of the
Government, what should happen in these cases, who should
decide what should happen, how much weight should each of
the three Departments involved have in making a recommendation about a particular case? A good number of the cases
in the Housing List are, in fact, of this type. Are there
regular meetings, Mr Speaker, between the Ministers concerned? Are there regular meetings, between the Heads of
Departments concerned? Are there regular meetings at a
more working level? Are files kept in some central point,
for instance, the Housing Department, which contains all
the information about a particular case. I could show many
examples, Mr Speaker, of cases which come where it is the
Members of the Opposition, or whoever, who has to bring together the various bits of information into the central
housing file. That, Mr Speaker, should not be the job of
a Member of the Opposition or whoever is making representations, or of the applicant who often has to run around
conveying views of different departments so that it can be
incorporated into a particular file. And if decisions are
taken without all the information being there, can we say
that the decisionsare fair to all the applicants concerned?
So, Mr Speaker, I would commend the motion to the House and
as the House knows I have not brought it lightly, I have
made wry investigations and attended meetings and written
letters but I have not bothered to read them to the House.
I am sure that the Ministers concerned will agree that it
is in the interest of applicants and in the interest of
fairness that these matter should be subject to rather
smoother functioning than they have been up to now. I
commend the motion.
Mr Speaker proposed'the question in the terms of the Hon
M Xiberras' motion.
HON A P MONTEGRIFFO:
Mr Speaker, firstly I would like to dispel the idea that
despite the fact that we issued 2,000 nuisance notices in
the private sector, that we haven't got the same or more or
less the same problems that we get from the landlord, in
this case,a Government landlord. As the Honourable Member
well knows we take nuisance notices to court, they are
given 90 days in which to put the thing right, in many
cases they do not comply and you get another date for a
hearing, they are fined and given another 90 days, 90
go by, you go for another court order which takes another
3 or 4 months and about a year has gone by before anything

ben done though, admittedly, in this particular case,
the 7erivate landlord is punished to the extent of £25 in
the first instance and I thin}: it is £5 penalty for every
day on the second occasion that it is taken to court. We
find difficulties too that after all the repairs have been •
done and everything appears to be alright, six months later
the roofs carry on leaking and the same problems arises
again, so it is a constant and continuous process which we
carry out irrespective of whether it is the Government or
a private landlord. Whatever the law prescribes, we pass
on that information and those recommendations either to
Public Works or to Housing. Mainly to Public Works when
it is a question of repairs and to both when it is a question of remedial dampness for which the tenant might get
points. We do supply all the information and in the case
that the Honourable Leader of the Opposition mentioned that
there was nothing in the file, I think there is a reasonable explanation and perhaps the Minister for Housing might
care to explain because that was brought to my notice, I
was very annoyed and asked why it had not been sent and of
course it had been sent, it had been sent but apparently
there are different sort of files in the Housing Department and it appeared in one file but not in the other. We
act without fear or favours but the only thing is of course
that we do not take Government to court, we do not take
ourselves to court, that I can accept and it is well known
that we don't.
ilas

HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, could I ask the Minister what response in fact
is there in the majority of cases from the Government and,
secondly, to whom do recommendations of his Department about Varyl Baeg Estate go?
HON A P MONTEGRIFFO:
Varyl Begg Estate go to Public Works. When it is a whole
block or a number of tenants it goes to Council of Ministers.
As to what response there is, sometimes we get a good response and sometimes we do not get such a good one. I am
afraid that is as far as I am able to say at this particular
moment. I think the Honourable Minister for Public Works
inform the House that some sort of working ad hoc
committee will meet soon so that my Department at least
will get some joy of seeing that some of the things that
are sent across to other Departments are proceeded with expediency taking into account the difficulties that other
Departments may have in their hands, too. That must also
be taken into account.
HON P J ISOLA:
I would like to se:, something in support of the motion. I
think the Honourable the Leader of the Opposition has put
forward a very real problem of a Department of the Government serving notice or making reports because as the
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Minister for Medical Services says they cannot take themselves to court, but making reports about nuisances and
these not being done or complied with whereas at the same
time the same department is serving notices on private
landlords, for example, who may have the same sort of
difficulty and problems that the Government has but who if
they don't do it are taken to court and made to do it and
I cannot see the Government having, in principle, any
greater problems dealing with the situation of tenants
than the private landlords have. It is a bigger landlord,
yes, but on the other hand it has a vast Department, the
Public Works that can deal with this matter judging from
what we spend on the matter and I am sure it is very frustrating on the Public Health Inspectors of the Department
when they find they have to take private landlords to
court for not complying with nuisances and they find these
very same nuisances existing in their employer's houses
and nothing being done about it. I think this is bad,
frustrating and of course it is very wrong in principle as
my Honourable Friend the Leader of the Opposition has
pointed out. I think it would be useful if the Minister
for Public Works were to give us some idea percentagewise,
how many complaints or notices or reports from the Public
Works Department are in fact complied with by them within
a period of, say, 6 months. I think it would be interesting
for the House to have those figures. The other point I
wanted to make is, the last speaker said in an aside while
my Honourable Friend was speaking that it was Section 89
of the Ordinance which enables somebody who makes a complaint to a Justice of the Peace, to get an order made even
against the Government in the sense that the court can
direct the Government to abate the nuisance. Well, I would
like to ask somebody on the Government side to say whether
ii they get an order from the court to abate the nuisance
whether they will in fact debate it because my next question would be, and it is probably more directed to the
Honourable and Learned the Attorney-General, that if the
Government does not abate the nuisance who does the court
send to prison and if the court fines the Government it
just comes out of one pocket, charged to one vote and
appears in the other vote so, in fact, is this section that
the Minister for Medical Services has spoken about one of
which the general public, tenants,• can avail themselves
because if at the end of the day the court orders the
Government to abate the nuisance and the Government doesn't
abate it, what can the court do about it? If the Honourable
and Learned the Attorney-General tells me that they can bring
the Director of Public Works into jail for not having done
that then this could be a progressive movement, and I am
sure the work would then be done very quickly but if, in
fact, as a result of an order from the court the Government
just doesn't comply with it and nothing further can be dons,
how can one expect a Government tenant to go to court, it
is just a waste of time. I would certainly like to hear
something on that and of course there is, the other argut
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which my Honourable Friend has put that it is not right
tha, a tenant should have to go through the expense of
taking the Government to court whilst in the private sector
a private tenant does not have to go to that expense, the
Government does it for them but I would be interested, Mr
Speaker, to have answers to these questions from the
Minister for Public Works.
HON MAJOR R J PELIZA:
I wonder whether the House could be told how many notices
have been served on the Government as landlords and due to
unfitness and hazard to health and what the'result has been.
I think that if the answer is very negative perhaps the
suggestion that my Honourable Friend has just made could be
pursued.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Sir, dealing with another aspect of the matter, no doubt
the Minister will take note of what the Honourable Member
has said, but I think perhaps this is the most appropriate
time, I have to remind Honourable Members that the Public
Health Ordinance is the Public Health Ordinance which was
administered by the City Council before the amalgamation
and that in fact it was the statutory duty of the Mu.aLcipal
Authority to ensure that nuisance notices that were served
and that nuisances were abated. In respect of the Government, it was never found necessary or, in fact, it was
never the practice to take the Government to court but the
Honourable Mr Isola brother as City Councillor, was a great
scout on the question of the list of Abatement Notice's because the problem has been there all the time, in fact it
probably got ti. re because of the bigger number of houses
and lapsed leases which people have left back into the
Government. The procedure - and I think this is why there
is this provision in section 89 which meant that somebody
else had the authority and not the Goverment itself - the
procedure was that a notice was served on the Government
by the Public Health Department for the abatement of the
nuisance in the same way and in the same form as it is done
in respect of the private landlord and whether it was complied with or not, it was followed up in exactly the same
way and when of course there was this time lag and this
lack of follcwing them up and there was this outcry saying:
"You are making the landlord do one thing and the Government the other," in order to satisfy the Council, as it
then was, that the Government was complying; or at least
to keep the Council informed of what happened in what was
called the Miscellaneous Papers, Reports and Returns which
were circulated to members while the meeting was on, there
were certain files and water reports and all sorts of things
and we came to build up a list of Nuisance Notices served on
the Government, the sort of information that is being asked
now from the Minister, which he may or may not have available,
but that was a cumulative list which was published every fort-

night at the Council meeting. There was always a big list of
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items which was left pending or rather which. the Council
was urging the Government to carry out. Despite the fact
that, it is the same authority. now, on one hand and the, e.
other-, the same thing happens really because the Health
Department does its work. irrespective of who the landlord'
is.. They have to do their statutory duties, they are concerned with health matters and they do not, and I can vouch
to that, they are not partial if it is Government property.
and therefore let it go, short of seeking authority to take
the Government to Court, if they can do that, that is a •
matter for the Attorney-General. I just want to'draw the
attention of the House that this situation arises out of
the fact that the Public Health Ordinance, except for a
few amendments, if you look at section 88 of the Public
Health Ordinance-you will see that it was amended by regulations of the 28 May, 1970, but section 89 remains un- •
changed. So section 89 is in exactly the 'same position
now as it was when the Council and the Government were two
different institutions.

but about which some reference has been made in particular to
ale address. If it is a social case, Mr Speaker, of somebody
who la, let us say, thrown out of his house by his in-laws or
parents and is rendered homeless and because of the lack of
housing he is offered something well known to Government not
to be in the best of conditions, that person is told: "This'
is what we can offer you, it is not to the standard that we
would like It to be, but this is what is available." What is
.unfair is that these people, because don't forget that there
are other people living with social problems and having to
live with them, unfortunately. •
MR SPEA4ER:
Yes, but let us not go into details of social problems and
whether some people take advantage of a particular situation.
What you are trying to say is that if a house is condemned
and considered to be unfit for human habitation, then the
%
policy of Government is to house the tenants, is that correct?
HON H J ZAMMITT:

HON H J ZAMMITT:
Mr Speaker, Sir, I will not dwell for one second on the
legality or dllegality of section 89, but I think T. should
reply to something that the Honourable the Leader of the
Opposition has said with regard to the question of liaison
between Government Departments. In the case of the Housing
Department, Mr Speaker, if a Government owned dwelling is
found to be unfit for human habitation and is certified as
uhfit for human habitation and I think I should say here
that one must differentiate between the present position
at Varyl Begg and the remaining housing block because we
know that there are some things at Varyl Begg that we cannot at thie moment take direct decisions on but in normal
housing estates, in normal Government housing, if the Public
Health Department condemn a house and say it is unfit for
human habitation, it invariably scuba copy to the Director:.
of Public Works and then the Public Works Department would
inform Housing that that house is, say, in a state of
Collapse, to put it in a more dramatic state, and then of
course the Housing Department invariably re-house these
persons as best they can, that is where there is danger of
possible collapse.
HON M XIBERRAS:
But not necessarily because it has been declared unfit for
human habitation.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
Well, if it is unfit for human habitation, yes. We do our
utmost to try and assist. It is not applicable in some
cases, particularly in the social cases, and I think I
should elaborate on that. Mr Speaker, we have had ins.'.-noes
in which the Leader of the Opposition did not go into detail
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What. I am - trying to say, Mr Speaker, is that one has to show
a degree of'fairneas because there have been cases where
private landlords have accommodated a family unit into quite
pressed accommodation, that Person automatically becomes an
applicant on the housing waiting list and because of the
state of the house, a public health report comes about their
overcrowded situation and other circumstances, lack of normal
facilities, and these people jump the queue and there are
other people who are more resigned to living in pressed accommodation who feel that they are left behind and may I add to
that, Mr Speaker, that no sooner has the Government or the
Housing. Department housed these people, particularly from
private accommvIrtion, that the landlord is able to put somebody else there within a week or so and again another application comes and tnat person can jump the queue again. I am
not saying that these are condemned houses because one thing
we have certainly made sure in the last few months is that if
a private landlord gets a court order then the house in question cannot be let out and no application will be received
from Housing from that dwelling, but this wasn't the case in
the past. It is now being done. We have a system in the
Housing Department whereby there are two files. One is a
houleng file and one is a tenancy file and through some
omission one of the reports from the Public Health Department
went into the tenancy file because this particular person
wasn't an applicant and therefore there was only one file.
There is coordination, Mr Speaker, and invariably if we do
get a directive from either Public Health Department and in
most cases confirmed by the Public Works Department that
the repair is of a major nature then of course we do our
utmost to re-house people. Mr Speaker, what we have found
recently is that there has been a certain cry particularly in
houses which are earmarked within a development programme for
either demolition or modernisation and I think, quite honestly,
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that it would be a waste of time and a waste of money for
Government to spend money in a house or in a block of houses
that we know very well are earmarked for modernisation and
we hone that some within this development programme and some
within the next development programme will have to be moder—
nised and therefore it would be a waste of money to spend
money on them now. But I would insist, Mr Speaker, that
tenants who are put there, particularly the social cases, are
informed that they can have the house, we accept they are not
up to the standards required, but Government is not prepared
to spend money in this type of house. Mr Speaker, I hope at
the next meeting of the House of Assembly to be able to
produce a more realistic Housing Allocation Scheme that will
to a degree do away with the present situation, particularly
as regards public health. The Honourable the Leader of the
Opposition referred to cases at Varyl Tegg reported to the
Housing Department as being unfit for human habitation and
that is not qhe case.
HON M XIBERRAS:
I said in a dangerous condition and I mentioned the water in
the cables and lack of public health reports in the housing
*files. ' I also mentioned the case Of Mr Baglietto where one
room had been condemned.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
I have the file of the Baglietto family here, Mr Speaker,
and we have a medical report and there is nothing I see from
the Public Health Department or even from the Public Works
Department that the house is unfit for human habitation.
There is, of course, a report from Public Works saying :I.at
there are certain repairs to be carried out and there is
dampness in the walls.
HON M XIBERRAS:
If the Honourable Member will give way. There is a letter
which says that the Public Health Department have been
visiting the Baglietto family at least one every six months.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
And it has not rendered the Baglietto flat as unfit for
human habitation.
HON M XIBERRAS:
They have closed a room.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
They may have closed a room, Mr Speaker, but they have not
rendered the house unfit for human habitation.
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HON M K FEATHERSTONE:
Mr Speaker, I would confirm what has been said by my two
colleagues. There is a considerable measure of cooperation
between the three Departments, in fact, the number of letters
that are passed from one to the other and the number of times
members in one Department ring the other up are, perhaps, far
more than the Honourable Leader of the Opposition would realise.
The point mentioned by the Honourable Major Peliza about prohi—
bition orders being put on Government is a point which does not
actually arise because a prohibition order is made by order of
the Court and since Government is not taken to court they do not
get prohibitice orders but we do get letters from the Public
Health Department complaining about varioue nuisances which
should be abated and as far, as my Department is concerned,
they look at this as sympathetically as possible but they do
divide the complaints into what are classified as immediate
nuisances and what are classified as secondary nuisances. An
immediate nuisance, for- example, is somebody who has gat a
blocked toilet, a blocked drain and this is dealt with, possibly,
within 24 hours. They are very quick to do these immediate
nuisances and in many instances we even send the emergency
people to do the job late at night so that the nuisance can be
abated as - rapidly as possible. In most instances the nuisance
has been abated even before the letter comes from the Public
Health Department because obviously the person concerned has
made a requisition to our depot and in most instances they
have been treated even before the letter comes through. What
we classify as a secondary nuisance is not something which we
wish to be unsympathetic about, but wnere you get a conlaint
of dampness in a wall and plastei, coming off, this complaint
is so common in Gibraltar that we have to take each item in
its turn and deal .
- pith it on a roster system, we cannot simply
take Mr X because the Public Health Department has written us
a letter about Mr X when there are Mr A, B and C with the
exactly the same complaint waiting patiently for us to do
something. .I would comment that we are getting at the moment
something like 12,000 requisitions a year and these are increasing since our housing stock is going up in numbers. We
are managing at the moment to do around 11,000 to 11,500.
Regrettably, we are building up a little bit of backlog and
although we are.making every effort to improve on this, such
a backlog does tend to become pernicious in so far that if
yoL h..ve a small leak in a roof or a small patch of dampness
in a wall, if you'don't deal with it in a matter of 3 to 6
months it becomes a severe leak or a big patch in the wall
with the plaster falling off and consequent running of the
tenant concerned to the Public Health Department and more
letters coming through. We are also in very close contact
with the Housing Department and as has been said by the
Minister, we do get instances where a person on social grounds
has been housed and has been told and has agreed at the time
that .no wo:k can be done in his house, yet this parson does
immediately make a requisition to Public Works and in certain
instances where we can and where we feel it is really essential
we do some work there even though to some extent the money is
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wasted since that area is down' for re-development or for
modernisation or pulling down or what have you. We do get
instances where we wish to ameliorate a situation and some •
times the tenant refuses to give us the cooperation we re, quire. If we have to hack the plaster off the wall they
say we cannot do this because thcfurniture is going to be
dahaged, they have nowhere else to put the furniture; and
they immedltely rush off to the Housing Department and say:
"The Public Works want to deal with my house, you must give
me somewhere in the meantime," and by the meantime they
mean a new permanent accommodation. We have instances where
even in the Varyl Begg Estate we have tried to rewire and
the person concerned has said: "You cannot do the rewiring
Ws as you wish to do it, on a surface, you have to chase it in
the walls," and this is something that we resist because it.
i."
..Ar•
7"
policy to Chase wiring in walls. Therefore they
Would not allow us to put surface wiring and they continue
With the teMporary wiring and at the same time.they are
.putting pressure on the Housing Department that their wiring ,
is not satisfactory and they should be given a new flat. As
the Honourable Minister for Medical Services has said, we
are setting up a committee which will comprise members of
the Public Health Department. the Public Works Department
'and: the Housing Department, to try and Coordinate as much
as we can &o that the most urgent cases are dealt with first,
we'can pull them out of the requisition, list. and try and
give the best service we can. I would continue to say that
we have a tremendous amount of work to do and there are times,
for example,' When you have very wet weather, when you cannot •
imiediately ameliorateea situation because weather conditions
'will not allow you to do so. If, for example, you have to
strip a roof'it is . no good doing it during this month of
February when you get two days of sunshine and you say: "-Tow
Lean take.the roof off" and suddenly the next day you have
'thtnder and lightning and torrential downpours. You have
perforce to wait until the time is more propitious and then
you get on with the specific jobs of roofing and dampness.
I think, therefore, the Honourable Mover of the motion can
rest assured that there is a strong measure of cooperation
between the three Departments, a strong desire on the part
of the Public Works Department to cooperate. I can see instances where we cooperate with the Public Health Department
even when it is not our duty to do so. One very simple
example, I an tell the Honourable Member, that there is an
area in. Gibraltar where there is an accumulation of rubbish
in a patio and this has been Classified as a fire risk. By,
rights the Public Health Department should take the person
concerned to court, get a court order and get - him to remove
this nuisance but Public Works are doing it because we want
to remove the fire risk as rapidly as possible and we cannot
wait for the rather longdrown out procedure which can occur
with courts as we have seen, for example, I think we had a
question at the last- House of Assembly about No. 221 Main
Street which' as been dragging on for two years. I hope he
will understand that we are cooperating, on the three levels
as much as we can, we intend to improve this cooperation with.
our new Ad Hoc committee and as far as we can possibly do it .
we will give.the best service to our tenants that we possibly
can.
1
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HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
Mr Speaker, I would like to clarify some of the.legal questions that have been raised and in particular the spectre
of the Director of Public Works threatened with imprisonment.
Part 2 of the Ordinance does of course place on the Govern.meat a duty to take steps in respect of nuisances but I
think the main thrust of section 89 in as much as it refers
to the Government, is to provide that where somebody has made
a complaint concerning a statutory nuisance the court, as an
alternative to other remedies, may direct the Government to
take steps in the matter. The implication of section 66 does
appear to be that it is contemplated that there may be a
nuisance order made against the Government. My Honourable
Colleague, the Minister, I think, might have misunderstood
that although I would also add that it is obviously a very
unusual step to take. I think it will be clear from what has
been said that in effect the Government is aware of its
statutory duty in this hatter and if I may revert again to
the Director of Public Works, I would certainly advise that •
Government observe the law. However, while Government have,
a duty to observe the law and would observe the law, of
course the normal sanctions which apply to individuals are
not appropriate in the case of the Crown itself so I think
that one may rest easy that there is no prospect of a particular public officer going to jail.
MR SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors I will call on the mover
to reply.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Thank you, Mr Speaker. May I first of all thank the AttorneyGeneral for that view which he has expressed, for that .opinion
that he has, given the House, and I am very glad to hear it as
at least potentially the same sanction is available if I under-..
stood him correctly.
HON ATTORNEY-GENERAL:
41. Speaker, what I said, in fact, was that the Government will
obefrve the law which was a general principle of administration. Government is not liable to the immediate sanctions
which private individuals are liable to but it will observe
the law.
HON M XIBERRAS:
I still thank him but I understood differently. We do have
now a tight situation in Government where the Government
exerdises ouite considerable powers in Gibraltar, there being
no local authority and no central Government now, and whilst
I entirely agree with. the Attorney-General that there is an
obligation on the part of Government to observe certain stendards,I must at the same time, Ur Speaker, express my concern
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at the apparent lack of concern aralgst Government Ministers
with the present situation. The problem is a very real one,
Mr Speaker, it affects a good number of people, almost every
day of their lives, and much of the running around that these
people have to do between Government Departments is connected
with the state of their dwellings and on this score though I
am glad
to hear that a co-ordinating committee is being
set up between departments, Z do not know whether this is as
s result of the motion or not, but I am glad about that and
X would like to see public expression of concern on the part
of the Government and I hope that Government will, in fact,
support the motion to express this concern because, Mi
I do not think that the situation gives as much grounds for
complacency as the Minister for Public Works, who unfortunately
is the person who carries the brunt of actually doing the work.
For instance, may I just briefly quote the Baglietto case which
has been mentioned already. When I went to see the Minister
he said he would have people immediately there to look at the
Baglietto house and I in fact went across the way to chase up
the Minister for Housing who wasn't there at the time, left
him a note saying that the Minister for Public Works agrees
that a team should be sent down immediately to look at the
house, but needs your authority to do so or at least needs
some sort of requisition from you to do so. Nobody turned up,
Mr Speaker, I think the next person who turned up was in fact
the Governor who went on a visit and spoke to the Baglietto
family and the Baglietto family apparently were still waiting
for this immediate action to be taken in pursuance of a Public
Health Report, Mr Speaker, which apparently was not made and
was certainly not in the file of the Minister for Housing at
the time, the Public Health Report concerned with the closing
up of one of the rooms of the Baglietto family. So, Mr Speaker,
on one particular case, maybe I was unlucky, on one particular
case there are certainly no grounds, to my mind for the Government not supporting tne motion and expressing concern over the
situation. The other thing which I would like to comment on
is the eistinction which the Honoureble Mr Zammitt, the Minister,
for Housing,- tried to draw between Varyl Begg and other Government dwellings, not a valid distinction, Mr Speaker, on grounds
of public health in my view because tenants at Varyl Begg are
entitled to the protection of public health legislation as any
other Government tenant and this issue, Mr Speaker, is connected
with the question of the special contract which we had earlier
when even the Government recognised that in respect of Varyl
Begg the Government itself, as landlord, was in need of special
protection, Mr Speaker. I do not eo.se with the Minister for
Housing that a distinction is possible on the grounds that
Government is unable to do the work which it should do,
apparently, to meet public health standards. Mr Speaker,
weight has been given in the debate to both aspects of the
motion, he question of the private sector and the question
of what action is possible and what response can be obtained
from moves started by public health. Mr Speaker, the situation
is aggravated by the fact that Government housing stock is not
in a good state of repair and therefore standards, Mr Speaker,
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of Government housing stock are subject to and can be legitimately subject to criticism and the comparison between some
Government stock and private landlords who arc prosecuted is
quite a close one, Mr Speaker, they are practically the same
bad state of repair. I am not pleased, Mr Speaker, with the
response the motion has obtained from Ministers as to their
attitude to the problems involved. They are notorious, Mr
Speaker, these problems and we are no nearer getting pressUre
on Government, as landlords, for the correction of these
faults. I am not saying that they are not trying hard enough,
what I am saying ie that we have a Public Health Ordinance
there and we have . quite considerable shortfall, Mr Speaker,
in the meeting of standards by these Government Departments.
It is not a satisfactory state of affairs or a fair position
for the community as a whole. One last point I would make
and thatis theobligationsof the Minister for Housing as land- .
lord to the tenants. Those are quite distinct, Mr Speaker,
to other obligations. There are many people, over 20C cases
of non-payment of rent, I believe, in Varyl Begg Estate.
That is in response to the state of the houses. That is
evidence, Mr Speaker, in that particular area and has not
spread to the rest of Gibraltar, Mr Speaker, because there
has e- an a concentrated reaction in Veryl Begg Estate but
that is evident that a problem exists and that'concern
should be shown by the Government, their losses of rent, Mr
Speaker, and there are people who are taking it upon themselves individually, not advised by any association. not to
pay rent and they are taking a risk with it anu they are
putting their money aside against the day when they have to
pay up. There has been no reduction in rent for these cases
so there are grounds for concern, Mr Speaker, in that situation. If Government is concerned about the Varyl Begg situation and it is not concerned about the non-payment of rent,
well, I don't know. How can;Government say that they are not
concerned and not support the motion? So, Mr Speaker, I hope
the Government does reconsider and votes in favour of this
motion.
Mr Speaker then put the question and en a vote being taken
the following Hon Members voted in favour:
. The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

P J Isola
Major R J Peliza
G T Restano
M Xibelras

The following Hon Members voted against:
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon
Hon

I Abecasis
A J Canepa
M K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
A P Montegriffo
J B Perez
A W Serfaty
Dr R 0 Valarino
H J Zammitt
D Hull
A Collings
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The following Hen Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon J Rossano
The Hon Major F J Dellipiani
The motion was accordingly defeated.
The House recessed at

1.10 pm.

The House resumed at 3.25 pm.
MR SPEAKER:
The next motion is a motion moved by the Honourable Mr Joe
Bossano on the 24th of October, 1978, which has been adjourned
on two consecutive meetings. 'The state of the motion, as I
recall, is that Mr Bossano moved the motion, then Mr Restanis
took the floor immediately after that and proposed an amend—
ment which was defeated, then. Mr Canepa spoke on the main
motion and he was followed by Mr Isola who in the course of •
his address moved an amendment to the motion to read that
the motion be. amended by the addition after the word "unit"
of the words "under British sovereignty". To this particular
amendment Mr Bossano, the Chief Minister and Major Peliza
have spoken. Therefore we now have the floor open to any
Member who wishes to speak on the amendment.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, before we proceed with the debate I would just
like to report that at some stage the Honourable Major Peliza
suggested at Lhe time that I should seek a consensus on this.
I have tried but it has not been found possible and therefore
we are where we left it.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, just before the House broke up when the motion
was being debated on the 25th of October, I had a brief in—
tervention when the Chief Minister moved the adjournment of
the House in which I made it clear that for my colleagues
and myself, this matter was a matter of considerable import—
ance and since then, speaking with the Chief Minister, I have
made it clear to him that this is a matter of fundamental
importance for my colleagues and myself. The position, as I
outlined it in that brief intervention, was that having con—
sidered all that had been said on this motion and having con—
sidered also what was raid on the motion on the right to our
soil proposed some time back by the same mover, we felt that
much of the debate and essentially the debate on this motion
now before the House, involved the basic principle which has
been discussed at some length on that occasion when the motion
on the right to our-soil had been discussed. It was for this
reason that we felt that, if possible, a consensus should be
arrived at. Mr Speaker, the consensus which was reached on
the motion of the right to our soil was read out by me towards
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the end of the last meeting and we feel that this incorporates,
coeaeehensively, all the aspects of the question before the
House. If, indeed, the Government feels that both amendments
one moved by my Honourable Friend Mr Restano, and the other
at present before the House are inadequate or inappropriate,
I suggested then at the end of the last meeting, then we.
should have a reaffirmation of the motion which was.unanimously
carried by the end of the meeting in which we discussed the
right to our soil. The text of that motion is available 'to
Members on pages 185 and 186 of the Hansard of the 24th of
October, 1978, I TiS quoting, in fact, the previous meeting.
That motion, Mr Speaker, speaks about the people of Gibraltar
being inseparable from the territory of Gibraltar.
MR SPEAKER:
I would like to make one thing clear. We are now speaking
exclusively on Mr Isola t s amendment and nothing else. I.
think you still have the right to speak on the main issue
in due course. It is the addition of the words "under
British sovereignty" that is the subject matter of the ques,:ion now before the House.
HON M XIBERRAS:
I am merely doing this, Mr Speaker, because of the hiatus.and
because I would like to leave the House in no doubt as to hew
my colleagues and myself feel on the matter which is the sub••stance of the amendment at present before the House. Mr'
Speaker, in the course of the previous motion on which the
House was somewhat divided, Members attempted to reach a eon—
sencus and there were apseals from the other side,.from the
Honourable Mr Montegriffo to the Honourable Mr Ecssano, so
that there could be unanimity of views oe this ratter.
share what was said by the Honourable Mr Montegriffe and by
the Honourable and Gallant Major Peliza that in these matte:n
there should, in so far as possible, be unanimity of views,
but we respect the Honourable Mr Bosseno's right to dissent
as we, for our part, would have the right to dissent. But
there is a consideration here which perhaps did neL apply to
the previous motion, and that is that the subject• has, in
fact, already been discussed and amply discussed by this
House and unanimity was possible on that occasion,.on an
amendment, if I recall correctly, drafted not by this aids
although I cannot quite recall who' exactly moved it. There—
fore, Mr Speaker, it would be a shame that if on grounds of
inappropriateness or on procedural grounds, the House were
to divide on this most basic of issues. I wish to add
nothing else to what I have to say at this stage except to
repeat that it is a matter of fundamental importance for
Honourable Members on this side, it affects the whole noel.—
tion of Gibraltar for arguments which I will make clear, if
necessary, at a later stage, and I do hope that the common
approach which has been possible in the past not onlj within
this House but far from Gibraltar, can be maintained. I wish
to leave no'room for ambiguity, 1 wish to state the position
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absolutely clearly. In respect of the amendment, Mr
Speaker, I would support the amendment if there is no indication that the consensus motion to which I have alluded
will be acceptable but I am sure my Honourable and Learned •
Friend will withdraw his amendment to allow the House to
adopt, if it so wishes, a consensus motion at the appropriate
stage.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, what I want to say, Sir, is that we are likely
•
to forget what has happened and therefore it is a bit of a
lopsided debate in this matter'and the Honourable Memaee on
the amendment has spoken about other matters and I would
just like to refer back to Hansard.
MR SPEAXER:
May I remind the Honourable the Chief Minister that he still
has the right to speak on the main question.
•HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Yes, but I do not want to use it now because now-we are
only on the amendment of the Honourable Mr Isola .on which
I have already spoken.
MR SPEA KE R:
. In other words, Mr Hessen() has given way to you.
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
The difficulty that we find ourselves now is in the reality
of the debate because we are dealing now with matters which
were said in October and the essence of the debate is the
fact ,that, the ideas are in front of Members when discussing.`
:'
a matter. Now it is dead in the sense that is has been
stagnant since October and I can only say that the Hansard
says why I Spoke against the amendment and I don't want to
repeat myself because I don't want to lose the right to
speak cn the general question. We are also concerned about
this matter. The Honourable the Leader of the Opposition
has referred to this and how this arose. Certainly it was
prepared on this side, in fact, At was more or less in the
same situation and I was asked to look for consensus and
eventually after discussions inside and outside the House
I Produced something but I think it was moved from the
other side but it did not matter because it was a unanimous
going
one and it doesn't matter who moves anything it is
to be accepted unanimously. In this case we have given the
reasons why we feel that the amendment that has been so far
moved limits the concept which the motion seeks to establish
which is one of general application.
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Mr Speaker, I completely support the amendment but before
giving the reasons.for my support I would like to take this
opportunity of taking up Mr Bossano on a subject than. he
broached during his intervention and on a subject, in fact,
that he loses no opportunity of bringing up in this House
on every occasion possible; and that is his repeated accusations and insinuations that the three Members, of this HOUse
who were formerly with him in the GDM have changed. their .
policies on the subject matter of this amendment. I would
not presume to anaser on be'half of the other two Members,
those who have crossed the floor, I am sure that the
Honourable Dr Valarino and the Honourable and Learned Mr
Perez are quite capable of answering for themselves so I
speak for myself only. As far as the policy of GDM was
concerned, I. think if one takes a look at the manifesto of
the GDM one will see that what we said at the time of the
elections was that in the simplest terms what we want is
that we should have a firm undeniable right over the territory end not be merely tenants. This would Mean a redefinition of•eur present relationship with Britain. There .
is nc question there of there being any other interpretation
it "es'a re-definition of our position with Britain. - GDM
were asking for decolonisation but not decOlonisation without
the British links. I can recall also the intervention at the
Ceremonial Opening of this House by the lion Mr Bossano when
he was Leader of the Opposition speakine on behalf Of the •
four Members of the GDM whom he represented here in this.
House and of the GDM as a whole. He said; "Members• of this
House have taken today an Oath of Allegiance of loyalty'to
the British Crown, an Oath of Allegiance which I think reflects accurately the loyalty and the feeling of the people
of Gibraltar for the British Crown." I am just bringing up
these points because in his insinuations and accusations the
Hon Mr Bossano has been saying or implying. that I have
changed my policy by not being with him any more and this
has come up time and time again. I would even quote the
Honourable and Learned Chief Minister in a motion when he
on the same subject said in November: "In so far as the
political side is concerned I do not remember in the course
of the election campaign of the Gibraltar Democratic Movement any affirmation of continued British sovereignty on the
part of the Party so I think it wrs taken for granted and I
do not dispute that that would have been the attitude had
they been asked." The attitude, at leaSt as far as I am
concerned, is exactly the same, my policy is exactly the
same as the policy which 1 held when I stood for election
as a Member of the Gibraltar Democratic Movement, In fact,
I made it quite clear, too, in an interview with a local
weekly paper when I said: "The problem of Gibraltar was
that Spain wanted sovereignty over the Rock and we Gibraltarians are not prepared that sovereignty should be passed
to Spain, the fact that we are not part of . Spain nor do we
wish to become Spanish. We are Gibraltarians and we are
British and 1.Z. wish to remain that way". This interview
•
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was when I was a Member of the GDM and in fact this interview took place two years ago, in February 1977. On the
question of whether the soil of Gibraltar should belong to
the people of Gibraltar I said: "Yes, very definitely, this
should not be interpreted as a call for independence. The
soil of Gibraltar should belong to the people in the same
way as the soil of the Channel Islands belongs to the
Channel islanders whilst sovereignty of both the Channel
Islands and Gibraltar lies with Great Britain."

eevere bout of sour grapes that he is where he is and that
he is not still the Leader of the Opposition. Perhaps the
Honourable Doctor may be able to prescribe something to
alleviate his continued bout of sickness but in any case
since the elections there have of course been new develop—
ments as far as Gibraltar is concerned as far as I see it
and I think it started with the visit of Mr Frank Judd in

September . . . .

HON J BOSSANO:

MR SPEAKER:

If the Honourable Member will give way. Can I ask why, when
he is expressing all those sentiments, he cannot in fact
accept the motion which is a direct quotation from his manifesto?

I am afraid that I must call you to order. It is exclusively
the amendment that we are talking about. You have had your
contribution on the general debate and 'don't think it is
fair on other Members. that I should allow you to continue in
this vein. We want to hear whether you agree that the words
"under British sovereignty" should be added.

HON G T RESTANO:
Yes, Mr Speaker, that is why, in fact, I referred to and I
quoted from the Chief Minister's address. Whereas it was
taken for granted that what the GDM was asking for was decolonisation whilst retaining the British links, this particular motion as far as I can see it, the motion as it
stands is an'incomplete motion beCause it does not give the
complete and total impression of what the people of Gibraltar
want, it is a little ambiguous, if I may put it that way. It
is a little ambiguous because it could be interpreted in many
ways. That is the reason why I am bringing up this question
of the Britishness and the British sovereignty over Gibraltar.
Again, when the Honourable Mr Perez and myself resigned from
the Gibraltar Democratic Movement, we did say in a letter to
Mr Bossano that: "We think there is a need to make a public
stand on the fundamentals. The fundamental issue in our
minds, is to safeguard Gibraltar's future and to ensure its
economic stability. This is why we all stood as Members of
the GDM. We believe there is a need for us to state categorically that we adhere to the principles on which we were
elected, that is, the decolonisation of Gibraltar whilst
retaining our British links. However, very regrettably, it
is becoming increasingly obvious to us that the GDM, far
from becoming identified with the principles on which it
was elected, decolonisation but keeping Gibraltar British,
seems to be moving in a direction'that could put this at
risk. We think we can best retain our position by resigning
from GDM because it no longer seems to represent what we
stood for at the elections." Then, of course, the sequence
of events as far as I am concerned was that I joined the
Opposition Parliamentary Group which made its policies known
in no uncertain terms and then at a subsequent date joined
the Democratic Party of British Gibraltar which by its name
makes its position absolutely clear. As far as I am concerned, Mr Speaker,_ there has been no change at all in my
position and I suppose that the reason why the Honourable

Mr Bossano continues at every possible opportunity to bring
up these insinuations and accusations is that he has a iery
173..

HON G T RESTANO:
What I was going to say, Mr Speaker, is that since the.elections there has been a very favourable change, as far as I
can see it, which started with the visit of Mr Frank Judd
to Gibraltar. I think he was the very first person who
stated quite categorically publicly that Britain recognised
the wishes of the people of Gibraltar. Of course we had
had before that correspondence from the Foreign and Commonwealth Secretary, the later Mr Crossland, who said that the
interests of the people was for the British Government to
decide and in fact this was one of the reasons why the GDM
came into existence. Then of course that statement of Mr
Judd was reaffirmed very strongly br Dr Owen and it has
been repeated by Dr Owen on many occasions and recently of
course it has again been reaffirmed by Mrs Thatcher in e
letter to the Leader of the Opposition. The amendment, Mr
Speaker, adding the words "under British sovereignty" by
my Friend Mr Peter Isola, I think puts the motion in the
right concept and in the right terms. It is the accurate
way of describing the way the people of Gibraltar feel abouS
their decidedly right aspirations of decolonisation but
within the sphere of British sovereignty. I think for the
Government to vote against that amendMent could give a very,
very wrong impression indeed, it could give the impression
that infect the Government warted something else rather than
what the Honourable Mover of the amendment wishes to introduce and I appeal to the Government to reconsider its
decision to vote against the amendment. I think it could
be rather irresponsible to give that wrong impression, that
wrong impression which could be taken and interpreted very
differently not only across the border but in Britain as

well. So, Mr Speaker, I support the amendment for the•
reasons given and I hope that the Chief Minister will reconsider his position and, as the Honourable the Leader of

the Opposition has said, if he finds other terminology that
he prefers along 1,ne.same lines, we will be very happy to
look into it favourably.
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HON A J CANEPA:
Mr Speaker, we cannot accept this amendment on the Government'
side because we consider that it undermines the status and
the rights of the people of Gibraltar with respect to the
territory in which they have been born and where they happen
to live. I explained, I remember, in an'earlier intervention
on Mr Restano's amendment, the concept whiCh the AACR had
followed over the years with regard to the indivisibility of
the people and territory and I quoted from an article which
had been published in'the Gibraltar Evening Poste in my name,
based almost entirely on a speech at one of our Party Conferences on a motion very closely related to this matter.
The people and the territory of Gibraltar aretbr Gibraltarians
an' inseparable unit, an indivisible unit, .regardless of what
sort of sovereignty there were to be' over Gibraltar. And if
we are going to qualify that by the addition of the words
"under British sovereignty", the expression that it is going
to be given is that it is only under British Sovereignty and
with British sovereignty that the people of Gibraltar and the
territory are an inseparable unit and that if there was a
change of sovereignty, God forbid,which:We don't. want, then
we would not' necessarily be an inseparable unit and this we
cannot have. One doesn't want and one will not visualise a
change of sovereignty; but I think it is the duty of MeMbers
in the House today not to undermine a concept of this sort
by qualifying it in this way and with all due respect for
the Honourable Mr Restano to say that if the Government votes
against kr Peter Isola's amendment that ail sorts of wrong
concepts are going to be nut on that, is nonsense. If that
is what they are afraid of, the wrong connotation that could,
be' put on that amendment being defeated, then it should
never be put. at all but what I think is wrong, and it is
very significant and It is now becoming very much a pattern. .
of the way of thinking of-Honourable Members opposite, is
that the words "British" has got to be tagged on all the
time spzewhere and if it is not then you are in serious
trouble, and.this is where I think' they are going wrong. I
do not think that any .Honourable Member in this House differa ,.
frcm that point ofview. I do not think that we want anything other than British sovereignty so why, for the love of.
God, do you have to be constantly ramming that ,down, why do
you have to be ramming that down and then if any other Member
feels differently about it then the Honourable Members
opposite of the Democratic. Party of British Gibraltar are
very worried about the connotation which is going to be put
to it. As I say, en this side of the House we cannot
accept that amendment and we do not accept it because it
undermines the basic principle. Regardless of what
sovereignty there is in Gibraltar, I and my colleagues, as
a Gibraltarian, feel that without the territory of Gibraltar
the people of Gibraltar just do not exist,we are not
Gibraltarians, if we do not have the territory of Gibraltar,
we cease to be Gibraltarians and we were born Gibraltarians,
British Gibraltarians,,but if ever at any future date the
Gibraltarians cease to•be British for some reason or oti-ry
not that we want it, but if it were to happen, and no one
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lenows what will happen two or three hundred years from now, e.
there lay be no Great Britain . for all we know, Britain,- may
not teist, Spain may not exist, we don't know. There are
wars and nations are created and nations are destroyed,
that has happened more than once in the present century.
We do not want that to happen but if it were to happen I '
would still want the people of Gibraltar, the Gibraltarians
of the future of 50 or 100 years from now, to be intrinaically and indissolubly linked to their territory, to Gib- •
raltar, whatever the sovereignty and that is why. we cannot
accept this amendment and rather than have it defeated
Mr.Restano is worried about the connotation, the answer is e
that the Honourable Mr Isola should withdraw it.
•
MR SPEAKER:
If there are no other contributors'to the amendment, I will'.
. call on the Honourable Mr Isola to reply.
HON P J ISOLA:
'Mr Speaker, I am astounded by the Minister for Labour and .
Social Security, I am astounded. I spoke yesterday about
- the world of•fantasy in which the Honourable Mr Bossano •
lives and today the Minister for Labour and Social Security
has joined this world of fantasy himself. - He says :that if
at any date the seweignty of Gibraltar should change, we
want whoever take'6Atb know perfectly clearly that the people
and territory of Gibraltar are inseparable, Mr Speaker.
What use is that going to be to the people of Gibraltar when
that day occurs I would like to know.. It is do interesting
academic point the Minister raises but I would ask him a
very' straight question, don't ask me to Withdraw the motion
I would ask him to say and for his Government to say, can
•
, we afford to vJe.against that amendment, can 1%8 afford it '
in view of our obligations to the people of Gibraltar?
HON CHIEF MINISTER:
If the Honourable Member will give way I will tell him. Of,.
course we can afford it. 1 think to some extent Members
opposite suffer from an inferiority complex in. this respect.
The principle in the concept is acceptable and is dear to
us and must remain dear to us but it is qualified in this
way by the amendment, and it is only a substitute to an
amendment which the Honourable hover himself said was
rather awkward and that was Mr Restano's amendment.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, as I said I asked for the adjournment of the
House in order to allow the Government to hold consultations
to see whether there could be a consensus. .Apparently, this
idea was faVoured but apparently also, because the Honourable
Mr Bossano wasn't ;:epared to agree to a consensus and the
Government:thought that the balance of power ought to be redressed, it was against Mr Bossano yesterday, perhaps it
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should be against the other section in the Opposition today, .
I don't know, but I ask the question to the Government again,
can they afford to vote against the amendment and I will try
to show that they cannot and -I will try to show why, Mr
Speaker. The Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister said:
that it was a long time since this motion was moved, yes,
and some things have happened too since that motion was
moved, some significant things have happened. There - has been••
for example, Mr Speaker, the Honourable kr Bossano going
around Gibraltar attacking the Talks and his motion that.
talks, should be stopped until Spain admits that she cannot
.have sovereignty over Gibraltar but in his speech he talked
about talking with' Spain as equals, he never talked about
British sovereignty, his attitude was "We do not want Spanish
sovereignty" but he didn't say "We want British sovereignty", •
we assumed that,.but he also. saia: "If I am going to-be.a second clasa'British citizen I would rather not be a British
subject", and so forth. I don't know, but I would have..
thought that the sort of address that the Honourable Nr:•.
BOssano made yesterday - I throw that as a thought on the
Government benches - makes it necessary that the motion, as
amended, should be carried, makes it necessary thetas far
as this House is concerned of course we Accept that - thed
people and the territory are inseparable under British
sovereignty and when the Honourable Minister for Labour says
that in 200 years time something else might happen, I am
sure it might, in 15 years time or 20 years time we may all
be Russian for all we know but what we do know,Mr Speaker,
is that the security of Gibraltar is bound IT with being under
British sovereignty. That is why the motion is amended,
because we do not want people to get.wrong ideas on this.
It is very dangerous, it is like the Party for the Autonomyof- Gibraltar or the Partido Socialists de Gibraltar. This
sort of motion, without that amendment, furthers their cause
in Gibraltar' and this is what I think the Government must
recognise. •I would only invite the Government themselves
to look at the photograph of their conference, Mr Speaker,
in the Chronicle of November, 1978. There they were, a
British flag and a Gibraltar flag. The Honourable Minister
'for Labour doesn't want to talk about it, he is embarrassed
about it, but in the.conference when it was passed for publication, there he was. I will concede that the Honourable
the Chief Minister sat above the Gibraltar flag but I would
like to point out that the Einisternfor Labour was sitting
behind the British flag. Come on, say the Government, Er
Speaker. Let us come cn,- lut us imagine, Mr Speaker, that
the motion as amended, in'other words, "the. House declares
that the territory and the people of Gibraltar are an inseparable unit under British sovereignty", is defeated.
The House has had its word, the House hasn't thought it
necessary or advisable to put in these words and then, as
a result of this, that the AtCR Government has votedagainst•
the inclusion of the words "under British sovereignty", the •
Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister is invited to
Gibraltar television and is interviewed. Can you imagine,
Mr Speaker, the first auestion that is put to him: "Sir
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Joshua, why have you voted against the nmendrent of the
iniJssion of the words "under Eritish sovereignty"? Is it
that the Government is thinking in terra of another sover7.
eignty?" I can imagine the Chief Ministerb answer: "Of •
course not, of course not. Of course we do not contemplate
any change in that status whatever." "Well, then Mr Chief
Minister, why didn't you vote for the amendment?". And what
would the answer be? "Well, it is not necessary, it goes
without saying." That, I would imagine, would be the answer
of the Chief Minister, but then the persistent interviewer
would go on: "Well. if everybody agrees that it is under
British sovereinglny and you do not envisage any other
sovereignty, why did you vote against the inclusion of the
words "under British sovereignty"?" By then, I should
imagine, the Chief Minister would be getting a bit uncomfortable. I think he would, Mr Speaker. And then, Mr
Speaker, as the. interview draws to a close the interviewer
might ask: "Chief Minister, one last question. The Minister
for Labour said in the course of his intervention that we
had to make it clear that the people and the territory are
inseparable and that the preamble to the Constitution hasn't
-wade that at all clear, do you share that view Mr Chief
Mil:is:en?" "Is the motion necessary tc ensure that people
know what the preamble says, do you share that view ofthe
preamble, Mr Chief Minister?" It would be'interesting to
hear the Chief Minister's response and perhaps when he
talks in the debate it will be interesting to heor. Perhaps he would answer: "It is inconceivable that . any British
Government should consider the territory and the people are
not an inseparable unit." He might answer that to the
interviewer in which case the interviewer again would say:
"Well, why are these fears expressed by the Minister for'
Labour?" And he would probably say: "Well, he must.enswer
that question himself." On the other hand, Mr Speaker,. the
Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister might answer:
"Well, perhaps the Minister for Labour and Social Security
has a point there. Perhaps it is not clear in the preamble."
And then, if I was a persistent interviewer, I would ask
the Chief Minister unless it is a point of order I don't
intend to give way.
HON H J ZAMMITT:
On a point of order, Mr Speaker. Is a Member of the House
entitled to be a television intersiewer?
MR SPEAKER:
That is not a point of order.
HON P J ISOLA:
If the Chief Minister were to answer the interviewer: "Well,
Perhaps the Minister for Labour has a point in what he has
said", I would then imagine that a persistent interviewer
would then ask the Chief Minister: "What harp your:Government and Party been doing since these doubts were spread
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in 1969 when the lonstitution was first published, what
have you been doin,:, to remedy this situation, why didn't
you bring this motion in the House in 1970 and not wait for
the Honourable Mr Bossano to bring it in 1978?" I would
think that the Honourable and Learned the Chief Minister
would have a difficult time and what is more important, Mr
Speaker, I think the public in Gibraltar would be somewhat
confused as a result. A man sitting there would say; "Well,
he said under British sovereignty, he said he doesn't contemplate any change, he said he hopes it would always be
that, he said that the people and territory are.obviously
an inseparable unit, and then he voted against an amendment
saying "under British sovereignty." I ask the Honourable
Members on the other side of the House to put themselves in
the shoes of the average Gibraltarian, not with the fantasy
that they have, not with the imagination of the Honourable
the Minister for Labour and Social Security who thinks
sovereignty: Of Gibraltar might pass to some other body other
than Britain.or Spain at some future date, but just an
ordinary person who was cheering the Honourable Mr Bossano
because he thought he was talking for a British Gibraltar
when he wanted to stop the talks, who voted for the Government, what would he think, what would his reaction be? He
would say: "Why the devil doesn't this man vote in favour.
' of the motion* if he agrees with everything that is in it?
That is what I would ask the Government to think about and
I think that that is the point that my Honourable Friend,
Mr Restano, was making in his speech. It is not for us to
withdraw something that we are quite prpud to put in and
quite proud to live by, the words "under British sovereignty"
in the.inseparability of the people and the territory, because we know that it is either British sovereignty or
Sranish sovereignty in the situation of Gibraltar having
regard to the history of Spain and having regard to a
thousand other thingswhich it is useless and futile for me
to go through again, because we know it is that, it is not
far us to withdraw the amendment to the motion so as not to
cause'embarrassment to the Government, it is for the Government to have the courage of their conviction and to convince the people of Gibraltar that when they are talking of
_the people and the territory being inseparable, they are
talking like us of being inseparable under British sovereignty. That is the responsibility of the Government, that is why I didn't push my amendment r hoping that there would
be a consensus and the consensus that I was asking for, or
rather my Honourable Friend the Leader of the Opposition
was asking for, was merely a repetition of a motion that
was passed unanimously in this House and that is all we
were asking for and I am still prepared to withdraw my
amendme.nt on the motion.

XIBERRAS:
If the Honourable Member will give way. kr Speaker, I'had
not understood, let me make this absolutely clear and I
would not have spoken as I did on my Honourable and Learned.
Friend's amendment, I had not understooc from the Chief
Minister that he was willing to adopt the suggestion I made
earlier of havinz; a re-affirmation of the past motion.. I
was perfectly prepared to move such an amendment, I made it
clear that I would but I wanted to have an indication because I had not previous knowledge that the Government was
willing to accept it. Mr Speaker, could I ask the Government this question because I think it might help.,
MR SPEAKER:
You cannot ask the Government anything because the motion
has got to the stage when the mover is replying td it.
HON M XIBERRAS: '
Well, Mr Speakereit was just to ease the matter procedurally
as the Chief Minister intervened at an earlier stage and made
a statement even though he had spoken on the amendment that I
wish to intervene at this stage.
MR SPEAKER:
You haven't got the right to.
HON M XIBERRAS: •
I don't, as the Chief Minister didn't, except by somebady
7peaker.
giving way,
MR SPEAKER:
Which I have allowed you to do.
HON M XIBERRAS:
I just want to .make clear, Mr Speaker, to you and to the
House that in my consultation with the Chief Minister in
the Ante Room I had not gathered the knowledge that the
Government was definitely willing to support a re-affirmation of the consensus motion because otherwise none of this
would have been necessary and if the Government so signifies
then my Honourable Friend will withdraw the-amendment and I
shall move the other amendment.

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

HON CHIEF MINISTER:

If the Honourable Member will give way.' Of course, if the
previcus motion had been put as an amendment we would have
supported it fully and I told the Leader of the Opposi'-an
that.
179.

May We shorten the proceedings if I am Allowed to make a
statement?
MR SPEAKER:
Yes.
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HON CHIEF MINISTER:
Mr Speaker, it, is very difficult, I must say, to deal with
the Leader of the Opposition with the best will in the world.
Not only had I agreed that this was so but I even told the
Honourable Mover that if that was proposed we would support
it, he can bear that out. I did it on the understanding
that I had said the same thing to you. How can that be misunderstood?. And I told all my colleagues.
HON M XIBERRAS:
I thought, in fact, the Chief Minister had told me: 'We will
see how the debate goes." However if that is the case then
there is no problem at all, my Hon and Learned Friend will
withdraw the amendment.
HON P J ISOLA:

"in all the circumstanced surrounding the situation of
)ibroltar and bearing in mind that the people of Gibraltar
he, .evolved as a distinct entity over more than 200 years
in Gibraltar and are inseparable from the territory of •
Gibraltar, that sovereignty over Gibraltar must be decided
solely according to the democratically expressed wishes of
the people of Gibraltar and as evidenced by the results of
the 1976 general election that the people of Gibraltar including all Members of the House adhere firmly and unwaveringly to the view expressed in the 1967 Peferendum
that sovereignty should continue to lie with Pritain• and
should not be a matter fcr discussion with Spain."
MR SPEAKER:
As it is a long amendment and it is a consensus, do you wish
me to propose the question or do you wish me to put the
question?
HON J BOSSANO:

Mr Speaker, may I suggest that•we recess for a few minutes.
Before I actually withdraw the amendment I must tell the
Chief Minister that my final words were going to be a
suggestion to GEC that they invite •the Honourable the Chief
Minister to go on television but it may not be necessary.

Let me say on this question of a consensus that as far as I
am 'concerned, Mr Speaker, the amendment includes, in feet;;
the original motion using slightly different words.

The House recessed at 4.25 pm.

MR SPEAKER:

The House resumed at 4.50 pm.

Let there be no misunderstanding, I am referring to the
amendment. If you want to speak on the amendMent I will
propose the question, if you don't want to speak I will put
the question. You wish to speak on Ahe amendment? I will
then propose the question which is that the original motion
moved by the Honourable Mr Bossano, should be amended, by
the deletion of all the words after the word "dcclares' and
by the substi..",ion therefor of the words as moved by the
Honourable the Leader of the Opposition.

MR SPEAKER:
I understand that there has been a consensus.
HON P J ISOLA:
Mr Speaker, you understand perfectly correctly. I would
like the leave of the House to withdraw my amendment.
Leave to withdraw the amendment was granted.
MR SPEAKER:
We are now back to the original motion. The mover, Mr
Bossano, spoke followed by Mr Restano, Mr Canepa and Mr,
Isola. I understand that the Honourable Leader of the
Opposition wishes to speak now.
HON M XIBERRAS:
Thank you, Mr Speaker. Mr Speaker, as you may be aware, the
Honourable Members have had their consultation in the Ante
Room and I am glad to be able to report that there appears
to be a consensus based on the following amendment which I
now beg to move, I beg to move that the motion be amended
by the deletion of all the words after the word "declar-r"
and by the substitution therefor of the following words:
181'.

HON J BOSSANO:
As regards the idea that this is a consensue,this is, in
fact, an amendment produced by the Leader of the Opposition
which does, more or less, what the previous mutton passed
in the House did. The reason for my bringing the motion
that I have brought this time to the House is because I
believe, for many of the reasons that have. been put forward
particularly by Mr Canepa, that there is'a need for a clearcut, unambiguous and concise assertion of our right to
Gibraltar as aright of birth because we have been 'hem
here. That sentiment is included in this amendment. I feel
that it is regrettable that it should be included in such a
way that one has to search for it rather than have it
standing clearly on its own in the way it did in the original
motioh. I welcome, of course, the additional part that says,
•
particularly, that the sovereignty over the territory of
Gibraltar is a matter 'to be decided according to the wishes
of the people and not as the preamble to the Constitution
says,' exclusively by an act of Parliament.
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HON M XIBERRAS:
Mr Speaker, I am glad of the indication that all the elected
Members of the House will be able to support this amendment.
I, too, am glad that the words the Honourable Mr Bossano
alluded to are included now and were, in fact, included some
time ago in a motion before the House, and if he has. reference to the draft aims of the Party to which I belong he
will find them there in concise form. However, it is the
feeling of the House, obviously, that however important
they may be, they must be put into perspective of the general
position of Gibraltar which I think is admirably state.. _n
the motion at present before the House.
YR SPEAKER::
I will then „put the question which is that the motion moved
by the Honourable Mr Joe Bossano which reads as follows:
"That thi"s House declares that the territory and the people
of Gibraltar are an inseparable unit," be amended by the
deletion .01f all the words after,the word "declares" and by
the substitution therefor of the following words: "in all
the circumstances surrounding the situation of Gibraltar
and bearing.i.n mind that the peOple of Gibraltar have evolved .
as a distinct entity over more than two hundred years in
Gibraltar and are inseparable from the territory of Gibraltar, that sovereignty over Gibraltar mast be decided
solely according to the democratically expressed Wishes of.
the people of Gibraltar and as evidenced by the results of
the 1976 general election that the people of Gibraltar including all Members of the House adhere firmly and unwaveringly to the view expressed in the 1967 Referendum
that sovereignty should continue to lie with Britain and
should not be a matter for discussion with Spain."
The'vestion was resolved in the affirmative and the amendment was accordingly passed.
MR SPEAKER:
So that we do not go.wrong procedurally, the question before
the House is as I have read it now and if no one wishes to
speak to the main question I will call on the mover to reply
if he so wishes.
HON Jr BOSaANO:
Mr Speaker, I think there is only one thing that I wish to
say and that is that we have again been subjected, as we
have on previous occasions, to highly effective theatrical
performances which I think tend to attempt to create a
situation where if one doesn't agree entirely with the way
of expressing thingS that some •other people might wish to
have done,,one is immediately subjected to high pressure
salesmanship of. the type that implies that there are enormous risks in having a different view. In fact, I am very
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glad to know and no doubt the people of Gibraltar will know,
theh, the majority of the Members of this House were willing
to support the original motion as it stood and if that the
Democratic Party of British Gibraltar had allowed the
majority to have its way the motion would have been passed.
However, in order to get the unanimous vote in favour it •
.has been necessary to agree to an amendMent which' does not,
in my view, add anything to the fundamental principle at
stake and a fundamental principle which we'in the House. of
Assembly have got an obligation to assert because I think
it, is what people a Gibraltar hold most dearly. I think
it is an even deeper feeling than the attachment that there
is to continuing to be with Britain which is the attachment
to the place where we were born •and, as . the•Honourable Mr
Canepa said, we are Gibraltarians because Gibraltar exists
as an. entity and because we live here as a community, if we
were transplanted anywhere else we would cease to be what
we are. That is a deeper sentiment and it is a sentiment
which goes to the very heart of the natural right of selfdetermination which is the basic human. right which we all
know.. is under greatest threat by the spurious claim.of
Spen to the incorporation of Gibraltar. This motion is,.
once again, an assertion of that right and-no doubt it'will
serve us when we need to make use of it.
MR SPEAKER:
I will then put the question which is that: "This House'
declares, in all the circumstances surrounding the situation of Gibraltar and bearing in mind thet'the people. of.
Gibraltar have evolved as a distinct entity over more than
two hundred years in Gibraltar and are inseparable from the
territory .of•Gibraltar, that sovereignty over .Gibraltar
must be decided solely according to the democratically
expressed wishes of the people of Gibraltar and as evidenced
by the results of the 1976 general election that the people
of Gibraltar including all Members of the House adhere firmly
and unwaveringly to the view expressed in the 1967 Referendum
that sovereignty should continue to lie with Britain and
should not be a matter for discussion with Soain.°!
On a division being taken the following Hon Members voted
in favour:
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The'Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon
The Hon

I Abecasis
J Bossano
A J Canepa
Major F J Dellipiani
H K Featherstone
Sir Joshua Hassan
P J Isola
A P Montegriffo
Major R J Peliza
J B Perez
G T Restano
A W Serfaty
Dr R G Valarino
M Xiberras
H J Zammitt
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The following Hon Members were absent from the Chamber:
The Hon D Hull
The Hon A Collings
The motion was accordingly passed.
The Hon the Chief Minister moved the adjournment of the
House to Tuesday tt.j,e 17th April, 1979, at 10.,30 am.
The adjournment of the House to Tuesday the 17th April,

1979, at 10.30 am was taken at 5.15 pm cn Wednesday the
.28th February, 1979.
•

